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A 'spark' of success

State-ly beauty

King comes from behind
to take U.S. Women's Open

Anderson wins
800th big league game

Nancy Jane Cox named
Miss Kentucky 1990
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Murdock joins others on West Kentucky RECC board
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MONDAY
NEWSIN BRIEF
WORLD
WASHINGTON — Top
administration officials are
gathering together today to
update their official estimate of
the government's imbalance
between spending and revenues
and try to explain how they've
been so far off the mark.

STATE

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Start Writer

William Murdock of Murray was
re-elected to the board of directors
of the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation Saturday, defeating Max Canady, Route
5 Murray, who opposed Murdock
in the race by petition.
Of the three board members who
were elected at the 52nd annual
meeting, two were unopposed.
About 141 Calloway Countians
registered to attend the meeting,
said Cathy Ernsberger, secretary at

7.7 quake hits
Manila today;
47 dead while
others trapped
By ROBERT H. REID

FRANKFORT — Officials
say they closely scrutinized the
background of two international
construction firms that won two
contracts in Kentucky but didn't
know of a conviction history
before tipsters told them.
,SPORTS
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MANILA, Philippines —.--, A
major earthquake rocked Manila and surrounding Luzon
island today, inflicting serious
damage. Officials reported at
least 47 people killed, most
when a six-story college north
(Coned on

DULUTH, Ga. — Betsy
King overcame an 11-shot deficit over the final 33 holes Sunday to win her second consecutive U.S. Women's Open as Patty Sheehan blew an eight-shot
lead over the final 23 holes.
Rain forced a final day with 36
holes of play and King shot 71
and 70 for a 4-under-par 284
total and the one-shot victory
over Sheehan, who had rounds
of 75 and 76.
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the RECC office in Mayfield. Murdock defeated Canady 126-13.
All three members, whose threeyear terms on the nine-member
board had expired, were re-elected.
Besides Murdock in District 1,
Jewell Conner of Graves County
(District 3) and Gilbert Baker (District 4) of Marshall County
received 68 votes and 25 votes,
respectively.
Ron Sheets, president of the
Kentucky Association of Rural
Electric Cooperatives, delivered the
welcoming address and Michael
Alderdice, general manager of the
West Kentucky cooperative, presented a report.
Alderdice reported that the Tennesee Valley Authority has committed itself not to raise rates for
three years, adding that no
increases had been made since
October 1987.
Alderdice also proposed the
cooperative adopt a resolution
commemorating Farland Robbins, a
Mayfield attorney who helped
develop the cooperative in 1938
and continued to serve as counsel
for many years. Robbins died last
month. His son, Gayle, is counsel
for the RECC.
The cooperative, which consists
of members who purchase electric
energy from the RECC, presently
has 25,390 members.

Calloway Countians register to attend the 52nd annual meeting of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation at North Calloway Elementary School Saturday. In district 1, William Murdock
of Murray was re-elected, defeating Max Canady of Route 5, Murray, who entered the race by petition.
More than 350 people representing four districts attended the meeting from Calloway, Graves, Marshall,
Livingston, and Carlisle counties. Two of three board members to be elected were unopposed.

Soviet, West German leaders report progress
By DEBORAH G. SEWARD
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW — During a first day of talks with
Chancellor Helmut Kohl of West Germany that
included a visit to his native Stavropol, President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev was sanguine about prospects for accommodation on a united Germany.
"We have come quite close on very big questions," the Soviet leader told a Moscow news
conference.
He did not elaborate, but said the two were
discussing how West German economic aid can
help Gorbachev restructure — and thus revive
— the ailing Soviet economy.
"We are not asking for handouts. We a carrying out a major maneuver. We are moving from
one economic model to another, which will turn
the Soviet Union toward the rest of the world,"
the official lass news agency quoted Gorbachev
as saying.

The West German government has backed a
$3.1 billion loan to support Gorbachcv's efforts
— so far ineffectual — to transform the Soviet
Union's centralized economy to a marketoriented system.
At last week's Houston summit of leading
industrial democracies, Western leaders rejected
a proposal strongly supported by West Germany
and Nance for a $15 billion aid plan to shore up
the Soviet economy and demonstrate Western
support for Gorbachev.
On Sunday, Gorbachev and Kohl also discussed the issue of a united Germany's membership in NATO. Afterward, Gorbachev said they
were slightly closer on the issue.
Moscow has expressed serious reservations
about a united Germany's presence in the Western military alliance and Kohl clearly hopes the
aid his government is offering will help ease
those concerns.
The two leaders also discussed Kohl's offer to

make a reunited Germany more acceptable to the
Soviets by reducing the size of its combined
armies.
At least 20 million Soviets died fighting the
Nazis in World War II in what the Russians call
"The Great Patriotic War" and there has been
great concern in the Soviet Union over German
reunification.
Kohl, who arrived in Moscow late Saturday
on a two-day visit, traveled with Gorbachev on
Sunday to Stavropol, Gorbachev's native region.
Gorbachev had been Communist Party leader in
Stavropol before coming to Moscow and clearly
wanted to add a personal touch to the Kohl visit
with the unusual side trip.
The Soviet leader said he thought the "fresh
air" of the northern Caucasus mountains would
help both leaders formulate their thoughts clear-

Special boards
to be offered
by police to
check speeds
The Murray Police Department will be offering to_cittzens
the opportunity to use "speed
boards" within the city Monday
through Friday, July 16-20.
The "speed boards" are
designed to allow motorists the
ability to verify their rate of
travel as well as the accuracy of
their speedometers.
Radar equipment, similar to _
radar guns used by police officers, will be set up at various
locations within the city with
the read-out displays located
nearby.
Individuals preparing to use
(Cont'd on

page
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FORECAST

U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
announced Monday that Murray
State University would be receiving a $100,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Education. Hubbard's Washington office contacted
the school today to tell them of the
award.
The grant, which will run from
Sept. I, 1990 through Aug. 31,
1991, will be for student support
services. The money will be used
to support a program which is
aimed at providing students with
the necessary support to stay
enrolled in school. The program

Tonight: Clear and mild. Low
65 to 70. Light south wind.
Tuesday: Partly sunny, hot
and more humid. High in the
lower 90s. .
iNtOEX
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One Sections — 18 Pages
Classifieds
15- 17
Comics
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Crosswords
15
Dear Abby
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Horoscope
9
Murray Today
5 -7
Obituaries
14
Perspective
4
Sports
10, 11
Subscribers who ha%e not
receked their home-delkered
copy of the Murray Ledger 8:
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

targets students with special needs
such as first-generation college students, handicapped students, or
those students who might otherwise
demonstrate a need for participation in the program.
School officials say that the
program serves those students who
participate in it in various ways.
The program offerstutoring, scheduling assistance and financial aid
counseling. Also, for those students
who are unsure about the future
the program offers careei

Solar cars travel across Kentucky

Gary Gaines, (left, standing) a summer orientation counsellor at Murray State University, points out highlights of MSU in a brochure to Walter and Yolanda Holder of Louisville (seated) as counsellors Amy Long
and Traci Owen look on. The third of four ice-cream socials corresponding with the third summer orientation for incoming MSU freshman was Saturday night at Roy Stewart Stadium. The socials, sponsored by
alumni of Leadership Murray, are for parents of those attending the weekend orientation. Area churches
provide cookies and the Ambassador Committee of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
conducts a tour of the city prior to the socials.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The University of Michigan team competing in Sunrayce USA is hoping to
get all the way the Australia with
its solar-powered vehicle, but it has
to get back to Michigan first.
"That's. what we're gunning for
— Australia," Michigan student
Frank Stagg said of the group's
goal pf reaching the 1990 World
Solar Challenge.
An assortment of the odd-shaped
cars driven by students from 32
universities traveled from Bowling

Green to Louisville on Sunday as
part of the General Motors race.
The 11-day, 1,624-mile endurance race stretches from Lake Buena Vista, Fla., to Warren, Mich.,
where it is to end Thursday. Today
the cars were leaving Churchill
Downs for Indianapolis.
The winner of the race is the car
with the lowest elapsed time. GM
will sponsor the top three schools
in November in the Australia test.
Michigan set up a minicorporaLion with a budget of about
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the equipment are instructed to
maintain a constant speed upon
approach and keep several car
lengths between their vehicles and
any others.
The MPD encourages citizens to
take advantage of this opportunity.

Fire rescue unit
responds to calls

CHECK YOUR
SPEED
Melodie Jones, information officer at the Murray Police Department,
reminds vehicle owners to come to one of the locations within the city
this week and check the accuracy of their speedometers.

Calloway County Fire Rescue
responded to two calls July 12.
At 2:15 p.m. on Thursday, firemen responded to a tractor fire on
Blackwell Road, one mile south of
Kirksey, according to a report.
The tractor, owned by Charles
Tucker, was engulfed in flames
upon arrival of firemen, the report
said. Two trucks responded. Fire
officials said the fire started under
the cab of the tractor.
At 11:15 p.m. Thursday, firemen
responded to a structure fire four
miles out on Highway 94 East at
Randy's Trailer Court.
Upon arrival, firemen found a
trailer owned by Ireaw Jackson to
be engulfed in flames, according to
a report. Three trucks resonded.
Fire officials said the fire was
started by grease in the kitchen.

Last 2 Days!!"

(Cont'd from page 1)
of Manila collapsed.
Scores more were believed
trapped under the rubble of
crumbled buildings.
The United States Geological
Survey in Menlo Park., Calif.,
registered the quake at 7.7 on the
Richter scale.
In addition to collapsed buildings, landslides were reported in
the mountains and several bridges
were reported damaged.
The Office of Civil Defense said
the Philippine Christian College
collapsed in the provincial capital
of Cabanatuan City. The city of
more than 80,000 is 60 miles north
of Manila and was near the
epicenter.
The office said at least 41 people
were killed in the city and outlying
area. Officials in Cabanatuan said
hundreds of 'students were unaccounted for, but it was uncertain
how many were in the building
when it collapsed.
One person died of injuries in
Manila, where the temblor cracked
buildings, knocked out electricity
and communications and sent thousands fleeing into the streets.
A radio station in Dagupan, 100
miles north of Manila, said 13 people were killed there, but the report
could not be confirmed. It said all
died in stampedes as panic-stricken
people tried to flee a movie theater'
and schools.
Manila radio stations also
reported heavy damage in the
mountain resort of Baguio, 110
miles to the north, where the Red
Cross said it feared far more than
the five confirmed deaths.

Leaders report...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ly, Tass reported.
It was Kohl's second visit to the
Soviet Union since February and
Gorbachev's hospitality indicated
the Soviets seek close ties with the
economically powerful Germans.
Tass said parallel talks were held
Sunday between Foreign Ministers
Eduard Shevardnadze and Hans
Dietrich Genscher as well as
Finance Ministers Valentin Pavlov
and Theo Waigel.
Kohl told reporters he was
"optimistic" that the foreign and
security aspects of German unity
could be solved this year.
Gorbachev said he and Kohl also
discussed a comprehensive new
treaty to govern relations between
the Soviet Union and a united
Germany.
The accord would replace the
Moscow Treaty, a non-aggression
pact ratified by the West German
and Soviet parliaments in 1972.
The pact has formed the basis of
relations between the two
countries.
The new treaty would cover security issues as well as economic,
financial and cultural cooperation.
It would bind both sides to mutual
renunciation of force.
For decades, the German threat
was a favorite subject of Soviet
propaganda. War movies are still
popular on Soviet television — this
weekend prime-time television featured two films on the Nazi SS
forces.
Moscow stands to lose its most
important partner in the Warsaw
Pact alliance — East Germany —
once the two Germanys merge
sometime after all-German elections in December.
The Soviet Union is already suffering from a drop in imports from
East Germany, its largest trading
partner in the East bloc. Trade relations are likely to deteriorate further when Moscow will be forced to
conduct all economic activity with
Germany in hard currency.

(Cont'd from page 1)
$800,000 to build and operate its
entry, Sunrunner, said two of the
27 members of its team.
By contrast, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology entry,
ranked third in the race based on
daily race times, has a relatively
low budget of about $20,000 and a
team of only eight people.
The University of Western
Washington was ranked second.
Michigan team members Stagg
and David Bell said their team, like
most in the race, has been working
on its entry for the last year. The
team had its own lawyer and
accountant, and for some members,
the project became a full-time job.
'There are people who have ser-

Teachers' union
leaders differ
on recommended
decison policies
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The leader of the state's largest teachers'
union says policies proposed by
groups of school board members
and administrators to create
"school-based decision making"
are unacceptable.
The recommendations could turn
the process into mere "schoolbased suggestion making to the
local board," said David Allen,
president of the Kentucky Education Association.
The board members' and administrators' groups say the proposals
are good-faith polices for sharing
power with teachers.
Under the Kentucky schoolreform law, any school is allowed
to switch to school-based decision
making as soon as two-thirds of its
faculty votes to do so. The law
requires all schools to switch by
July 1996, except for schools that
exceed learning standards and ask
for an exemption.
Every school board is required
by January to adopt policies tailoring the school self-governance process for local use.
The Kentucky School Boards
Association and the state associations of school admittistrators and
superintendents have held recent
seminars for members on a recommended set of local policies.
Allen, who represents more than
32,000 Kentucky teachers, said
those policies are vague and contain "obvious contradictions with
the law."
Wayne Young, executive director of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators, said the
KEA has proposed a plan "that's
just as objectionable to us as ours
is to them."
But he said the important question isn't whose policies prevail
but whether boards, administrators
and teachers can work together to
make the concept succeed.
"If we have people who don't
trust each other ... then the process
is doomed, no matter what the policies say," he said.

Hubbard...
(Cont'd from page 1)
counseling.
Hubbard remarked that this program will be of direct benefit to the
region.
"I am proud that Murray State
will be receiving these funds," he
said. "This is a fine university, and
by helping our students to stay in
school and achieve a college
degree, the school is working to
better western Kentucky."

To Better Serve You
N1-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

iously put their lives on hold,"
Stagg said.
Michigan's entry is the only one
to finish on its own power every
day of the race so far. The other
entries have had to be pulled by the
trailers, which travel along with
chase vehicles, at least once
because of power shortages.
Bell, the team's strategy manager, said he believes careful planning has helped his group. An
advance team of meteorology students rides ahead of the solarpower vehicle and, using cellular
telephones, relays information
about the weather.
The information is used to tell
the driver when to adjust the speed
for periods of sunny or cloudy
weather ahead, Bell said. The team
is also using a computer to analyze
the race each day and plan for the
next.
Problems have surfaced during
the race. Some cars suffered problems with wiring and motor systems after hitting rocks or bumps in
the road. Speeds of the cars —
which can reach 70 mph but are
kept to speed limits in accordance
with the rules — dropped to 10
mph in complete cloud cover.
Paula Finnegan, one of the UniNersity of Michigan's drivers, said
her team's vehicle has performed
ideally so far, except for one
mishap.
"We haven't had to stop for any
mechanical problems," she said.
"The only problem we've had is a
blown tire."
The cars are designed to showcase the engineering skills of college students.
Jerry Williams, GM's project
manager for the race said the purpose of the race was to inspire
engineering students to produce the
vehicles in the hopes that seeing
them might inspire schoolchildren
to pursue careers in science and
engineering.
"We don't want to promote this
as the future of transportation," he
said.
The racers reached Kentucky
Saturday afternoon, then traveled
to Louisville along U.S. 31E, U.S.
31W and Kentucky 907 on Sunday.
The cars, which shine brilliantly
in the sun, resemble everything
from small space saucers to tiny
planes to bobsleds to tadpoles on
wheels. They came in all colors
and sizes and cost as much as
$800,000. They are designed to be
lightweight and streamlined and to
collect the maximum amount of
sun from solar cells that virtually
cover their surfaces.
The racers have attracted plenty
of attention along the way. At pit
stops, people peek inside the vehicles' tight cockpits.
"There are people clapping and
waving everywhere we go," said
Dave Noles, another University of
Michigan driver. "It's been fun."
Many of the racers said they
were having fun just plotting
strategies to keep ahead of the
pack. But the stragglers weren't
giving up hopes of catching the
Michigan entry.

Three injured
in 2-car wreck
at 15th, Main
A two-car wreck Saturday at
6:23 p.m. at the intersection of
15th and Main streets resulted in
several injuries.
Kathryn R. Stockton, 17, of 1601
Hermitage Place in Murray, was
southbound on 15th Street
approaching the intersection at
Main, when she realized that her
brakes went out and she was not
going to be able to stop, according
to a Murray Police report.
She saw a car, driven by Delbert
D. Garland, 42, of RL 7 Murray,
approaching on Main and tried to
hurry across the intersection to
avoid impact when Garland's car
hit her in the right front, the report
said.
Stockton was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital with
multiple severe injuries and transferred to Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah.
Garland received a possible
minor neck injury, and Kay Garland, his wife, received a possible
minor injury to her left leg. Chloe
Garland, 3-weeks old, was also in
the car but was not injured.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071.
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
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*visored in part by- Sieele-Allbraien, Winslow Coll Shop, Kenlake Stair Resort Park

The Murray Fire Department
responded to two calls during the
weekend.
At 7:13 p.m. Friday, firemen
responded to a vehicle fire at
Southside Manor and extinguished
it, according to reports.
On Saturday at 1:59 p.m. firemen responded to an alarm activation at 412A North 5th St. and
unplugged a stove that set the
alarm off, a report said.
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By DANA KENNEDY
Associated Press Writer

TURNING 100 - Rose Kennedy, matriarch of the Kennedy family,
appears for her birthday in 1982. When the fam ily gathered to celebrate
her 100th birthday Sunday, July 15, Mrs. Kennedy stayed in the
bedroom of her Hyannis Port, Mass. home, due to her frail health.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Miss
Bowling Green Nancy Jane Cox
joined in with a chorus of "Who
Could Ask for Anything More"
after being crowned Miss Kentucky
1990.
The 23-year-old summa cum
laude graduate of Western Kentucky University was chosen from
among 23 contestants in a paAeant
Saturday night at the Macauley
Theatre here.
Ms. Cox, of Campbellsville,
sang "Somewhere Over the Rainbow'' during the talent
competition.
First runner-up was Betsy Ann
Drewry, 26, of Bowling Green, a
singer and Miss Western Kentucky
University.
Miss Thoroughbred of Kentucky
Tawnya Dawn Mullins, 23, of Lexington, was second runner-up.
Mary Dudley Manley of Lexington,
a 25-year-old singer and Miss Lexington, was third runner-up, while
the fourth runner-up was Sheri
Lynn Plambeck, 22, a tap dancer
from Lexington and Miss Bluegrass
Area.
Ms. Cox, whose degree is in
English and allied language artseducation, is working on a master's
degree in education and also plans'
to pursue a doctorate in education.
Also among the 10 finalists were
Miss Ashland Area Glenda Rene
Haney, 23, of Grayson; Miss Cumberland Falls Tina Miller, 21, of
Louisville; Miss Heart of Kentucky
Victoria Belle Glass, 20, of Prospect; Miss Louisville Jennifer Anne
Wilkinson, 23, of Louisville; and
Miss West Kentucky Kim-Rene's
Buford, 22, of Paducah.
Ms. Cox will represent Kentucky
in the Miss American Pageant in
September in Atlantic. City, N.J.
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HYANNIS PORT, Mass. —
Family and friends sang "Happy
Birthday" outside Rose Kennedy's
window to honor her 100th year in
the Kennedy clan's largest gathering since her son's 1960 presidential victory.
The matriarch of the political
family plagued by tragedy stayed
indoors Sunday during' the early
birthday party attended by 370
invited guests, including grandsonin-law Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Gov. Michael Dukakis.
"She has good days and bad
days, but today she was great,"
said Ethel Kennedy, the widow of
Sen. Robert Kennedy. "It was a
happy, joyous event.'
The family planned a small, private celebration next Sunday, her
actual birthday.
Four of her five surviving children, most of her 28 grandchildren
and 22 great-grandchildren joined a
glittering assembly of dignitaries in
singing "Happy Birthday" outside
Mrs. Kennedy's window.
"In the chaos of our household,
she was the quiet at the center of
the storm, the anchor of our family,
the safe harbor to which we always
came," Sen. Edward Kennedy said.
The ailing 99-year-old, who uses
a wheelchair, was visited privately

by family members during the
three-hour luncheon. She was briefly wheeled onto the porch by a
nurse later, after most guests had
left.
"As she told me just a few days
ago, 'I'm like old wine — they
don't bring me out very often, but
I'm well preserved,'" her sole surviving son said.
The life of the strong-willed
woman who endured the assassination of two sons and the deaths of
two other children was remembered
in an 18-minute film by Oscarwinning filmmaker Terry Sanders
that brought tears to the eyes of
many at the celebration.
Sen. Kennedy narrated the film,
which chronicled the union
between the Boston politician's
daughter and businessman Joseph
P. Kennedy. It featured the voice of
Mrs. Kennedy talking about the
joys and sadness in her life.
"She always stressed the importance of family loyalty and family
strength," said Eunice Kennedy
Shriver, standing before a photographic exhibit of her mother's life.
"She taught us we were much
stronger as a family than as
individuals."
Among those joining the family
were humorist Art Buchl.vald, actor
Tom Hulce, Olympic skier Billy
Kidd, Education Secretary Lauro
Cavazos and Kennedy historian

Mrs. Smith are daughters of RoNc
Kennedy.
Four of Mrs. Kennedy's childrei
died tragically. Her eldest son, Joe
Jr., was killed while flying a mission in World War II, and daughter
Kathleen died in a plane crash in
France. President Kennedy was
assassinated in 1963, and in 1968
Sen. Robert Kennedy was shot to
death in Los Angeles during his
presidential campaign.
Rose Kennedy's mentally
retarded daughter, Rosemary,
remained in a Wisconsin nursing
home. The event was staged in part
to honor people working to help
the retarded, a cause championed
by Mrs. Kennedy for decades.
"One of the things that has
made the greatest difference to our
mother is the work in which the
current generation is involved,"
Sen. Kennedy said. "Mother told
them and us that that is her greatest
birthday present."
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SHOP NOW!DON'T MISS THESE SALE SPECIALS!

LOINOUT
INCREDIBLE VALUE!
8x Zoom VHS Camcorder
With Flying Erase Head

Was $899 in 1990 Catalog
Low As $20 Per Month •

•3-Lux Low -Light
Sensitivity
• High-Speed Shutter

May not be ,n a/ stores No an crlecks

Was $999 in 1990 Catalog
Low As $25 Per Month •

• Hi-Fi AFM Recording
For Superior Sound
• Flying Erase Head

• Flying Erase Head
For Seamless
Scene Changes
•8-1 Power Zoom
With Macrofocus
•3-Lux Low-Light
Sensitivity
is Insert Editing

Includes "Extras" You'd
Pay Extra for Elsewhere!

With Hardcase. AV Cable,
AC Adapter, Rechargeable
Battery and RF Converter!

PC Compatible Sale!
A Complete System
With 20MB Hard Drive

Helpful on-screen prompts make remote
programming of 21-day/6-event timer a
snap! Was $399 95 in 1990 catalog
#16-516
Sale Ends 8/19/90

Reg Separate Items 1924 65

Display Models Available in Most
Stores. Hurry for Best Selection!
Not All Models in All Stores.
Four Heads, Digital Picture-in -Picture
Save $120. Was $499 95 in 1990 Catalog #16-652

Low As $46 Per Month.

Powerful 286-based system has
MS-DOS' and DeskMate Graphical
User Interface' built in. With 640K
RAM and 3'/2" 720K floppy drive
Includes CM-5 Color MOnrcRr and
Mouse, plus DeskMate', Instant
Pages. RightWriter, Quicken software

37995

Wireless Remote, Quick-Timer Recording 19995
Save $70. Was $269 95 in 1990 Catalog #16-514

Save $225.70 on System Above
Without the Hard Drive

Hi-Fi Stereo Sound, Auto-Channel Preset 32995
Save $170. Was $499 95 in 1990 Catalog *16-615

Other Display Models Available in Some Stores!

ZSORIA-MED: Products
Guaranteed to Relieve the
Symptoms of Psoriasis.
*FREE INFORMATION*
Tel: 606/528-2096
DSF Distributing Co.

Arthur Schlesinger Jr.
Robert MacNeil of "The
MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour" was
m'aster of ceremonies. Singer Maureen McGovern performed a medley of Mrs. Kennedy's favorite
Irish songs, including "Rose of
Tralee."
It was the biggest Kennedy family reunion in 30 years, when the
clan assembled to celebrate the
election of John F. Kennedy as
president.
Each table under a red-striped
tent overlooking Nantucket Sound
at the Cape Cod estate featured a
framed portrait of Mrs. Kennedy
And a bouquet of pink roses.
Inside the main house were 100
red roses sent by the senator's family. The Massachusetts Democrat
cut the first slice of birthday cake.
President Kennedy's daughter,
Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg,
attended. But her mother, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, and her
brother, John Jr., did not.
Schwarzenegger and his wife,
TV reporter Maria Shriver,
attended with baby daughter
Katherine. Shriver is the daughter
of Eunice and Sargent Shriver.
Various grandchildren ran up to
each other and embraced, also hugging and kissing their aunts Ethel
Kennedy, Joan Kennedy, Patricia
Kennedy Lawford and Jean Kennedy Smith. Mrs. Lawford and
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Cash floods into campaigns
FRANKFORT - Fully 11 months
before the 1991 May Democratic
gubernatorial primary, the floodgates
of money have been thrown open and
a torrent of cash is flooding into the
campaigns of the four likely candidates. The same, of course, will
happen once Sixth District U.S. Rep.
Larry Hopkins - or some other viable
Republican - announces a candidacy
for governor.
The amounts raised by the Democratic candidates so far are either
impressive or obscene, depending
entirely on whether you consider
auctioning off the commonwealth
-every four years to be the hallmark of
democracy or an insult to both democracy and the people who participate
in it.
According to the latest campaign
finance reports filed last week, here
a the totals of all money raised by
the
dictates in order of magnitude:

AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
I. Brereton Jones - S2,011,579.
2. Martha Wilkinson - S1,164,339.
3. Floyd Poore - $1,148,269.
4. Scotty Baesler - S814,719.
The total of the four comes to
S5,138,906.
And, these people have only just
begun.
(You have to pity Harvey Sloane,
trying to finance a campaign for the
U.S. Senate this fall against incumbent Mitch McConnell while Democratic bank accounts across the state
are being stripped for an election

Today In History
Today is Monday, July 16, the 197th day of 1990. There are 168 days
left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
Two hundred years ago, on July 16, 1790, the District of Columbia was
established as the seat of the United States government.
On this date:
In 1862, David G. Farragut became the first rear admiral in the United
States Navy.
In 1918, Russia's Czar Nicholas the Second, his empress and their five
children were executed by the Bolsheviks.
In 1935, the first parking meters were installed, in Oklahoma City.
In 1945, the United States exploded its first experimental atomic bomb,
in the desert of Alamogordo, N.M.
Ten years ago: Ronald Reagan won the Republican presidential nomination at the party's convention in Detroit; hours later, in a break with
precedent, Reagan appeared in the hall to announce that his running-mate
would be George Bush.
Five years ago: The National League won baseball's 56th All-Star
Game, defeating the American League 6-1 at the Metrodome in
Minneapolis.
One year ago: Leaders of the seven major industrial democracies
wrapped up their economic summit in Paris with a call for "decisive
action" to fight global pollution. Conductor Herbert von Karajan died
near Salzburg, Austria, at age 81.
Today's Birthdays: Actress-dancer Ginger Rogers is 79. Actor Barnard
Hughes is 75. Attorney General Dick Thornburgh is 58. Tennis player
Margaret Court is 48. Violinist Pinchas Zukerman is 42. Rock composermusician Stewart Copeland is 38.
Thought for Today: "You come into the world alone and you go out of
the world alone yet it seems to me you are more alone while living than
even going and coming." -- Emily Carr, Canadian artist and author
(1871-1945).
— By The Associated Press

nearly a year off.)
What will it cost the winner Democrat or Republican - who is
inaugurated here next December? $10
million? S15 million? Even more?,
What will the losers spend? Even in an
age when it costs a couple of hundred
million minimum to elect a president
of the United States, the idea of
literally tens of millions of dollars
being spent to elect the governor of a
small, comparatively poor state is
staggering.
Don't let any of them blather on
about who they're being supported by
tens of thousands of little poeple
giving them S5 or S10. These and
other campaigns will be financed
almost entirely by people who want
something from the state or already
have something they want to keep. Its
the S4,000 individual and political
action committee contributions, the
S8,000 from married couples or the
S12,000,S16,000 or more from whole
families, the S20,000 or S40,000 and
more from the officers and employees
of companies that will pay the outrageous costs of the 1991 gubernatorial
campaign. What they are buying is
access to the new administration,
access to bidding on contracts, access
to high-level jobs, access to making
policy on everything from regulating
strip mines and insurance companies
to setting the level of Medicaid
payments.
Of course, it's all perfectly legal.
And, considering that a highway
contract might be worth S50 million
or that tougher strip-mine regulations
could cost a company hundreds of
thousands of dollars to comply, even
the huge totals mean the commonwealth is being auctioned off at firesale prices.
In looking over all those contributors of S1,000-S4,000 last week, we
wondered how many of them would
have given so generously if a system
could be devised in which contributions to a candidate are made to a
watchdog agency, the identity of the
contributors kept entirely secret on
penalty of 20 years in Eddyville, and
only the grand totals turned over to the
separate campaigns once a week.
Such a system is impossible, of
course, but we have -absolutely no
doubt the amounts reported by the
four candidates would be considerably less. Much like holding an
auction and nobody came to bid.

Weirdos not just in New York
In our modern society, not much behavior is
considered deviant or weird. Since the 1960s, when the
cry went out to "do your own thing," people have
been doing just that.
And it is reflected in the news.
In earlier days, the Manhattan Dartman would
have been known all over the country. There would
have been headlines about his latest attack, interviews with his victims and cops vowing that it was
just a matter of time until they nabbed him.
But outside of New York, the Dartman has been
little more than a news squib. Even The New York
Times has virtually ignored him, since he has not
done anything politically or socially significant.
Since I began newspapering when it was still an
uncouth craft, I still find oddballs like the Manhattan
Dartman worth noting. I mean, you can't go through
life pondering S&L swindles, the trade imbalance,
deficit spending and NATO cuts, or eventually you
find yourself saying: "Blahhhh!"
If you aren't familiar with the Dartman, which you
probably aren't, I'll familiarize you.
For several weeks, he has been roaming midtown
Manhattan, armed with tiny little darts made from
pins, and a straw through which to blow them at the
hind ends of well-dressed women.
Before he was caught, he had scored direct hits on
the bottoms of at least 55 women. I don't know if this
qualifies the Dartman for the Guinness Book of World
Records, but until someone claims otherwise, it
sounds like a world mark to me. And the count could
be even higher, since some women might not have
told the police they had been pinged.
The tiny darts did not inflict serious wounds and
were not contaminated. And the pain, according to the
victims, was not any greater than if they had been
pinched or tweaked.
However, several of the women said they were
"unnerved" by the experience. And many others who
had not been darted said they had develooed cricks in
their necks from looking over their shoulders in fear
that the Dartman would plink their rumps.
But the threat to female bottoms ended when the
cops caught the Dartman the other day.
It would have been a livelier story if he were a
Wall Street financier or a politician. As it turns out,
though, there is something typically New Yorkish
about him. He's a face in the crowd, a young
mailroom clerk and me.ssenger. Sort of a lets
menacing Robert De Niro in "Taxi Driver" or "King
of Comedy."
The police say he hasn't given them a motive for
darting women's bottoms. Of course he hasn't. And he
probably never will. People who commit dippy acts
commit them because they are dippy.
When I mentioned the Manhattan Dartman to a
young co-worker, he said: "Boy, that's the weirdest
guy I've ever heard of."
Which showed that he is not really a student of
weird guys.
As strange as the Manhattan Dartman is, I rate his
strangeness below that of the Toe Nail Man.
The Toe Nail Man, as you probably don't know,

4 e• $irtketriot.

LOOKING BACK

was a Chicagoan who lurked about one of the
university campus libraries.
Actually, he lurked under the library tables.
He would look for young women who sought
comfort by kicking off their shoes as they read.
When he found one without stockings, he would
paint her toenails. He had so deft a touch that he
would sometimes paint all 10 toes without the young
lady knowing it.
Like the Dartman, when the Toe Nail Man was
caught, he couldn't give a plausible explanation for
his behavior. As I recall, he said something like: "A
man's got to do what a man's got to do." If he didn't,
he should have.
Nor had my young co-worker heard of the El
Platform Flasher.
Admittedly, flashers are not uncommon. But most
show little imagination. A fast zip-zip and away they
run.
But some put considerable thought into what they
do. In their own weird way, they have style.
A few years ago, for example, there was the
Painted Jogger. At a distance, he looked like any
other jogger in his shorts, T-shirt and sneakers.
However, when he drew near, shocked females
saw that what appeared at a distance to be jogging
shorts was nothing more than a light coating of
vegetable dye.
Some cops rated him tops on the weird flasher
scale. But I still give that ranking to the El Platform
Flasher.
A middle-aged fellow, he would appear on the
elevated or subway platform, neatly dressed in
fedora, tweed topcoat, suit, tie, shiny shoes. He looked
like the other commuters.
But he wouldn't board the train. And as it slowly
pulled away, he would break into a big grin and throw
open his topcoat.
The gawking passengers would see that the shirt
was only a bib front. And his trouser legs covered
only his shins and ended at the knees, where they
were held up by garters.
By the time the police came, he had dashed to
another platform. But from time to time, they would
catch him. A shrink would ask him why he went to so
much bother displaying himself to strangers. He
would just smile and shrug.
As the song went in "South Pacific": "Who can
explain it, who can tell you why? Fools give you
reasons, wise men never try."
How true.
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Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Hodges and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Eldridge.
Forty years ago
Mary Miller Ellis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis, was
named as queen of Calloway County Farm Bureau at its annual picnic
on July 14 at Murray City Park. An
estimated 1,500 persons attended
the event.
Two Murray people were bitten
by a stray hound dog on July 13,
according to Dr. J.A. Outland,
county health officer.
Mary Evelyn Doores and Douglas Graham Tucker were married
July 2 at Mt. Hebron Methodist
Church.
Betsy Howton, Betty Jo Crawford, Clarice Rohwedder and July
Carr of Girl Scout Troop 11 are
aamping at Scout Camp at Bear
Creek.

:
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Lone Oak will be speaker at revival
services at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church, July 17-24, according to
the Rev. Billy G. Hurt, church
pastor.
Mrs. Robert G. Humphreys, the
former Shirley Joyce Chiles,
received her M.M. degree in piano
at Indiana University at recent
corpmencemeat exercises.
Frances Sexton has returned
home after a visit with Lula Clayton Beale at St. Charles, Mo .
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By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Murray and Calloway County
Officials are filing appeals to
Owensboro District Office of U.S.
Census Bureau protesting the preliminary 1980 census figures for the
city and county.
Dr. William Parsons has
assumed his duties as dean of College of Creative Expression at
Murray State Universty.
Gene Schanbacher, Charles Walston, Vernon Gantt and Larry
Wright are new officers of Murray
Rotary Club.
Don Starks who works in special
missions of Churches of Christ
spoke at Sunday morning service at
University Church of Christ.
Twenty years ago
Charles 0. Paschall Jr. and
Ronald L. Colson were inducted
into the U.S. Army in July draft
call from Calloway County,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board
No. 10 of Selective Service.
Summer enrollment at Murray
State University is now at 3,202,
according to Wilson Gantt,
registrar.
O.S. Wall is secretary-treasurer
and H.G. Gingles is director of
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Webb, July
9.
Thirty years ago
The Rev. B.R. Winchester of
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Letters to the Editor
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3,000 attend Hickman River City Festival
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Dear Editor;
Florida, Georgia, and Missouri."
An estimated 3,000 people from
The First Annual Hickman River
around the country attended the First City Festival began Saturday,July 7th
Annual Hickman River City Festival at 9:00 a.m. and ended Sunday, July
in Hickman, Kentucky this past 18th at 8:00 p.m. Saturday, according
weekend. As Festival Chairman, to Cochrum, had more people in
Claudcan Cochrum said,"It was prob- attendance than Sunday. "We had
ably one of the best celebrations more Saturday than we expected,"
Hickman has ever had. We had people said Cochrum.
from all over - from as far away as
Of all the events during the festivities, the firworks extravaganza and
KENTUCKY
the street dance drew the largest
crowd of children and adults. The
LOTTERY
fireworks are always popular with the
crowd and the street dance was a huge
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
6-0-6 (six, zero, six); Lotto:
6-9-15-36-37-42 (six, nine, fifteen, thirty-six, thirty-seven,
forty-two). Estimated jackpot:
$1.25 million.
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In the arts and crafts section, people
came from all over to sell and exhibit
their wares. One such person was
Judy Bohanon from Rossville, Georgia, who fascinated people with her
air brush tee-shirts, Judy said "we
have never been to a festival where
the people were so genuinely nice."
Cochrum said the Hickman Chamber of Commerce and the City of
Hickman/Fulton County Rescue
Squad will meet within two weeks to
discuss the next Hickman River City
Festival. She said anyone who would

like to give a suggestion or help in any
way is more than welcome to attend.
The meeting is scheduled for Monday, July 16, 7:00 p.m., at the Rescue
Squad building in Hickman.
Thanks so much for your support.
We couldn't have done it without your
helping hand
Sincerely;
Susan Major
Promotions
Hickman Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 166
Hickman, Ky. 42050

Flag thought to be largest ever made
to have first official unfurling July 20
Dear Editor,
A new POW/MIA flag thought
to be the largest ever made will
have its first official unfurling at
the 2nd Annual Kentucky Vietnam
Veterans Reunion to be held July
20 and 21 at the Water Tower
(Zorn Ave., off 1-71) in Louisville,
Ky.
The flag which measures 30 ft. x
45 ft. and weighs 92 lbs. was made
possible thrcugh private contributions by veterans and organizations. The flag is too large for any

flag po,le and will be displayed
between two fire truck aerial
ladders.
Cindy Dumas, chairperson of the
reunion and a nurse who served in
Vietnam, commented that the display of this POW/MIA flag at the
Kentucky Vietnam Veterans Reunion is most appropriate as there are
still 2,302 MIA's from the Vietnam
War With 22 of those being from
Kentucky. She further commented
that the flag serves as I reminder to
continue the efforts being made to

have our POW/MIA's returned to
America.
Over 3,000 Vietnam-era veterans
and their families and friends are
expected to take part in the 2nd
annual reunion. This year's reunion
will feature helicopters, a POW/
MIA ceremony, live entertainment,
veteran information booths and
speakers on veteran's issues.
Sincerely,
. LZ Bluegrass
P.O. Box 4884
Louisville, Ky. 42024
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Couple married 25 years
PFNA Fellowship meeting planned
PFNA Fellowship meeting will be Tuesday, July 17, at 7 p.m. at Bethel
Chapel Church, located nine miles east of Murray on Highway 94 East.
The Rev. Bob Strong from the Assembly of God at Mayfield will be the
speaker. All pastors and laymen are invited to attend, according to the
Rev. Shelby Underhill, pastor.

The Senior Employment Job Club will meet Wednesday, July 18, at
1:30 p.m. at Ordway Hall, Murray State University. Dr. Paul Naberezny,
counselor and instructor of Counseling and Testing Center, Murray State
University, will be guest speaker. For more information call 753-0929.
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Bridge, luncheon and golf are
planned by Murray club ladies
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Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Crick of Almo are today, July 16, celebrating
their 25th wedding anniversary. They were married July 16, 1965, at
Zions Cause Baptist Church in Marshall County by the Rev. Robert
S. Herring. Their attendants were Jim Kelly and the late Penny Todd
who were married at a later date. Mrs. Crick is the former Martha
Kelly, daughter of Mrs. Rubene Kelly and the late Sammie Kelly of
Almo. She is employed at Fisher Price Toys. Mr. Crick, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Crick of Murray, is employed at Murray State University. They have one daughter, Mrs. Kelly Freeman and husband,
Kevin, of Benton, and one grandson, Matthew Scott Freeman. No formal celebration was planned.

Celebrates second birthday
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Matthew Scott Freeman of Rt. 3, Benton, celebrated his second birthday on Friday, June 22, at his home. Cake and ice cream wre served
at the special occasion. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Freeman;
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Crick of Almo and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Freeman of Benton; and great-grandson of Mrs. Rubene Kelly
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Crick of Murray and Mrs. Stella Jones of
Hard in.
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Tee 7 - Dana Stonecipher,
LaVern Ryan, Peggy Shoemaker
and Frances Richey;
Tee 8 - Martha Sue Ryan, Rowena Cullom, Jane Fitch and Mary
B. Overbey;
Tee 9 - Beth Belote, Lois Keller
and Rebecca Landolt.
The Ladies' Medal Play Tournament was held July 10, but play
was rained out on June 11. Golf
Chairmen Tonja Fike and Betty
Lowry called the tournament a
27-hole tournament with the winners as follows:
Championship flight - Inus Orr
and Mary Bogard, tied for first low
gross, to be played off at a later
date; Frances Hulse, first low net;
Betty Lowry, second low net;
First flight - Tonja Fike, first
low gross; Lula Bingham, second
low gross; Evelyn Jones, first low
net; Toni Hopson, second low net;
Second flight - Betty Scott, first
low gross; Billie Cohoon, second
low gross; Rainey Apperson, first.
low net; Edith Garrison, second
low net;
Third flight - Billie Wilson,
first low gross; Frances Richey,
second low gross; Lois Keller, first
low net; Norma Frank, second low
net.

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — Sara
Helena Martin said believing in
herself was the key to her being
named America's Young Woman
of the Year.
"I'm just numb," said the
19-year-old Miss Martin of
Schaumburg, Ill., as she received
hugs Saturday night from other
contestants who competed for
$75,000 in scholarships. "The way
I got here was being true to myself,

believing in my own values."
The program, which began in
1958, was known as America's
Junior Miss until the name was
changed last year.
Miss Martin, who plans to
become a linguist, won a $30,000
college scholarship.
Runners-up were Seema Sueko
Ahmed, 17, of Honolulu, and Rosalie Landicho Reyes, 17, of Waynesboro, Miss.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Delegates to the world conference of
the Seventh-day Adventist Church
ended their meeting Saturday after
making an exception to a hotly
debated decision barring the ordination of women.
The ruling body of the church
voted Wednesday against allowing
the ordination of women, after
hours of discussion and splits along
geographical lines among the 1,500
delegates to the 55th, world
conference.
On Friday, delegates extended to
women members some ministerial
duties enied in the earlier vote.
The change allows local congregations to grant women the right to
perform marriages, a duty formerly
reserved for ordained ministers.
Church spokesman Herbert Ford
said the rule change "does, in
effect, allow women to be a little
closer to ordination."
In the earlier decision, delegates
had voted along geographical lines,
1,173 to 377, to accept a commission's report that ordaining women
would be disruptive to the world
church and should not be allowed.
European and North American
delegates offered the greatest support for ordination, while leaders
from Africa, Asia and South
American overwhelmingly opposed
letting women preach the gospel.
The Seventh-day Adventist Church
is separated into 11 geographical
divisions encompassing 190 countries and 6.2 million members.
Robert S. Folkenberg, the
church's world leader, capped the
10-day conference in downtown
Indianapolis on Saturday, with an
overture for tolerance.
"This unity is not uniformity,"

Folkenberg said in addressing the
conference during worship service.
"If God wanted a church of uniformity, he would not have made
flowers of different colors...
"We are not a family of God
unless we are building bridges to
all people of all nations."
Ford said women designated
"local elders" by their congregation will be allowed to perform
marriages with the approval of regional church officials. To become
local elders, women must have an
undergraduate theology degree and
an Adventist seminary graduate
degree and gain the approval of
their congregation's leaders.
The earlier vote was influenced
by a report from the church's Role
of Women Commission. The report
said church unity vtvould be
threatened if women were allowed
to preach.
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make runs on
Tuesday and Wednesday, July 17 and 18, this week. Blood pressure, pulse
and two hour blood sugar screenings will be given. Also available will be
A Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. The express will be at
Courtsquare, Dresden, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Branch of Weakley
County Bank, Palmersville, Tenn., from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
Stops on Wednesday will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Coldwater Church of
Christ and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at First National Bank; Farmington.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society will have its Community Awareness
Night on Tuesday, July 17, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. The program will be presented by representatives of YN1CA and Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad. Each one
will give- a brief informative talk. Refreshments will be served. All singles
are invited to attend. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city'
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative it s my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call
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June birthdays were celebrated for patients at West View Nursing
Home on June 27 when Helen Steffen, left, entertained on the violin in
the name of Epsilon Sigma Alpha, International, Alpha Mu #4760
Chapter. Others leading the singing were Carol York, activities director at West View, Amy Wilson, a resident, pictured right, and Martha
Manners, visitor. York introduced the birthday celebrants and especially welcomed Steffen who plays monthly at these events. Refreshments were served. Celebrating birthdays were Etha M. Bailey,
George Faughn, Pearl Watkins, Betty Hargis, Horace V. Walston and
Ralph E. Williams.
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Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 17, at 3 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Healthful Eating
Habits" will be discussed by a MCCH registered dietitian. For more information call Nancy Rose R.N., Mary Linn, M.S.N. and R.N. or Cindy
Ragsdale, L.S.W.

Seventh-day Adventists make
exception to women ordination
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Ladies' day events will be at
Murray Country Club on Wednesday, July 18.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
A ladies' day luncheon will be
served at 12 noon. Reservations
should be made with Debbie Williams, 753-8116, or by calling
753-6113.
Golf will be played with Peggy
Shoemaker and Marie Chaney as
hostesses. A shotgun start will be
at 9 a.m. The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Billie Cohoon, Betty
Scott, Betty Hinton and Edith
Garrison;
Tee IA - Evelyn Jones': Tonja
Fike, Terry Shertzer and Lula
Bingham;
Tee 2 - Norma Frank, Louise
Lamb, Mary F. Bell and Nancy
Haverstock;
Tee 3 - Wanda Brown, Mary
Bogard, Betty Lowry and Frances
Hulse;
Tee 4 - Inus Orr, Venela Sexton,
Betty Stewart and Toni Hopson;
Tee 5 - Madelyn Lamb, Sherry
Gibbs, Sue Brown and Rainey
Apperson;
Tee 6 - Della Miller, Hazel Hill,
Cathryn Garrott arid, Margaret
Shuffett;

Murray TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet Tuesday, July
17, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Apts. Recreational Room, off Glendale
Road. This is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization with
over 320,000 members world-wide. Its program is based on a combination
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For
more informatrion call 759-1625.
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cesrgr*Caps aatiorla
through
and
'Mehra
Sole peces
Seturstel. July 28th
regular prices.
Percentage oil

Tues. 17th • Sat. 21st
Rent A Stork '10 A Week
804 Coldwater Rd.
(5-Points) 759-4577

Rent sour mosies•at the mo% jis
100$ Clie.t nut • 753-33O
Open 11:am ti 10:pm

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
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Ford-Smotherman wedding Sept. 22 Kimbro-Anderson wedding is planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M. Ford of
Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Sharlisa Leigh, to
Richard Myers Smotherman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Smothemian of
Murray.
Miss Ford is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Collie, and
of Mrs. flora Ford and the late
Levi Ford of Murray.
Mr. Smotherman is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Myers and Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Smotherman, all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1982 graduate
of Murray High School, eanied her
Bachelor of Science degree in Business Management in May 1987
from Murray State University. She
is a program assistant at Calloway
County ASCS Office.
The groom-elect is a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is a self-employed
farmer.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 22, at
6:30 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Sharlisa Leigh Ford and
Richard Myers Smotherman to marry

Plans
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Spann,
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Travis,
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Offici
Ricky C
by Sue
Murrell,
Mrs.
sister .o
matron

Miss Regina Ann Kimbro and
Michael Clay Anderson of Murray
announce their approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Kimbro of
Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Imogene Kimbro and the late
James R. Kimbro and Joe Pat Johnson of Murray and Mrs. Wanda
Chastain of Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the son of the
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Anderson
of Murray.
He is the grandson of Charlie
Green Anderson of Portland, Tenn.,
the late Mrs. Ruby Anderson, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Duffer of Gallatin, Tenn.
Miss Kimbro is a 1990 graduate
of Calloway County High School
where she is presently working.
Mr. Anderson is a 1987 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
He is employed at Briggs & Stratton Co.
The wedding will be Saturday,
Aug. 18, at 2 p.m. at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church, Murray.
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Ladies' day events to be at Oaks Club
Ladies' day events ill be at
Country Club on Wednesday,
July. 18.
A golf scramble will be played
at 9 a.m. with Melva Hatcher as
hostess.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Gloria McLaughlin,
753-5338, as hostess.
A ladies' day luncheon will be
served at 12 noon with Barbara
Cothran and Jimmie Cothran as cochairwomen of the event. Reserva.,
Lions should be made by today.

Winners of golf play on Wednesda. July 11, have been released by
Laura Parker and Murrelle Walker,
hostesses, as follows:
First - Laura Parker and Sue
Lath:
Second - Bronda Parker on
co:nt back and Anita Gallimorc;
hird - Sue Wells on count back
an. Shirley Wade;
Fiourth - Irene Woods and Pegg' Noel;
Fifth - Belinda Elliot and Joan
ts anger;

Murray Preschool has o•enin•s

Monday, July 16
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Board of Friends of Library will
meet at 5 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Teen College will be at 7 p.m. at
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Teen Bible College of First Baptist Church will meet at 6 p.m. at
home of Dwain Bell.
Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759:4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Preschool Cooperative still has openings for three-year-old
clau that meets Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at
Firq Presbyterian Church building. There is a waiting list for the
four-year-old class, but if interested it meets Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Sara Hussung is the teacher. If
interested call Wendy Wadley at 753-2452 or Denise Steele at
759-1233. The children had a picnic the last day of the spring term at
Murray-Calloway County Park. Children pictured are, from left, bottom row, Patrick Darnell, Matthew McNutt, Lauri Ann Wadley, second row, Blake Hoover, Ben Ehchardt, Page Hurt, top row, Brandon
Steele and Lee .\nn Darnell. Not pictured are Jordyn Dublin and Elizabeth Jetton.

Regina Ann Kimbro and
Michael Clay Anderson to marry

Sixth - Lee Christenbe-rry and
Doi Redick; Snenth - Patsy Neale and Margait Maddox.

Prayer Group of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 7
p.m. in Gleason Hall.

West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 6 p.m. in
Classroom 2, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played

Monday, July 16
at 6:30.p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.

Tuesday, July 17
Teen Bible College of First Baptist Church will meet at 6 p.m. at
home of Dwain Bell.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Lire
Christian Center.

Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at hazel Baptist Church.

Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For information call
753-7046.

Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dekter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.

Ladies Team Tennis will start at
5:45 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Tuesday, July 17
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Paris Center of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Teen College will be at 7 p.m. at
Locust Grove Baptist Church.

Best selling books
listed for the week
by Waldenbooks
Best selling books for week of
July 15 have been released as
follows:
FICTION
I. "Message From Nam," Danielle Steel
2. "The Burden of Proof," Scott Turow
3. "Mountain Laurel," Jude Dcveraux
4. "The Stand," Stephen King
5. "Ott, the Places You'll Go!" Dr. Scuss
6. "Coyote Waits," Tony Hillerman
7. "Dragon," Clive Cussler
8. "September," Rosamunde Pitcher
9. "The Bourne Ultimatum," Robert Ludlum
10. "Hammerheads," Dale Brown
NON-FICTION
I. "Wealth Without Risk," Charles Givens
2. "Men at Work," George F. Will
3. "Life 101," John-Roger and Peter
McWilliams
4. "Dave Barry Turns 40," Dave Barry
5. "Behind the Mask," Dave Pallone
6. "Homecoming," John Bradshaw
7. "Justin Wilson's Homegrown Louisiana
Cookin'," Justin Wilson
8. "Megatrends 2000," John Naisbitt and
Patricia Ahurdene
9. "It Was on Fire When I Lay Down on It,"
Robert Fulghum
10. "Secrets About Men Every Woman
Should Know," Barbara De Angelis
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

AA Will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Tuesday, July 17
ic Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m. and LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850,
• Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Top records of week named
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of week
of July 15 have been released as
follows:
The Top Ten
I. "Step By Step," New Kids on the Block
2. "It Must Have Been Love," Roxeue
3. "Do You Remember," Phil Colhns
4. "Ready or Not," After 7
5. "I'll Be Your Shelter," Taylor Dayne
6. "Hold On," En Vogue
7. "Cradle of Love," Billy Idol
8. "She Ain't Worth It," Glen Mr:derma and
Bobby Brown

Y. "Poison," Bell Ili', DeVoe
10. "Hold On," Wilson Phillips
Country-Western
1. "The Dance," Garth Brooks
2. "On Down the Line," Psuy Loveless
3. "Ile Walked on Water," Randy Travis
4. "Island," Eddy Raven
S. "The Richest Man on Earth," Paul
Overstreet
6. "Ile Talks to Mc," Lome Morgan
7. "Good Friends, Good Whiskey, Good
Lovin'," Hank Williams
8. "Whcn I Call Your Name," Vince Gill
9. "Wrong," Waylon Jennings
10. "This Side of Goodbye," Highway 101
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 5)

Sarkari receives certification
Bahaudur Sarkari, M.D., recently received his Board Certrification in
Psychiatry from the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
Dr. Sarkari serves as Medical Director, Adolescent Services at Charter
Hospital of Paducah.

Free checks to be given Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, July 17, at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church, located at Sycamore and South 15th
Streets. The checks will be giVen from 12 noon to 2 p.m. This is a free
service of the church on the first and third Tuesdays of the month.

Team tennis play will be tonight
Ladies' Team Tennis of Murray Country dub will play today (Monday) at 5:45 p.m. at the tennis courts. Scheduling will be at the Tennis
Shack, a spokesperson said.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
1 /4 CARAT'$49Q
1/4 CARAT' $499
WATERFALL I
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Smart, bride-elect of David
Tipton, has made her
domestic and houFware
selections from °Inc bridal
registry.
Amanda and David will
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Doyle and Wells named to list
Mary H. Doyle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Doyle of 103 South
14th St., Murray,-and Shannon C. Wells, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Wells of 1527 London Dr., Murray, have been named to the Deans' List
at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, for the second semester of 1989-90.
Both are graduates of Murray High School.

JO-AN'S

Varieties
on the square • 753-9569

Dresses, Sportswear,
Jeans, Swimsuits
All summer merchandise
moved from Paris store to
Murray.

SUMMER CLEARANCE
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Spann and--Travis vows
will be said Wednesday
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Cindy Marie
Spann, daughter of Mrs. Beverly
Reed of Murray and Buddy Spann
of Nashville, Tenn., to Tony Brian
Travis, son of Jerry and Marilyn
Travis of Dexter.
The vows will be exchanged on
Wednesday, July 18, at 1 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Officiating will be the Rev.
Ricky Cunningham. Music will be
by Sue Spann, pianist, and Diana
Murrell, soloist.
Mrs. Christine Renee' Watson,
sister .of the bride-elect, will be
matron of honor. Bridesmaids will

1

Donation wade to •rou

be Connie Spann, sister of the
bride-elect, and Karen Boggess.
The flower girl will be Kalista
Cunningham.
Kevin Wheatley will be best
man. Groomsmen will be Glenn
Wallace and Robbie Noel.
The ring bearers will be Ryan
Watson and Justin Boggess.
Presiding at the guest register
will be Mrs. Celisa Cunningham.
A reception will follow at the
club house.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Most popular videocassette
sales and rentals are listed
By The Associated Press
The following are the most
popular videocassettes as they
appear in July 16th issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1990,
Billboard Publications, Inc.
Reprinted with permission.
VIDEOCASSETTE SALES
1."The Little Mermaid" (Disney)
2."Stcp by Step" New Kids on the Block
(CBS)
3."Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Cowabunga Shredhead" (1VE)
4."11oney, I Shrunk the Kids" (Disney)
5."Teenage Mutant Ninja Tunics: Super
Rocksteady" (Family)
6."Sexy Lingene II" (HBO)
7."Top Gun" (Paramount)
8."New Kids ixt the Block: Hangin' Tough
Live" (CBS)
9."11arvey" (MCA)
10."Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Case of
the Killer Pizzas" (Family)
11."Aerosmith: Things That Go Pump"
(Geffen)
12."Lethal Weapon 2" (Warner-1989)
13."Bambi" (Disney)
14."Die Hard" (CBS-Fox)
I5."New Kids on the Block: Hangin'
Tough" (CBS)
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16."Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade"
(Paramount)
17."Tecnage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Heroes..." (Family)
18."Barry Mantlow: Live on Broadway" (6
West)
19.''Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Hot Rodding..." (Family)
20."The Wizard of Oz: The hfueth Anniversary Edition" (MGM-UA)
VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS
1."Back to the Future 11" (MCA-Universal)
2."Tango and Cash" (Warner)
3."Stecl Magnolias" (RCA-Columbia)
4."The Fabulous Baker Boys" (IVE)
5."Look Who's Talking" (RCA-Columbia)
6."Always" (MCA)
7."The War of the Roses" (CBS-Fox)
11."Black Rain" (Paramount)
9."Sea of Love" (MCA)
10."My Left Foot" (11130)
11."Ilarlein Nights" (Paramount)
12."National Lampoon's Chnstmas Vacation" (Warner Bros.)
13."The Bear" (RCA -Columbia)
14."Thc Little Mermaid" (Disney)
15."seit, lies, and videotape (RCA Columbia)
16."Dead Poets Society" (Touchstone)
17."Music Box" (IVE)
18."Crimes and Misdemeanors" (Onon)
19."She-Devil" (Orion)
20."Roger and Me" (Warner)

cience making progress
against ravages of old age
By DANIEL 0. HANEY
AP Sciatica Writer
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Mrs. Luvean Nlaupin, left, presents Verona Grogan, Senior Citizen
Site Director at Murray, a monetary donation in memory or their
friend, the late Mrs. Lillie Farris, who attended Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens' activities for many years. Mrs. Farris impersonated (mimic) Minnie Pearl for many of the senior citizens' musical
programs. The donation will be used to defray the expenses of the
Senior Citizens' van.

Study recommends more
response to breast lumps

WASHINGTON (AP)- PhysiThough breast cancer is more
cians need to act more aggressively common among older women, the
on the initial complaints of women study indicates that delayed diag- especially younger women - nosis in younger women results in
who find lumps in their breasts, a the majority of lawsuits. Nearly 70
study of breast cancer malpractice percent of the cases involved
claims and lawsuits indicates.
women under age 50, and 40 perThe study by the Physician cent were filed by women under
Insurers Association of America 40.
found that in 69 percent of cases
The most common reason for
where claims were paid because delay in diagnosis was that "the
breast cancer diagnosis was physical findings at examination
delayed, the patient had discovered failed to impress the physician,"
the lump.
the report said. This was the case
"The physician needs to be for 55 percent of the women.
impressed by such findings and
The second most common reaorder follow-up studies," said the son, found in 35 percent of cases,
report.
was that mammogram reports were
"This study indicates that self- negative. In 14 percent, mammodiscovery often may be ignored, grams were inconclusive.
especially in younger women
"Doctors have to be more suspiwhere the incidence of malignancy cious of the incidence of cancer in
reis thought to be less than in older the breast ... and can't depend
women" and is more difficult to entirely on the mammogram," said
By Abigail detect, the study said.
Dr. Sylvan H. Eisman, a distinThe study reviewed 273 paid guished professor emeritus of cliniVan Buren claims reported by 21 memb,er cal medicine at the University of
companies of the association. All Pennsylvania School of Medicine,
of the cases invoked a delay in who directed the study.
diagnosis of breast cancer.
The American Medical AssociaWomen with breast cancer have tion had no comment on the
best chances of surviving when it is findings.
discovered and treated in earliest
The study suggests that a biopsy
stages.
always follow any suspicious
The study, released at the associ- findings.
ation's annual meeting in May, was
"It's foolish not to do it (a biopmessage it can't ignore:'Vote this discussed by members of the study
sy)
if there's reasonable cause of
bill in, or we'll vote you out.'
committee in telephone interviews suspicion," Eisman said.
"Here's all I'm asking you to
The study also found that family
do, and it's really easy. Call 1- last week.
history was unknown in 37 percent
900-226-4455 and for only $2.75
(charged to your phone bill), we'll
of the cases, though women with a
send a letter in your name to Community...
family history of breast. cancer are
your representative supporting
at higher risk of getting the disease
(Cont'd
from
page
6)
the Brady Bill. We'll also send
themselves.
•you a copy.
Tuesday, July 17
Lack of communication among
"Please,help me break the gun
Murray Optimist Club is sche- physicians involved in a case also
lobby's stranglehold on Congress!-James S. Brady"
duled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at can contribute to delays in diagnosing cancer, "as each often thinks
Homeplace Restaurant.
I read the above letter on
the other is the responsible physiMonday morning, June 25, at 7
Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon Sig- cian," the study said.
a.m. I promptly called the above
The study stressed the impornumber. I received a busy sig- ma Alpha International will meet at
tance
of self-examination by
7
home
p.m.
Cummings.
of
at
Rita
nal,advising me that all the lines
women, thorough examinations by
were busy and to stay on the
Singles Organizational Society a physician and regular
line. I stayed on the line as long
mammograms.
as I had to in order to get through. will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Nothing I did that day was more Commerce building. For informaimportant than making that call. tion call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
•e

Take a Step Toward Sanity
And Support Handgun Control
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DEAR READERS: On March
30, 1981, John Hinckley walked
into a gun store, bought a handgun and attempted to kill President Reagan. The bullet meant
for Reagan struck his press secretary,James S. Brady, paralyzing him. Here is the letter Mr.
Brady published recently in The
New York Times:
"Add your voice to mine.Help
me beat the gun lobby.Ever since
I was shot, I have watched from
my wheelchair as the gun lobby
blocked one sane handgun control proposal after another.
"But I'm not just watching
anymore.I'm calling on Congress
to pass a commonsense law the Brady Bill - requiring a
seven-day 'cooling oft" period
before the purchase of a handgun, so police will have time to
check if the buyer has a criminal
record.
"The Brady Bill will save thousands of lives and prevent tens
of thousands of crippling injuries. Ninety-one percent of the
American people - and 81 percent of American handgun owners - support it. And so does
every major law enforcement
organization in the country.
"In fact, it seems that the only
people who oppose the Brady
Bill are psychopaths, crimin,als,
drug dealers and the gun lobby.
"So why hasn't Congress
passed it? Because too many
members are afraid of the gun
lobby, and too many take the
gun lobby's political action
committee money.
"In the last six years, while
handguns were killing 120,000
Americans,the gun lobby poured
$4 million into Congress' pockets to block the sane handgun
laws. The gun lobbyists claim
that a seven-day wait is 'inconvenient.' (I'd like to see one of
them spend a day in my wheelchair!)
"Can we beat the gun lobby?
Yes - if we raise our voices together, we can send Congress a
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DEAR ABBY: I clipped this item
from the death notices of my local
newspaper:
"The family of(
requests that
in lieu offlowers,donations be made
to help defray funeral expenses.
Please send donations to(
Abby,in my opinion,that request
is the height of tackiness. What do
you and your readers think?
SAN ANTONIO READER
DEAR READER: I think that
request is the height of sadness.
I do not consider a plea for help
to defray funeral expenses
"tacky." Being poor is no disgrace.

* * *

Murray Christian Women's Club
will meet at 12 noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant.

IFLAIF1FITI

. We are pleased to an_nounte thiat Nam-Kehrer,
bride-elect of Jody Burkeen, has made her domestic and houseware selections from our bridal registry.
Nan and Jody will be
married August 4, 1990.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6
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ALL PRICED
LESS THAN

DIAMOND
FASHION
RINGS 140

10 DIAMONDS

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

COIN REPLICA

$139

$139

$139

This Week's Special;
Ham & Cheese Sandwich,
Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good
thru July 20

S.
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Saturday Only.;
Bar-B-Q Plate & Med. Drink
Includes: Bar-B-0 Fries, $395
Baked Beans, Slaw
& Toasted Bun

(Good thru August 6th)
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Hairworks
Owner/Stylist: Joyce Cooper

- Open Tues.-Sat. -
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Quantum Perm Special
Only $25
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* Silk Greenery
759-1019
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* Custom Framing
* Limited Edition Prints
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Quilt Lovers of Murray will
meet at 6 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.

Everything you'll need to know about
planning& wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send •long, business-size. selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 113.95 )$4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, ID 61054. Postage is
included.)

BOSTON - Scientists are tackling the problems of growing old
and finding some success helping
frail, flabby bodies become youthful again.
There's no cure for old age, but
scientists are developing the next
best thing: therapies that can forestall and even reverse some of the
most disabling and disturbing
effects of the inevitable.
"There has been just a remarkable increase in interest, at long
last, in the problems of older people," said Dr. Reubin Andres, an
aging expert at Johns Hopkins University. "It's a hopeful time that
we are living in. A lot of advances
are being made. But that doesn't
mean that we have the youth pill."
While indeed none is exactly a
youth pill, scientists reported three
discoveries in the past month that
could help make growing old just a
little easier:
-The most dramatic announcement was the effects of human
growth hormone, whiGh spurs the
body to make muscle. Six months
of injections wiped 20 years off
elderly recipients' sagging
physiques.
Doctors cautioned that they
don't yet know how many people
could benefit. But if the hormone
works as well as they hope, it
could give many the strength to
keep walking and fending for
themselves well into old age.
-Another team demonstrated
that the prescription medicine etidronate can strengthen aging spines.
It stops and even reverses the gradual loss of backbone. This sharply
reduces the risk of crushed vertebrae, a common and painful condition especially common among
elderly women, that results in
stooped posture.
-Taking an entirely different
tack, a group of doctors showed
that even nursing home patients in
their 90s can build up their muscles
through regular exercise.
It was just coincidence that the
reports came out at the same time.
But the three studies share an
important theme of geriatric care:
All are steps toward helping folks
stay active, mobile and independent into old age.
The need for this research is
obvious. Growing old is a growing
problem. The Census Bureau estimates that by the year 2030, when
baby boomers hit their senior
years, there will be 66 million
Americans over age 65 - 21/4
times more than 1980.
Certainly, even the most optimistic scientific seers do nqt.expect to
conquer death any time soon. The
human body is simply built to wear
out. Beyond gray hair and wrinkles, eyesight dims, balance fails,
muscles turn to flab. But these
breakdowns are not quite so certain
as they once seemed.
"The general attitude has been
that aging is a genetically programmed, cellular event, determined
when you are born," said Dr. Seymour Reichlin, chief of endocrinology at New England Medical
Center.
"It's programmed so that cells
die at a certain rate, and there you
are," he said. "The data with

growth hormone raises the issue of
whether some of the aging process
is not genetically programmed, or
perhaps the program can be
changed."
Hormones, in fact, are one of the
hottest areas of aging research. The
body generates lots of these proteins to regulate growth and other
chores. In the fourth decade of life
and beyond, much of this production begins to taper off. So scientist
are asking: Why not put them
back?
Hormone replacement is nothing
new. Doctors have long advised
women to take estrogen supplements to keep them healthy after
their bodies slow the natural production of this sex hormone following menopause. But now scientists are looking into keeping the
body youthful with other varieties.
Among the possibilities:
-Testosterone. This is the major
male sex hormone. Many men lose
its production when they get old.
Restoring it could help them build
up muscle and regain lost sex
drive.
-Somatomedin C. Human
growth hormone stimulates the
body to make this protein, which in
turn promotes muscle production.
-Blood cell growth factors. The
body produces a host of these hormones to stimulate the production
of white blood cells that guard
against cancer and infection. Finetuning these hormones may keep
people healthier in old age.
-Nerve cell growth factors. In
theory, at least, these proteins
might help the body replace brain
cells that are destroyed by Alzheimer's disease or lost through the
natural wear and tear of aging.
Dr. Evan Hadley, chief of the
geriatrics branch of the National
Institute on Aging, and others
believe even more ills of aging will
soon be' controlled, if not cured.
"I am very hopeful," he said.
"There is a real possibility of significantly reducing the problems of
physical frailty in old age over the
next decade."

1990 United Feature Syndicate i nc

.

Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of VAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dresden, Tenn., courtsquare
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Palmersville, Tenn., Branch of Weakley
County Bank from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
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HARP'S READ, Ky. — Few
tales of the frontier are more
bloody or bizarre.
A posse chases a murderer
through the backwoods and shoots
him off his horse. Burning with
revenge, a deputy pulls a knife and
begins cutting off the killer's head.
His life ebbing away, the outlaw
curses his slayer as a "rough
butcher," then adds defiantly, "cut
on and be damned!"

Serious crimes
Up 40%
Arrests for drunkenness In Moscow
Up 30%
Bank robberies
Up 28%

f

I Up 130'.

1985 71 2 78 2

€5' .29

1986 71 3 78 3
1987 71 S 78 4
78 3

I

Juvenile crimes
Up 22%
Alcohol-related crimes
Up 14%

I

Apartment burglaries

'986 " 55) 738

• o88

I Up 150%
Premeditated murders

I Up 120%

1983 71 0 78 1
1984 71 2 78 2

9 '36

decioning living standards and alienatoon of the young Still. it is no comparison to U S Crime In 1989, 25
crrnes were reported on the Soviet Union In the U S 36 1 milloon crimes were committed in 1989
Accofding to Soviet government statostics, On the first halt 01 1989 compared to same period,in 1988
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By BERRY CRAIG
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6 million unemployed

High suicide rate

unemployment at
4°. Pravda reported in 1989 that 6 rnalrOn people
"coud be drawn nto social production

Si ode rate may be the highest the world at 19 per
100.000 population for 1989 In the US,the suicide rate
in 1988 was 123 per 100
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DEAR DR GOTT• I have an elderly
friend with arthritis. She has two doctors. Neither knows about the other.
Each gives her an appointment every
two weeks, so every week she visits
one physician. I 'feel the cost to the
taxpayers is excessive. and I dread to
think how many more elderly people
are doing this and bow many doctors
are set up with a steady flow of regulars to count on for income. While arthritis is not a simple problem, I feel
weekly visits are totally unnecessary.
What do you think?
DEAR READER: I hope the situation you describe is unusual. However. I agree that it reflects an inappropriate use of medical resources. I'm
certain that your friend's doctors
would try to correct the problem if
they were aware of it. Evidently,
they're not.
After receiving your letter. I
mulled over some of the reasons an
elderly woman might choose to perpetuate a medical triangle.
Perhaps she is lonely. Her friends
and her husband may have died, her
children may disregard her needs because of their own problems. or she
may be physically handicapped by

her arthritis. Most family doctors
have elderly patients who literally do
not have friends and family for support. no one to talk to, no other person
with whom to share.
The doctor,. by default, can become
the sole source of intellectual stimulation, a friend, a "father" confessor.
The weekly office visits become social events, not mere medical appointments. In such instances. I usually try to involve community
resources to help with the loneliness
The church is such a resource. Ministers and members of the patient's
congregation are usually eager to involve an elderly person in supportive
community and church activities.
Also, municipal social workers can
often help direct patients to organizations or professional counselors.
Second, your friend may not realize
that her behavior, by demanding the
doctor's time, could be depriving another, needy person of help. She may
simply assume that she is acting normally, hoping to find a cure for her arthritis. She may need to be told that
one doctor is sufficient. Educating her
about the realities of medical practice could modify her priorities.
Third. she may be alb In addition to causing chronic p
arthritis

Think about thiS...
The next time you
make a long distance call
why not make it
a local call?

of ten leads to a loss of independence.
Arthritics become fearful about what
will happen, who will take care of
them, how they will cope with a progressive disorder for which treatment
is not really ideal.
Your friend probably relishes the
reassurance her doctors give her.
Knowing she has two doctors who
care about her may relieve much uncertainty and stress. Also, she may
worry about the effects of the medicines; she may attempt to play one
doctor off against the other.
Regardless of the reasons for your
friend's preoccupation with medical
matters,she risks harming herself because the drugs given by one doctor
may react badly with those given by
another, especially if the physicians
are not aware of one another's
treatment.
I suggest you broach this subject
with your friend, taking care to be
non-judgmental. Explain to her that
one doctor should suffice — or, at
least, that she inform both doctors
about her double appointments. You
might also explain that some of her
needs might be more appropriately
met through other resources.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Choosing A Physician." Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

The story doesn't end there. The
lawmen stick the outlaw's bloody
head on a pole as warning to other
transgressors. The grisly spot in
Webster County is still called
Harp's Head for the outlaw Micajah Harp, better known as "Big"
Harp.
"Just about everybody around
here has heard the story," said
Maggie Utley of the Providence
Journal-Enterprise. "It's one you
grow up with."
It's a true story, too. Harp's
Head is on old U.S. 41 just north

Encouragement key to quit smoking

Double-booking medical appointments 34
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Some cabinet officials had considered applying the law to suspended Elliott County PVA Ernest
Parsons, Coffman said.
Parsons, who held the office for
21 years, was suspended in August
because assessments were a year
late and because a six-month investigation showed some property in
the eastern Kentucky county was
assessed at about 60 percent of its
actual value, putting the fiscal
court and the county schools in
financial trouble.
He stepped down June 30, saying
he wanted to take advantage of greater retirement benefits. An
11-month emergency assessment of
all property in the county showed it
was underassessed by about 50
perceni
The law also requires deeds to
reflect the true sale price and to be
signed by the buyers and sellers.
It also calls for county clerks to
notify the cabinet of all appeals of
property assessments, giving the
cabinet an opportunity to argue
against the change before the county appeals boards.

Harp's Head, Ky., has gruesome origin

Escalating crime
cr,me rate has soared ,r. the Soviet Uron largely because of widespread shortages of consumer goods,

Men Women

629 -30

'9845 629 72 7

Sr

Total

S

Men Women

The ruble
It s not easily convertible to other
currencies in the internatoonal market
There are nurnerouS rates at which the
ruble is traded vethon the Soviet Union
Most oommon rates Ion loreogn visitors
•Official rale: $1 = 062 rubles
le For foreign tourists:$1 -6 2 rubies
•Bleck merest: 51 - 10-20 rubles

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Revenue
Cabinet officials expect to waste no
time adapting to a new state law
that includes a $6 million grant to
conduct emergency property
assessments across Kentucky.
"We anticipate being busy for
the next two years," said James
Coffman, commissioner of the
Property Taxation Department.
Coffman wouldn't comment
about the number of counties in
line for emergency assessments,
but he said most are in eastern
Kentucky.
The law, passed by the 1990
General Assembly, also gives the
state revenue secretary power to
fire county tax assessors who don't
do their jobs well, but that apparently won't happen anytime soon.
There are no official plans to
dismiss any property valuation
administrators, said Scott Akers, a
cabinet spokesman.
The law allows taxpayers to call
for the removal of a PVA by filing
a petition in the circuit court of
their county.

Under the old' state law, the
Revenue Cabinet could remove a
county tax assessor from office
only by taking that official before a
circuit judge in the official's own
county.
The new law also authorizes the
cabinet to collect taxes in counties
where the property tax delinquency
rate exceeds 5 percent for two
years ir a row. In 1987, 31 counties had delinquency rates of more
than 5 percent, and five counties
had rates of more than 15 percent.
The legislature passed the measures because of serious inequities
in the property assessment system
in some counties.
The law gives the revenue secretary authority to dismiss an
assessor for willful disobedience of
state orders, malfeasance, neglect
of duties, intentional underassessment or overassessment of properties, and chronic underassessment.
The secretary would then appoint
a cabinet employee to serve the
unexpired term of the ousted PVA.
The PVA could appeal his removal
in a circuit court district adjacent
to the PVA's district.

ksLinSMER

patients left the hospital's coronary
care unit. Smokers were given
manuals and audio tapes on cessation techniques and counseling
while hospitalized. Nurses then followed up on the care by calling
patients weekly for one month and
then monthly for the next four
months.

PHILADELPHIA — Heartattack patients who are advised to
quit smoking on leaving the hospital appear to have better success
when they get periodic telephone
calls of encouragement from
nurses, researchers say.
Patients who found it more diffiOf the 72 heart-attack patients
cult to quit met with nurses in an
who completed a nurse-managed
intervention program by Stanford outpatient clinic, and some
University, 51 of them, or 71 per- received prescriptions for nicotine
cent, successfully quit smoking for gum. The nurses' intervention
one year, Stanford researchers ended .after six months.
The researchers verified the volreported in Sunday's Annals of
unteers' smoking status through
Internal Medicine.
Of the 58 patients who did not biochemical tests or through family
get calls, only 26 of them, or 45 .members and friends.
The researchers attributed the
percent, had cut out tobacco, the
success of the intervention program
study found.
Many quit-smoking programs to the early start while patients
attack both the psychological and were hospitalized and the frequent
the biological addiction to nicotine, and convenient contact between
but some smokers benefit from patients and nurses.
Smoking is blamed for the deathadditional, outside help, the
s of 390,000 Americans each year,
researchers said.
"Nurses represent the largest according to federal statistics.
cadre of health care professionals About 1.3 million smokers quit
available to assist physicians with every year, but about 1 million
interventions for smoking cessa- start smoking.
tion," wrote the researchers, led by
Dr. C. Barr Taylor.
Dr. Steven Cummings of the
University of California at San
Francisco, who studies physicians'
attitudes and training on smoking
••4.,
cessation programs, said the Stan27%
of people surveyed
ford study demonstrates that phone
said they'd changed food
calls are an effective way of prostores within the past
viding support to smokers trying to
year. Here's why:
quit.
The nurse-managed program
New store more
usually began one day after
conveniently located

of Dixon, the Webster County seat.
"Big Harp was wild, insane," said
Utley, society editor at tie paper in
Providence, the county's largest
town.
Harp was killed about 1800. He
and his brother Wiley, or "Little"
Harp, had fled with their families
from Cave-In-Rock, Ill., where
they had bossed a gang of Ohio
River pirates. From the cave, the
Harps and their confederates waylaid passing flatboats, robbing and
murdering westward-bound settlers.
Many stories of the American
frontier are more folklore than fact.
But the stories of the Harp brothers
evidently are true.
The Harps broke out of jail at
Danville in 1799 and fled into the
wilderness with a $300 price on
their heads. A reward notice
described Big Harp as a sturdy
6-footer with "an ill-looking,
downcast countenance." Little
Harp was "very meagre in his face
... and has likewise a downcast
countenance."
They holed up at Cave-In-Rock,
which had sheltered other killers
and thieves. Once, the brothers
allowed one of their victims to survive, only to murder him for cruel
sport.
They stripped the man naked,
blindfolded him and tied him to a
horse, according to Otto H.
Rothert's book, "The Outlaws of
Cave-In-Rock." The Harps led the
doomed animal and rider to the top
of the cliff above the cave and ran
both over the edge to the rocky
riverbank 60 feet below.
That was too much for the other
outlaws who ordered the brothers
and their families to leave.
Crossing into Kentucky, the
Harps didn't stop killing. Big Harp
reputedly murdered his own
daughter by bashing her head
against a tree.
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REVIVAL
July 15-20 Sun. 6 p.m., Mon.-Fri., 7 p.m.
Bro. C.C. Brasher, Evangelist
Currently Pastor of Breinsburg Baptist Church Marshall County

EVENTS
Sun: Children's Night
Music: Children's Choir
Mon.: Senior Citizen's Night
Tue: Bring-A-Friend Night
Music: Cathy Wilcox
Wed.: Family Night

Thurs. Pack-A-Pew Night
Music: Andrea Nesbitt,
Lisa Watson, Julie Stone
& Janetta McCallon
Fri.: Young People's Night
Music: Karla Blakley
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Imelda Marcos faces inquiry
following acquittal of fraud
By RICHARD PYLE
AssocIsIsd Press Writer

NEW YORK — Former Philippines first lady Imelda Marcos,
acquitted of fraud two weeks ago
by a federal jury here, faces new
questioning by a grand jury in
Pittsburgh.
Mrs. Marcos said two federal
agents on Friday served her with a
subpoena to appear in Pittsburgh
on Sept. 25. The case involves a
never-used nuclear power plant
Westinghouse Electric Corp. built
in the Philippines in the early
1980s, when her late husband Ferdinand Marcos was president.
"They said they want me to
come and bring all my documents.
I don't really know what this is all
about," Mrs. Marcos said Saturday
cluring a party thrown to thank jurors from her New York trial.
A source close to Mrs. Marcos
who asked not to be identified said
she will appear as ordered unless
the government advises her that she
is a target of the inquiry,,iii which
case she would refuse.
The subpoena was issued on
behalf of the Justice Department's
fraud section in Washington. It
does not indicate whether Mrs.
Marcos is a target of the
investigation.
U.S. Attorney Thomas W. Corbett Jr. of Pittsburgh declined to
comment, citing the secrecy of
grand jury proceedings.
The subpoena dated July 11
instructed Mrs. Marcos to "bring
all documents in your possession or
under your control ... relating

directly or indirectly to the payment of commissions or anything
of value" by Westinghouse or
Burns & Roe Inc. to the Marcoses
or their agents since Jan. 1, 1973.
Burns & Roe, an engineering
firm, was a subcontractor on the
Philippines project.
Mrs. Marcos, 61, and Saudi Arabian financier Adnan Khashoggi,
55, were acquitted July 2 after a
10-week federal trial. Prosecutors
alleged that she helped her husband
loot the Philippines' treasury of
more than $220 million, using the
money to buy four New York
buildings, artworks and jewelry.
Khashoggi was accused of falsifying documents to show that he,
not the Marcoses, owned the New
York properties and some paintings. Prosecutors said that was
done to circumvent a March 1986
court order that froze the Marcoses' assets following their ouster
from power.
Marcos illegally skimmed millions from the Philippine treasury
by.: demanding kickbacks from
companies and banks doing business with his government, prosecutors said. Westinghouse was not
mentioned in the case.
In Pittsburgh, Westinghouse
spokesman Paul B. Jones said the
subpoena may stem from a lawsuit
filed against the company by the
government of Philippines President Corazon Aquino, which is still
seeking to recover the money
allegedly stolen by the Marcoses.
Jones said safety concerns
delayed the nuclear plant's opening
and after Marcos was deposed and

Administration expected
to raise deficit estimate
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writs,

WASHINGTON — Top administration officials are gathering
together today to update their official estimate of the government's
imbalance between spending and
revenues and try to explain how
they've been so far off the mark.
The new deficit estimate, due to
be unveiled today, will show that
the administration was off in its
last estimate made in January by
nearly $60 billion.
To explain the goof, the administration has assembled its top
economic policymakers — Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady,
White House budget director
Richard Darman and Council of
Economic Advisers Chairman
Michael Boskin — for the official
unveiling of the new estimates.
When President Bush sent Congress his 1991 budget on Jan. 29,
he predicted a deficit of $100 billion — absent any changes in government policy — for the fiscal
year that starts Oct. 1.
To reduce that figure to the $64
billion required by the GrammRudman law, Bush called for $36
billion in spending cuts and modest
tax increases.
Now, the administration is
sounding the alarm that the deficit,
absent any action, could top $158
billion next year, a total that would
require major cuts of close to $100
billion to meet the Gramm-Rudman
target.
That change was a major factor
influencing the president's decision
last month to reverse his stand
against tax increases, Bush has
said.
The spending and revenue estimates due out today will be based
on a revised economic forecast,
which also will be released. The
document, known as the administration's midterm review, will
establish the parameters for the
budget negotiations between Congress and the administration.
The administration is blaming a
weaker economy for the widening
shortfall between revenues and
spending.
The economic forecast is important because small changes in economic performance can make big

differences in the budget. Slower
growth decreases government tax
revenue and boosts spending on
such programs as food stamps and
unemployment benefits, while
higher interest rates boost the cost
of government borrowing.
The administration is expected to
trim its estimate of economic
growth, as measured by the ,gross
national product, from the 2.6 percent made last January to around
2.2 percent.
Its estimate of the average cost
this year of short-term borrowing
by the government is expected to
be boosted by a full percentage
point to 7.7 percent.
The administration has a variety
of explanations for missing the
mark, citing even the fall of communism in Eastern Europe, which
has driven up interest rates worldwide because of increased
demands on financial markets to
supply investment funds.
Because the higher interest rates
dampened economic growth,
Boskin, said recently that the administration now believes "the
rebound in the economy from its
current sluggish pace will occur a
little more gradually."
While private economists were
widely skeptical of the administration's January economic forecast,
the July update was likely to bring
more agreement.
Many analysts saki the growth
forecast was close to the mark,
although they still questioned the
interest rate assessment and the
overall budget deficit.
Roger Brinner, senior economist
at DRI-McGraw Hill, an economic
forecasting firm, said he believes
the 1991 budget deficit will top
$188 billion. He said that assumes
the current budget negotiators will
be able to arrive at a tax and
spending package that will reduce
the deficit by $38 billion.
Michael Evans, head of a private
forecasting firm, was even more
pessimistic, predicting that the
1991 deficit will hit $230 billion.
He said the deficit in the current
fiscal year was expected to total
$205 billion, compared to an actual
deficit of $152 billion in the last
fiscal year.

Aquino took office, the plant
became a political issue.
"The Philippine government
sued Westinghouse because the
plant was sitting there. They chose
not to operate it," Jones said.
He said the suit alleges Westinghouse built a plant that could not
be operated, but declined to comment further.
Despite the subpoena, Mrs. Marcos' was jovial at the party Saturday in the penthouse of her posh
Manhattan apartment complex.
Among 100 guests were 10 of the
12 jurors who acquitted Mrs. Marcos and Khashoggi.
"It's just a gathering of
friends," said ex-juror Luellen
White, a subway worker, who left
carrying a decorated cake.
Others departed with bouquets of
flowers.
"I invited the jurors to thank
them and because I thought they
should see some of the good things
about the Philippines," said Mrs.
Marcos, who entertained her guests
by singing "God Bless America"
and Philippine songs.

gra.
SYRACUSE,N.Y.,July 12.PUCKER RECORD - Syracuse teens Mary n Condit and Johnathan Malone and 398
others took part in a Wednesday noon attempt to enter the Guinness Book of World Records for hal ing the most
people kiss at the same time and place. They were trying for 700, but if the 400 figure holds they will top an Oregon
group of 200 who puckered earlier this year.

Tom Cruise steals thunder
as 'hot-rod hero' named
sexiest man alive by People
NEW YORK (AP) — Tom
Cruise stole the thunder of his Hollywood peers by getting People
magazine's annual sexiest man
alive award Friday.
Cruise's role in the movie
"Days of Thunder" made him an
all-American "hot-rod hero," said
the magazine, announcing its sixth
annhldetermination of the world's
most desirable male.
The sexiest thing about Cruise?
"His eyes," says Valeria Golino,
his "Rain Man" co-star. "Not
their color. His regard — the way
he looks with them. They're very
alive."
He's also "the boy next door as

uestion
I've been told I have -water on the knee."
(I
Wh t exactly is this and can it be serious?

'Water on the knee"
Knee
is swelling in the front of
cap
your knee. Whether it is
serious depends on where
the swelling is located. It
Femur
may be immediately under
your skin, but on top of your
kneecap, or it may be under
your kneecap and within the
actual knee joint. The first
Tendon
condition is not serious, but,
to be safe, inform your physician.
If the swelling is underneath the kneecap, it will
feel like it is floating when you push on it. Treatment is
required. If the pain isn't too severe, try treating it with
JA
(rest, ice, compression, elevation). If the swelling
persists, consider seeking professional help.

daredevil," the magazine said,
detailing his delight for race-car
driving and skydiving.
Cruise has gone skydiving with
current flame Nicole Kidman, who
co-stars in "Days of Thunder" as a
brain surgeon, and with his mother,
Mary Lee, the magazine said in
next week's issue.
Previous sexiest men alive winners are: Sean Connery, John F.
Kennedy Jr., Harry Hamlin, Mark
Harmon and Mel Gibson.
Cruise was nominated for an
Academy Award for his role in
"Born on the Fourth of July." He
also starred in "The Color of
Money" and "Risky Business."

By DAN DYREK(MS,PT, is director of Massachusetts
General Hospital Physical Therapy imsoeiates.)
SOURCE: Boston Gicos

Your Individual
Horoscope

Read the classifieds

Frances Drake

641 Trailer Sales

FOR TUESDAY,JULY 17,1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A project may take longer than
anticipated, but it will be accomplished by day's end. Self-discipline
and concentration are your allies
now. Shopping is a plus.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
An adviser perhaps is unduly
cautious or conservative. However,
you're right to be enthusiastic and
should proceed with your plans.
Communicative skills are strong.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You should play your cards close to
the chest where financial interests
are concerned right now. Today's
behind-the-scene developments are
in your favor.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
046
New doors open for you through
friendship today. You sparkle now in
group activities. You and a close tie
will share a responsibility today.
Team efforts succeed.

-LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Despite some distractions, it's a
day when you'll get ahead careerwise.
Don't insist on the limelight now, but
continue working on a plan that's
bound to succeed!
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You'll be in touch with friends at a
distance today. Creative types should
contact agents and advisers now.
You'll enjoy a visit to a familiar haunt
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You'll be clearing up some unpaid
bills now. A fringe benefit arises in
connection with career. Some receive
financial backing for a project.
Accent long range goals.

P.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You and a close tie may be making
plans now for a holiday away
together. Good news comes about a
legal or a contractual matter. Partnership ventures are favored.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Hard work and self-discipline pay
off for you now. Things run smoothly
for you workwise today and you'll be
meeting with new chances to get
ahead in life.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may be taking yourself a bit
too seriously as the day begins. Get
your work done and then make plans
for festive times. Romance and
recreation are your keywords for
today!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You may be making plans now for
an office in the home. Do-it-yourself
projects are favored today, though
some of you will devote your time to
the completion of an unfinished task.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
idiot
You're enthused today about a
creative project. Outings with children are favored. A friend asks for
your assistance. Accent recreational
interests tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY are a person
who needs to keep busy to be happy.
You're smart enough to get by on
your wits and your personality will be
a factor in your success in life. At
times, your financial fortunes may
fluctuate. You're the spendthrift one
day, and the penny pincher the next.
However, you're often talented in the
management of others' financial
interests. To be working is important
to you, and to work at something you
like, even more so.

Dr. Marty L. Cathey D.D.S.
and Staff

Service & Repair — Complete Parts Dept
Authorized Big Valley Dealer
Horse Trailers
Custom Metal & Aluminum Welding
Hitches Installed

tie

Hwy. 641, Hazel, Ky.
(5 mi. S. of Murray)

Kids Special
Children 10 & Under

FREE Fish Dinner, Grilled Hot Dog
or Hamburger

A

Offer good with adult dinner.

#euen *ma
753-4141

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.

19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
Wilardboard Siding Deluxe Models
1 1 ,2 CAR (12X20)
$2475
2 CAR (18X20)
$3175
LARGE 2 CARE (22X22) $3475
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
$3675
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) $4175

Dr. J. Jackson Swain, Jr. D.D.S.
tO their

Office Address: 323 Tyson Ave., Paris, TN 38242

For Appointment Call (901)642-2244

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. All Quality Materials, No Seconds.
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are pleased to announce the addition of

Dental Practice

492-8122
Timothy Beane

Vinyl Siding

1 112 CARE (12X20)
2 CAR (18X20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
2 112 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 2112 CAR (24X30)

$2875
$3575.
$3975
$4075
$4675

(Plus Oft Level Lot) & Freight

,

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
SANK FINANCING

AVAILABLE

MELBER, KY • 1502) 674-SS30
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCINC,
AVAILABLE
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SPORTS
Quips & Quotes
Edited by Daniel T. Parker
"I will have to tell my elder daughter DaImita that the mafia
exists also in soccer. The penalty which defeated us did not
exist and was given to award victory to West Germany and
punish Argentina." — Diego Maradona, after Argentina's loss in
the World Cup. (The Associated Press)
• • •
"From the hated New York Mets, he's hit 21 home runs —
all last week.
"He's back, he's straight, he's clean, he's sober: Darryl Wild
Strawberry." — Comedian Bill Murray, introducing Darryl
Strawberry before the All-Star home-run derby. (The Associated
Press)
• • •
"There wasn't much to swing at up there. They all pitched
great.
"There wasn't much strategy. Everyone I sent out there is a
good pitcher. I didn't have to do much work tonight." —
American League manager Tony La Russa, about his pitchers in
the All-Star game. They allowed the National League just two
hits. (The Associated Press)
• • •
"We relaxed during the delay, but you wish these things
wouldn't happen because you really want to play. A delay kind
of takes the edge away. It wasn't an exciting night because we
didn't hit the ball." — NL outfielder Darryl Strawberry, about
the All-Star game. (The Associated Press)
• • •
"I started six playoff games for the Patriots and had a
decently long career, so I can't say I feel cheated because I
have a career-ending injury. I believe I've had as much fun as
you can have playing this game." — Ron Wooten, nine-year
veteran offensive guard for the New England Patriots after
announcing his retirement. (The Associated Press)
• • •
"I just felt two jobs was too much. I was really getting burdened. I know the club has been an underachieving club. We
expected a great deal out of the players. Maybe it's my fault. I
take full responsiblity.
"It's just a case where I was wore out. I didn't have the
time to devote to both jobs. I was cheating organization. I was
cheating myself." — Jack McKeon, after resigning as manager
of the San Diego Padres to turn his attention to the front
office. (The Associated Press)
• • •
"It's never too late. Just look at the number of people who
have taken control of their lives after they retire — physically
and creatively. They have found that their body can do things it
hasn't done since grammar school. It has untapped physical and
mental energies.
"My philosophy is simple: 'Yesterday is a canceled check.
Tomorrow is a promisory note." — Dr. George Sheehan, 71,
who has completed 21 Boston Marathons, and set several agegroup records at other distances and who stresses the importance
of exercise and fitness, no matter how old an individual. (The
Associated Press)
•

•

•

• "It kind of teases you into trying something, then it kills you
stone dead." — Tom Watson, about the 17th hole on the Old
Course at St. Andrews, where the 119th British Open will take
place. (The Associated Press)
•

•

•

"Young kids like Scott (Sharp) think abOut winning. I think
about whether I'm going to have a pulse.'
"A young driver like Scott, who's got a great gift, just keeps
going faster and faster.
"When you get older and older, you start slowing dawn.
Everything is off one-fiftieth of one percent. Your eyes are a
little off; your reflexes; touch; everything. You multiply that by
just a factor of one percent, that's,' two or three seconds a lap."
— Paul Newman, about car racing and his partner Scott Sharp.
(The Associated Press)
•,„ • •
"It's the travel — going thiough airports on crutches and
stuff like that — that Darrell's going to find difficult. Once
you're actually in a race ar, the driving is easy." — Race car
driver Harry Gant on Darrell Waltrip, who plans to continue his
racing schedule unchecked despite breaking his left leg in a
crash on July 6 at Daytona. (The Nashville Tennessean)
• • •
"A judge must give reasons for not following the guidelines.
It would have to be something unusual...imminent death, an
abnormally low IQ, something liU—tizag' Cincinnati attorney
Martin Pinales on Pete Rose's chstiee'S of receiving probation
after pleading guilty to two felony counts of filing false income
tax returns. (Gannett News Service)
• • •
"The NCAA realizes that the death penalty isn't a very useN1
penalty. It's like starting a nuclear war. There's no victory, just
destruction. It just destroys what you're trying to preserve —
the program." — University of Florida President John Lombardi,
saying he doesn't believe the Gators will escape the "death penalty" for a series of reported NCAA rule violations under past
coaches. (The Associated Press)
• • •
"It's really bad. I'm surprised the people in the CFL let them
get away with it." Mark Gastineau on the officiating in the
Canadien Football League. Gastineau was ejected from his first
regular-season CFL game after causing a helmet-swinging brawl
between his British Columbia Lions and the Calgary Stampeders.
(The Associated Press)
• • •
"He personifies the demise of the Cardinals, an aging team
that long thrived on speed and defense, but now has too little
of either." — Sportswriter Bob Matthews on St. Louis shortstop
Ozzie Smith, whom he tagged the National League's most
overrated player. (Gannett News Service)
• • •
"I've been with the Yankees for 50 years and this is the.
longest year I can remember. I might change my mind — the
money is good — but right now I'd have to say no, I won't
be back." — Longtime Yankees broadcaster Phil Rizzuto, saying
he won't return to the booth next season. (Thc Louisville
Courier-Journal)
• • •
"I hate these people. I will never stop hating these people
who wanted to destroy my family only because of the circulation of their newspapers." — Tennis star Stcffi Graf on the
West German newspapers who have affected Graf's game by
their reports on father Peter Grais reported affair wit a former
nude model. (New York Times News Service)
• • •
"It was pitching lousy." — Boston Red Sox reliever Rob
Murphy on why he had tossed his glove into the stands after
blowing a lead. (The Louisville Courier-Journal)
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King-sized comeback wins Women's Open
DULUTH, Ga. (AP) — The trophy will bear
Betsy King's name as the champion.
The mind will record that it was a major
championship Patty Sheehan blew.
Leading by eight shots with 23 holes to play
in the two-round wrapup of the weather-dogged
45th U.S. Women's Open on Sunday, Sheehan's
game collapsed and allowed King to erase an
11-shot deficit to win the title for the second
year in a row.
"I played absolutely awesome the first two
days," Sheehan said. "I played absolutely the
opposite today."
"I'm surprised," King said. "I thought I'd
need to shoot a pair of 68s."
She didn't do that, but she didn't need those
kind of scores.

Instead, King played a steady 36 holes on a
sunny day, posting rounds of 71 and 70 for a
4-under-par 284 total for 72 holes at the par-72,
6,298-yard Riverside Course at the Atlanta Athletic Club. She beat Sheehan by a stroke.
Sheehan, who started with birdies on the second and third holes to go 11 shots ahead of
King, struggled the rest of the day.
Sheehan had a 75 in the morning round, taking a double bogey 7 on the 18th hole. Then,
she posted a 76 in the afternoon.
"It's difficult know all I had to do was play
my regular game and I would have won, no
problem," Sheehan said. "Things happened,
and they snowballed. It was just one of those
days."
King's second victory of the year was worth

$85,000. It also was her second major title this
season. She won the Dinah Shore earlier this
year.
"I didn't ever think I was in the event until
the last 10 holes," King said after becoming
only the fifth player to successfully defend her
title. No one has won three straight.
"I look at the good players who haven't won
and think I'm fortunate to have won two," King
said.
The only others with back-to-back Open
crowns were Hollis Stacy in 1977-78, Susie
Maxwell Bening in 1972-73, Donna Caponi in
1969-70 and Mickey Wright in 1958-59.
King had three birdies and one bogey in the
final round, scoring on putts from 10, 15 and 30
feet on Nos. 3, 4 and 11.

ished second in the ladies' singles
to Nancy Kerrigan of Stoncham,
Mass.
Jim Terrell, a canoe-kayak competitor from El Toro, Calif., won
four medals to give him 23 in his
festival career. That broke the festival career record set by gymnast
Scott Johnson.
Roller speed skater Dante Muse
of West Des Moines; Iowa, added
his name to the record books by
winning five gold medals, giving
him 1,6 in his festival career, a
record. It was tied on the final day
by table tennis player Scan O'Neill
of McLean, Va.
The boxing gold medal bouts
saw U.S. champion Steve Johnston
of Denver lose a 4-1 decision to
Ronald Wright of St. Petersburg,
Fla. Also, two fighters lost 3-2
decisions that brought boos from
the crowd at the St. Paul Civic
Center. One of the losers, Juan
Delgado of Fort Worth, Texas, was
so upset he could hardly speak.
Also, five wrestlers won GrecoRoman titles to give them double
gold medals. Only one other festival wrestler had ever won golds in
Greco-Roman and freestyle.
There were several familiar
names who made news.
Basketball player Shaquille
O'Neal of LSU set festival records
for points and rebounds, but may
be best remembered for breaking a
rim. His dunk on a breakaway left
the rim hanging straight down, and
it had to be replaced.-• Brandy Johnson of Apopka, Fla.,
won the gymnastics all-around
competition with a festival-record
39.025 points, breaking a mark set
in 1983. Then she added another
gold medal in the vault two days
later, scoring a 9.90.
In men's gymnastics, Bill Roth
of Temple won gold medals in the
parallel bars, floor -exercise, vault
and high bar. His team gold medal
gave him five golds, tying a festival record set by Scott Johnson in
1983.
In diving, Wendy Lucero of
Aurora, Colo., and Mark Bradshaw
of Columbus, Ohio, won the 3-meter springboard competitions. The
10-meter champs were Wendy Lian
Williams — making her first festival appearance since 1985 — and
Matt Scoggin.
The biggest names in track and
field were Olympic gold medalist
Jackie Joyner-Kersee and Hollis
Conway. Joyner-Kersee won a festival gold as part of the 400-meter
relay team and would have won the
high jump if she weren't doing that
event on an exhibition basis only.
Then she finished sixth in the javelin and her 1600-meter relay team
was third.
Conway, who set the American
record in the high jump at last
year's festival by clearing 7 feet,
10 inches, won the event Sunday
by jumping 7-8. But he failed in
three attempts at 7-10A .
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N1ILLAU, France (AP) — Only 700 miles to go. The Tour de France
starts its final week with about 1,400 miles behind it. As expected, the
title will be decided in the final stages.
Also, as expected, Gret LeMond is one of the contenders as the race
heads to Paris where it will finish on July 22. The American had a
number of question marks prior to the Tour. But once it started,
LeMond was ready.
LeMond, the two-time champion, feels that the key to the race will
be the final two mountain stages, especially the route to Luz Ardiden
on Tuesday.
He has never finished worse than third in any of the Tours in which
he has competed. He's currently third, 2 minutes, 21 seconds behind
Claudio Chiappucci of Italy.
But LeMond doesn't think the Italian is the main competition.
The American is more concerned with Eric Brcukink of the Netherlands, currently second, and Pedro Delgado of Spain, the 1988
champion.
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Tigers' Sparky Anderson claims 1800th win
But Anderson knows the move
upward will be difficult, for reasons only he can explain.
"I'm a winaholic," Anderson
says in his book "Sparky!"
It was that problem, among
others, that caused Anderson to
take a 17-day hiatus from the team
last season.
"When my team was struggling,
I became paralyzed," Anderson
says in the book. "People expected
me to wave a magic wand ...
Sparky would think of something.
Worse than that, I believed it
myself. I kept Waiting for Sparky
to do his magic. Nothing ever
came."
Nightmares came instead.
"These babies were straight out
of Stephen King ... I'd wake up

Due to
that TN
15-16. I
Club. C

Greg LeMond of the United States, shown winning the 1989 Tour de
France bicycle race, is making his move toward a repeat championship. LeMond is currently third in the race and closing in on the lead.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

DETROIT (AP) — Sparky
Anderson never thought there
could be anything wrong with
wanting to win.
Now, he knows better.
But he plans to keep it up, anyway. And if he can keep himself
under control, he might end up as
baseball's second-winningcst manager of all time.
Nobody's likely to match Connie
Mack's 3,776 victories. But the
2,840 wins by John McGraw are
within Anderson's reach if things
go well.
Anderson won No. 1,800 on
Sunday when the Detroit Tigers
beat the 'Texas Rangers 3-2. He's
10th on the all-time list, behind
Bill McKechnie, who finished with
1,898.

CAME
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Fans, athletes made 1990
Festival one to remember
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — When
only 45,000 people showed up for
U.S. Olympic Festival opening
ceremonies, festival president Jack
Kelly implored people not to judge
the 10-day event until it was over.
"Hey, this is just the beginning," he said.
Kelly was right. The festival
broke records for total attendance
and total ticket revenue, surpassing
marks set in 1987 at North Carolina, and organizers expect final figures to show that total attendance
records were broken for 18 of the
37 sports.
"Each festival is regarded as the
best festival yet, at least the
Olympic committee always tells
them that they are," Kelly said
Sunday. "I think in this case, we
can probably accept that with good
grace and believe that it's true.
"I think this is clearly going to
be remembered for a long time as
the best-run festival."
It will be remembered for what
the athletes did, too.
A team of cyclists set the tone
by winning the 40-kilometer road
race, then disqualifying themselves
because they made a wrong turn
along the way. The mistake got
them to the finish line perhaps 10
seconds quicker, but they won the
race by about two minutes.
"We had to disqualify
ourselves," said Ashley Davenport
of Ipswich, Mass. "We knew we
weren't first, and it wouldn't have
felt right receiving a medal when
we knew we had a mistake."
Judo competitor Eddie Liddie of
Colorado Springs, Colo., made festival history by winning the gold
medal at 132 pounds. He became
the only person to win at least one
medal in each of the 10 Olympic
Festivals.
On the other end of the spectrum
was water polo player Scott
Schulte of Mahwah, N.J. Schulte
made his ninth festival appearance
without winning the gold — this
year his East team took home the
silver.
Festival history was made in the
new University of Minnesota
Aquatics Center. Eight festival
swimming records fell, including
the 100-meter breaststroke in
which 14-year-old Emily Short of
Phoenix swam the second-fastest
time in the world this year.
Jeff Commings of Black Jack,
Mo., won the 100-meter breaststroke, becoming the first black
swimmer to win a gold at the
festival.
"It makes a lot of people see
that swimming is an all-around
sport if you really work hard at it,"
Commings said. "It's not a segregated sport."
Figure skater Tonya Harding of
.Portland, Ore., tried to make history by becoming the first U.S.
-woman to complete a triple Axel in
competition, but she fell during her
try in the long program. She fin-

MAtilE1

from these dreams sweating like a
lawn sprinkler. My body actually
ached from the torture during the
night," he says in the book.
Now, that all seems to be behind
him. On Sunday, he was laughing
and joking about the strain of last
season.
"We only won 59 games last
year," Anderson said, puffing his
familiar pipe with his feet up on a
battered wooden desk. "That
means that in the past year and a
half, I've only won 101 ballgames.
If it takes me as long to get to
1,900 as it did to 1,800, I might be
75 years old."
Anderson, 56, the only manager
to win 800 games in each league,
has 937 victories with the Tigers.
Hughie Jennings (1907-20) was the

winningest Tiger manager with
1,131.
Given the nature of the times,
Anderson believes he might be the
last big-time winner in the big
leagues.
"This, to me, of all the honors
I've had, is probably my nicest
feeling," Anderson said. "This is
one my grandkids can talk about.
These days, with all the pressure
and all the money, there aren't
going to be too many that win
1,800 games. I might be the last.
Guys won't last long enough to
reach it.
"I think Tony La Russ, if anybody, might do it because he's got
such a good ballclub (with the
Oakland Athletics) for the next five
years."
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Brantley escapes
jam as Giants win

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jeff Brantley didn't let this one get away.
Brantley got the last four outs and worked out of a bases-loaded, oneout jam in the eighth as the San Francisco Giants defeated the St. Louis
CAME • FRI. (JULY 70)
Cardinals 5-3 Sunday night for their sixth victory in seven games.
TM P.M.
lermoloII
MAYFIELD
On Saturday night Brantley, who has 15 saves in 17 opportunities, gave
up the winning hit to Willie McGee in a 2-1 loss. This time he got Tim
CAME -2 TUES(JULY 17)
Jones to foul out and pinch hitter Denny Walling to ground out in the
BM P.M.
larmst• II
eighth, and got three easy outs in the ninth after giving up a leadoff hit to
CAL SPIT CITY
CAME-4 SAT. MAY II)
Willie McGee in the ninth.
520 P.M.
"It worked out a lot better tonight," said Brantley, who has four saves
against the Cardinals. "That's my favorite time to pitch and that's when
I'm at my best. With the bases loaded, I've got to go to work."
CAME.) SAT. DULY 21)
(LOU. I)
Brantley had pitched in three striaght games and Giants manager Roger
I.00 P.M. f tONtI s)
CAME.) THUR. (J('LY IS)
Craig
didn't want to use him.
3:X1 P.M
CAM!-7 SUN. DULY 22)
"But
I wanted to 'win the ballgame," Craig said. "He won't pitch
2:00 P.M.
tomorrow, I'll tell you that.
• CAME./
necessary only I 1 the •:reer of CAME-) defeats tn. eesner
"And I may not have a chance to win tomorrow."
If DUO
of CAME -o e CAME-6
An eighth-inning RBI double by Matt Williams, the National League
leader with 72, broke a 3-3 tie. Williams' one-out hit off Tom Niedenfucr
(0-4) scored Will Clark, who had a leadoff single. Greg Litton followed
with a run-scoring single for the Giants, who have won nine of 11 overall
and
completed the season series against Si Louis with a 9-3 record.
Vicki Fort and Ed Rely won the Miller Memorial Couples Scramble Sunday at the
"They got a lot of two-out hits," Cardinals interim manager Red
Frances Miller Golf Course. Fort and Hely shot a 134 (66-68) to edge Mickey and
Jane Barker of Paris, Tenn. by one stroke. Tom and Sherry Tuggle took third with
Schoendienst of the Giants. "They're probably playing better than anya 136, and. Mac and Mary Bain were fourth at 137.
body else right now."
Kevin Mitchell homered for the fifth time in six games and Jose Uribe
added an RBI single.
Mitchell hit his 24th home run over the 414-foot mark in straightaway
AfAYFIELC — The Murray-Calloway County Swim Team was the victory in a tricenter off John Tudor in the third inning after Will Clark's two-out single.
meet on Saturday over teams from Princeton and Dawson Springs, posting a
Mitchell is 13-ft -2l during his career against Tudor with three home
436-270 win over second-place Princeton. Sarah Snyder, Megan Malinauskas and
runs and is 11-for-20 in his last six games with 10 RBIs.
Scott Kellie each went undefeated on the day for the MCCST; gathering first-place
"If I just sit back and let him come to me I have some success,"
ribbons in several events were Courtney Potter, Brandon Kellie, Caleb Johnson,
Mitchell said of his dominance over Tudor. "I make him come to me."
Sara Williams, Peter Johnson, Kim Davis, Sean Malinauskas, David Moore, Denise
Moore, Joey Woods and Sam Green. Madeline Philpot set a new pool record in the
Steve Bedrosian (4-5) struck out Terry Pendleton with two on and two
6-under girls' butterfly event. Robbie Fitch, Matt Westphal and Tim Vaughan postout in the seventh for the victory.
ed second-place results; third-place finishers included Brian Hughes, Danette •
Ozzie Smith's pinch-hit sacrifice fly and Willie McGee's run-scoring
Woods, David Chu, Allison Cantrell, Jayson Brittain and Rob Coleman.
double brought the Cardinals back from two runs down to tie the score
•Relay teams were successful in 13 of 20 events, contributors to these victories
3-3. Craig Wilson got an infield hit and pinch hitter Dave Collins walked
included Jessica Lampe, Staci Knight, Kasey Wilson, Karen Green, Jimmy Simmons, Hillary Belcher, Dusty Wilson, Shawn Kellie, Emily Simmons and Erica
off rookie John Burkett to start the inning.
Cossey.
Uribe made a diving stop of Tim Jones' grounkr to save a hit, but the
'Murray travels to Mayfield for a dual meet this evening. The local swimmers conrunners
moved up and Smith cut the gap to one with a fly out to center
clude their season this Saturday, July 21, with the Kiwanis Invitational Meet at the
off
reliever
Mark Thurmond.
Murray City Park pool. The public is encouraged to attend the final competition,
McGee followed with a drive to deep center that bounced into the scats
which begins at 8 a.m.
and scored Collins from second.
Burkett gave up eight hits and three runs in 6 1-3 innings, striking out
three and walking one.
Todd Zeile hit his ninth home run, and first since June 26, in the fourth
BENTON — The Murray-Calloway 10-year-old All-Stars had cold gloves in the
for the Cardinals' first run.
championship game of the 10-year-old Invitational at Benton Saturday night, allowing 12 unearned runs in the first two innings of a 13-7 loss to Marshall County's
Tudor gave up five hits and three runs, two earned, in seven innings.
team. 'Both teams were equal in ability,' MCC coach Jim Nix said, noting that
He struck out five and walked two.
Murray-Calloway simply couldn't overcome their early errors. I think playing two
The game was televised by ESPN and it was the first regular-season
nights in a row hurt us,' Nix added. On Friday, the Murray-Calloway squad
Sunday night game at Busch Stadium, which opened in 1966. The only
defeated Mayfield 15-6.
other Sunday night game at Busch was Game 4 of the 1985 NL playoffs.
.Ryan Pickens gained the win from Friday's game, pitching three innings while Jeff
Nix hurled two and Shane Fox one. John Eric Yezerski drilled a triple and two
Uribe's two-out single in the second scored Williams, who had reached
singles while Pickens doubled with two singles; Matt Roberts and Mark Stockton
base on Pendleton's throwing error from third with one out and advanced
each doubled and singled as Murray-Calloway scored five times in the first inning.
on a groundout.
'That got us off to a good start and we just kept rolling,' Nix said.
The Giants' Brett Butler extended his hitting streak to 11 games with a
•In the championship game, Yezerski and Jason Gilliam were the hitting leaders as
bunt single in the seventh. During the streak he is 20-for-45.
each doubled and singled. Roberts, Fox and Nix each had two hits.
CAME -1

OiC.. 131.1LY II)
P.M.
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BENTON-MARSHALL CO.

Golf

local

Swimming

4

Kentucky League

4z,

The Kentucky League 9-year-old All-Stars took second place at a tournament in
Benton over the weekend. On Friday night, Murray defeated Mayfield 21-6 with
Adam Ragsdale picking up the victory. O'Shea Hudspeth was two-for-two at
the
plate, scoring three runs, while 1.4arkiese Foster was also two-for-two, scoring four
times. Neil Key bangtd out three hits and scored three runs, while Micah Cathey
was two-for-four with two runs scored.
•On Saturday, Marshall County defeated Murray 15-8. Shane Andrus, O'Shea
Hudspeth, Neil Key and Rohit Tandon all had two hits for Murray-Calloway County.
• • •
The Murray-Galloway County 9-year-old and 10-year-old All-Star
be held this week at the Kentucky League Field in Murray. Bothtournaments will
take on teams from Mayfield on Tuesday, July 17, with the 9-year Murray squads
-olds playing at 6
and the 10-year-old game starting at 8 p.m. On Thursday,
Mayfield meet in a 9-year-old/10-year-old doubleheader, andMarshall County and
shall in the finals of the round-robin tournament on Friday night,Murray hosts Marwith games again
starting at 6 p.m. for 9-year-olds and 8 p.m for the
10-year-old All-Stars.

Correction
Due to an incorrect pre-season golf tournament listing, it was
that The Oaks Country Club's Invitational was to be held over reported last week
the weekend, July
15-16. The Invitational is set for this weekend, July 21-22, at
The Oaks Country
Club. Contact Charley Hargrove at The Oaks for further information
.

Senior Babe Ruth

^

The Hoke Company Senior Babe Ruth team defeated Madisonvil
le
ville on Saturday. Joey Wailer had three hits, including a grand 9-1 at MadisonPotts socked two doubles. Bruce Thurmond was the winningslam, while David
pitcher.
'Murray begins West Regional tournament play Thursday in
Company team finished the season with a 7-4 record. Owensboro. The Hoke

Soccer — local
There will be a meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's for all
girls in grades 7th
through 12th who interested in playing soccer for Murray High
School. For mo—
information, contact Patsy Oakley at 753-9633.

Tennis
CONWAY, N.H. — Teen-age sensation Jennifer Capriati won her first pro title Sunday with a 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 victory over Ros Fairbank in the final of the Mount Cranmore International. Capriati, 14, had made an impressive European debut by
reaching the Wimbledon quarterfinals and the French Open semifinals.

Buster Douglas breaks from King
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
World heavyweight boxing champion James "Buster" Douglas, who
reportedly has agreed to a settlement that will effectively sever his
ties with promoter Don King. still
says King is a liar.
The Columbus Dispatch reported
in a copyright story today that
Douglas confirmed in a telephone
interview from New York that a
settlement in a breach-of-contract
suit King filed against him had
been reached. Word of the reported
settlement came as the U.S. District
Court trial in New York entered its
third week.
"I am totally relieved in one
sense, and that is that I am free of
Don King," Douglas said Sunday
night "On the other hand, I would
just like to say Don did an awful
lot of lying on the witness stand.
"I got to say my piece briefly on
Friday, but ... I was prepared to
expose this man for what he is."
Douglas did not disclose terms
of the agreement, but the newspaper said it is believed that King and
Atlantic City, NJ., hotel-casino
ossner Donald Trump, who claimed

to have contractual rights through
King for Douglas' next fight,
would be paid a total of $7 million.
In return, King will play no part
in the Douglas-Evander Holyficld
fight, tentatively set for Sept. 21 at
Steve IstAynn's The Mirage hotelcasino in Las Vegas. King will
promote Douglas' rematch with
(driller world heavyweight champion Mike Tyson next year at The
Mirage if Douglas defeats Holyfield, but will otherwise have no
tics with Douglas, the newspaper
said.

Quality Concrete On Time

AROUND THE HORN
American League
A different Jose was spectacular for Oakland
and led the first-place Athletics to another
victory.
Usually, it is the speed and power of Jose
Canseco that does it for Oakland. On Sunday, n
was the bat and glove of right fielder Felix Jose.
Jose didn't just have a career day aganst the
Milwaukee Brewers, he had a career inning.
First he robbed Robin Yount of a home run
with a spectacular first-inning catch, then hit his
first career grand slam in the bottom of the
inning. Oakland went on to beat the Brewers
4-1.
"Hs home run was even better than the
catch," Milwaukee manager Tom Trebelhorn
said. When you account for a seven-run
swing, that's something of magnitude."
Jose jumped and Younti drive went into the
top of the webbing in his glove about six inches
above the fence. The ball popped out as he
crashed into the fence but Pie m'anaged to catch
it with his bare hand as he fell to the warning
track and rolled on his back.
"That's as good a defense as you'll see all
season," Oakland manager Tony La Russa
said. "And then he comes up with the big hit on
top of it."
The home run, Jose's sixth, came off Chns
Boso (4-7).
"I've never hit a grand slam, never," Jose
said. "I can remember making a catch like
that."
Boso and Jamie Navarro combined on a
two-hitter for Milwaukee, but Oakland got the
four unearned DOS following night fielder Mike
Folder's throwing error.
Curt Young (5-3) was the winner and Rick
Honeycutt got his third save.
In other American League action:
•Detroit's Sparky Anderson gained his 1,800th
victory as a manager and Mike Heath hit a tworun homer off M.ke Jeffcoat (3-4) in a 3-2 win
over Texas. The visiting Rangers had their
seven-game winning streak snapped. Anderson
is the 10th major league manager with 1,800
victories. Bill McKechnie is ninth on the all-time
list with t,898
•Kirby Puckett honored twice and drove in five
runs and Allan Anderson broke his eight-game
losing streakas the Twins hammered Baltimore
10-3.
*Gerald Perry led an 18-hit attack with a single,
double and three stolen bases as visiting Kansas City scored three runs to tweak a. sixth inning tie and go on to beat Boston 13-4.
.Sammy Sosa's two-run bloop single with the
bases loaded highlighted Chicago's live-run
sixth inning at Yankee Stadium. The White Sox
won their 11th consecutive road game with the
8-5 final while New York has lost five straight
overall. Trailing 4-2, Chicago rallied in the sixth
on Sosa's hit, a throwing error by pitcher Alan
Mills (1-3) and RBI singles by Lance Johnson
and Ivan Calderon.
.Johnny Ray rut a run-scoring single with two
outs in the ninth inning off Tom Henke (0-2) as
the Angels nipped Toronto 3-2. The Angels won
their second straight game in their last at-bat
over visiting Toronto. Brian Downing's ninthinning homer gave them an 8-7 victory Saturday night
•&11 Swift (3-21 made his first start and allowed
three has in eight innings, and Ken Gnffey Jr.
and Tracy Jones homered olf Charles Nagy
(0-3) at the Kingdom. as Seattle blanked

Cleveland 7-0.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
If you're scoring, that strikeout went 2-9-2-3.
Huh/
And sPeaking of strange scoring, how about
Montreal and Atlanta combining for 30 runs, 34
hits, eight homers, seven errors, 10 pitchers
and a managenal ejectionl When It was over,
the Expos had won a 16-14 game that left even
the players in amazement.
"Anything that can happen in baseball did
happen today," sad Ron Gant, who had three
of Atlanta's season-high 20 hits.
Montreal finally ended the weirdness with
three unearned runs in the ninth after two
Atlanta errors.
The most glaring error, though, may have
come in the Atlanta fourth with Jim Presley at
bat, two out and runners on first and second.
Tim Burke struck out Presley, but the pitch
bounced low in the dal. Catcher Mike Fitzgerald, attempting to retire Presley, overthrew first
and the ball went into right field.
Presley, like the ball, also never reached
first, stopping short to argue with umpire Bob
Davidson, who said Presley had gone around
on the third strike.
lAeanwhile, Marquis Grissom retrieved the
ball and threw home to Fitzgerald, who tossed
to Andres Galarraga to retire Presley.
'When you have a strikeout scored 2-9-2-3,
that's weird," said Braves reliever Kent Mercker
(2-1), who gave up five unearned runs in the
last two innings.
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox was ejected for
argu rug Davidson's strike call, his second ejection in two games and third in five games.
Atlanta had live homers Sunday, the most in
one game since 1980
The Expos hit three, including Tim Wallach's
fifth career grand slant and Fitzgerald's solo
shot_ Galarraga, whose RBI single in the ninth
started Montreal's decisive rally, had a threerun homer in the sixth.
' Both teams did use some rookie pitchers,"
Gnssom said. "But everyone was hitting it hard.
Even the outs were ropes."
Steve Frey (4-1) pitched 2 2-3 innings for the
victory.
In other National League games •Ed Whitson extended his seven-year winning
streak against Pittsburgh, and Tony Gwynn,
Jack Clark and Eddie Williams had solo homers
off Neal Heaton (10-5) in the Padres' 4-1 win
Over Pittsburgh. II was Manager Greg Riddoch's first victory in four games since replacing Jack McKeon during the A11-Star break.
.Randy Myers got his sixth save against New
York this season and Eric Davis had a par of
RBI doubles as the Reds turned back the Mats
2-1. Norm Charlton (7-4), starting for the first
time in twojaars, allowed two hits and struck
out five ihrollt six innings. Myers entered with
two on in the eighth, struck out pinch-hitter
Howard Johnson to end the inning and struck
out the side in the ninth for his National
League-leading 20th save
*Andre Dawson and Dave Clark each drove in
two runs apiece and Steve Wilson (3-5) pitched
his first complete game as Chicago ended a
six-game losing streak with a 5-1 win overios..
Angeles
.Danny Darwin improved to 4-0 against Philadelphia in the Astrodome and rook* Javier
Ortiz had two RBIs fa Houston in a 8-1 win
over the Phi;iies

Concrete Block
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C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
52 33 612
49 3-4 590
50 38 566
41 43 4811
37 62 416
36 51 414
West Division
W I Pct
S3 31 631
47 40 540
42 44 488
38 46 452
34 50 405
35 52 402

Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal .
Phiadiapeay
Chicago ..
Si Louis
Cinonnat
San F ranasco
Los Angels,
San Diego
Atlanta
.......
Houston .......
z 44inotels first gal.-.

VMS 8

wn

Saturday's Games
Pittsburg', 8. San Diego 4
Los Angeles 7. Chicago 0
Atlanta 3 Montreal 2. tot game
Montreal 6. Atlanta 2, 2nd game
Nee yodi 6. Cincinnati 3
Pfkladelphia 12. Houston
St Louis 2 San Franasco 1
Sunday's Games
San Diego 4. Pittsburgh 1
Montreal 16. Atlanta 14
Cincinnati 2. New York 1
Chicago 5, Los Angeles 1
Houston 6, Philadelphia 1
San Francisco 5, St Loos 3
Monday's Games
Montreal (Z Smith 56) at Cinannal I Hammond 0-01.
6 35 M

GS L10 West
—
z-7-3 Lois
2
1-6-4 Lost
34
7-3 Wort
104 24-6 Lost
17
3-7 Won
17
44 Los

1
1

Home
26t1
29-14
26-17
23 20
16 26
172*

Away
26 22
20-20
24 21
1823
21 26
19 23

GB L10 Streak
—
6-4 wool
T4 2-6-2 Wort 1
12
2-5-5 Lost 1
15
3-7 Wool
19
3-7 Lost 2
194
3-7 Won 1

Horne
25-12
23 21
25-21
21.26
16 26
24-19

Away
28-I
24 19
17-23
17-20
16 24
11-33

1
1
2

San Franosco (Garrens 6-71 at Pittsburgh (R Reed
2-01. 6S pin
Phladelphia (Mulhollard 33) at Atlanta iClary 1-5).
640 pm
San Diego (Show 1-61 at Chicago (Harkey 64), 705
pm
New York (Cheda 4-31 at Houston (Portugal 3 81. 735
pm
Los Angeles(Was 0- at St Louis (Tewksbury 4 I).
735 pm
Tuesday's Gaines
San Diego at Chicago, 120 pm
Montreal at Cinannatt 635 pm
San Francisco at Prtlebingh. 635;m
A".=

Philadetohia at Atlanta, 640 m
New vam at Houston. 735
m
Los Angeles at St Louis. 7 15 p m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston
Toronto
Cleveland
Detroit..
Baismoee
fAleaukee
New York
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle „
California
Texas .
Mnnesota
Kansas City
z-de, otes first game teas a van

East Division
W L Pct
47 39 547
48 41 539
43 43 500
42 47 472
40 47 .460
38 47 447
30 54 357
West DLVISIEMS
W L Pct
55 32 632
52 31 627
45 44 506
44 45 494
43 45 489
42 46 477
39 47 453

Ssturdity's Gams,
Kansas City 2, Boston 1. lot game
Boston 8, Kansas Cry 7. 2nd game
Chicago 8. New York 7. 10 innings
Oakland 3, lithraukse 1
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2, 11 innings
Texas 5. Detroit 3
Cleveland 3, Sean" 0
Cattorma 8. Toronto 7
Sunday's Games
Kansas City 13. Boston 4
Chicago 8, New York 5
Minnesota 10, Baltimore 3
Detrat 3, Texas 2
Oakland 4 laiwaukee 1
&kart*, 7. Cleveland 0
Cottony* 3. Toronto 2
lioadey's Games
Kansas City (Filson 001 at New York (J 0 Robinson
1-5) 630 pin

GB 110 Streak
—
2-8 Lost 1
'Ai 2-6-4 Lost 3
4
55 Lost 1
64 z-5-5 Won 1
74 2-64 Lost 1
84 0-5 5 Lost 2
16
2-8 Lost 5

Home
29 16
26 23
23 20
20 25
17-22
20 21
16-25

Away
18 23
22-18
20 23
22 22
23-25
18 26
14-29

GB
—
1
11
12

Home
24 15
27 21
22-21
22 21
22 22
21-21
22 21

Away
31-17
25-10
23-20
22 24
21 23
21 25
17-26

110 Streak
6-4 Won 2
5-5 Won 4
z-5-5 Wool
5-5 Won 3
12'4 z82 Lost 1
134 1-55 Won 1
15'4 2-44 Wen

Texas (Hough 7-6) at Baltimore (Ballard 1-91 635
pm
unriesota
2.21 at Boston (Gardner 2-St.
6 35 p m
Chicago (McDowell 5-4) at Detroit 1Petr7 6-61
6 35
pm
Cleveland itiFpper 2-2) at Oakland (Sanderson 10
Si
905 pm
Toronto (Key 5-4) at Seattle (Hanson 10-6) 905 pm
filAvauliee (RRobirison 2-11 at California (Langston
410), 935 pm
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at Oakland, 2.15 p in
Kansas City at Nest York. 630 pm
Texas at Betimes°. 635 p tIn
lannesota at Boston. 635 p in
Chicago at Detroit. 635 pm
Toronto at Searle 905 pm
lifilwaukee at Caltornia, 935 pm

FASTBALLS
•
STREAKS
The Chicago Wilde Sox have won 11 conseaity• road games Their lour-ga
me sweep was their first at Yankee
Stadium snoe Aug 17-20, 1964
STATS
Chicago Cubs second baseman Ryne Sandberg has P.O errors In the last three
games and five since tte ael the
rriayor :league record of 123 consecutive errorless games
Bobby Thigpen
30th say* Sunday against the Nevi York Yankees. who have 30 vicionesor the Chicago White Sox got hit
this season
SWINGS
Mks Greener/II of B060311 hrt his third home fun of the year on Sunday. his
hist in '7,Jgam6c7=eraged 18
homers the past three seasons
SLUGGERS
George Brett of Kansas City doubled twits Sunday. giving him 502 tor his
career That moved him into 16th
place on the at urns fist, two ahead of Cap Anson.
SKIPPERS
Sparky Anderson of the Detroit Tigers gained his 1,800th victory Sunday Bill
McKsichnie is riirrth on the at time
lot with 1 898
SUBS
Tommy Gregg of the Atlanta Braves * 7-for-20 as a pinch-Nner since
May 29th
STARTERS
Steve Nilson of Chicago pitched the first oomplete game or Ns career arid struck
out a career high 10 SundaLrrt
this Cubs' 5-1 victory over the LOS Angeles Dodgers
Boson starters have lust one victory in the last Hi games
and hare pitched more than six innings lust lour times in that stretch
SHUTOUTS
lake Morgan's three-Neer on Saturday was his fourth shutout of the season
and gay• the Los AngeYes Dodger
the rnapr league lead
SERIES
The Royals outscored the Red Sem 27-16 in a four-yarns manes and whit them 57 39
Boston needed a five run
eighth inning ratty tor its only victory Saturday in the laatc9.0
game of a day rsght dout4neader
STEALING
Chcago catcher Jos Girard has thrown our sight of the last 14 runners anemping to
seal aganst him
STOPPERS
The Fhttsturgh Pirates are 11-1 in garnet tied after the sixth inning Their bullpen has
blown a ninth
lead
once in 42 games
SLAMS
Felix Jose ha hs first cares grand Nam Sunday to give Oakland a 4-1 victory
one( the Milwaukee Brewers Jose
jumped and rkAisiO back what was gang to be a two-run homer by Robrn Young in the top
of the FUR and home
red in the bottom of the &et
SLUMPS
Bnel Saberhagen of Kansas Gni is winless in he last seven starts with tour losses
and three no decisions
Darnel Coles of Detroit was 0-tor-15 arcs June 23 Delve his RBI double Sunday int
the Tigers 3-2 victory
Mark fAcCsare of Oakland is 0tor-14 and 5-for-41
The Milwaukee Brewers nav• lost seven of sight games in
Oakland and are 2-13 this season on the West Coast
STATUS
Atka Norris was designated for assignment Sunday by the Oakland
Athletes horns. 35, was 1-0 situ 5330
ERA in la raial appataionces He was attempting a comeback after
a ex-year absence from the map( leagues
•Lefthander Joe Pries was activated Sunday by the Baltic* Orioles who optioned
len hander Kevin Hickey to
Rochester or the Class AM Imernanonal League
SIDELINED
'Third baseman Carney Lansford was placed on the 15-day disabled Mt
Sunday by the Oakland AIY:181:css
7110011CLIVII to July 121h, with a strained night harnstnng
*am Marshall of the New York Mots was placed on 15 day disabled 1st Sunday
vent an inflammation of Ns
gastraniestirial tract
sOuttelchw MN Hall was placed on the 15-day disabled kw Sunday by the New York
Yalkses with a old*, right
guadr cep muscle
SPEAKING
.
'We only won 59 games last year That means that in the past year and a halt. TVII
only won 101 batIgarnes it It
takes me as long to ge to 1 903 as it ad to 1.800. I night be 75 years old " — Detroit
Tigers manager Sparky
Anderson after wining Ns 1.800th MOW game

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

GOSPEL
MEETING
Jiity 15th - 20th
7:30 p.m. Nightly
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2 door, 5 speed, SEI Special Edition. Blue metallic
with beige leather seats, 17xxx miles - new car
trade-in - like new.
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Protester removed
from murder site of
Martin Luther King Jr.
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Sheriff's deputies picked up a protester
and carried her away today from
the construction site of a museum
at the small motel where Martin
Luther King Jr. was murdered.
Jacqueline Smith has camped in
front of the Lorraine Motel for two
years to protest the construction
project and had defied a judge's
order to move.
A half-dozen sheriff's' deputies
acting on court orders moved her
bodily.front her campsite to a
sidewalk across the street. Then
workmen from the construction
project began moving her belongings into the street.
Ms. Smith, a former worker and
resident of the motel, is protesting
the decision to remodel it into a
museum in honor of King, Oho
was assassinated in 1968. She
wants it to be used to serve the
poor instead.
"Dr. King is being exploited.
This sacred ground is being
- exploited," she said Saturday.
When the motel was closed two
years ago, deputies had to evict her
then, too.
Tom Marshall, a deputy chief
with the Shelby County Sheriff's
Department, said his officers did
not arrest Ms. Smith this morning.
"We're enforcing a court
order," Marshall said. He said it
would be up to the city to deal- with
her tent and other belongings left
in the small side street in front of
the motel.
Ms. Smith said she did not know
if she would continue her protest
from the location across the street.
"I just don't know," she said.
"It's been a shock."

On Friday, a judge had set a
deadline of Saturday for Ms. Smith
to move, saying she was trespassing on a construction site. But
authorities decided to take no
action over the weekend.
The Lorraine was shut by the
state in January 1988 to make way
for the museum project. Sheriff's
deputies evicted Ms. Smith two
months later. The deputies deposited her on a sidewalk outside the
motel, where she set up a tent and
remained.
Work on the museum site got
under way last year, but authorities
generally ignored Ms. Smith until
now. Anthony Vaccaro, project
manager for Jameson-Vaccaro
Construction Co., said she was
camped on a spot that must be torn
up for utility lines, and the company petitioned the court to have
her moved.
This morning, Ms. Smith was
surrounded by about a dozen supporters when sheriff's deputies
arrived. None was arrested and
there were no confrontations.
There were about 50 onlookers.
The Lorraine was a popular stopping place for blacks when Memphis hotels were segregated, but it
was falling apart in 1982 when a
group of citizens bought it at foreclosure auction.
The group formed the Lorraine
Civil Rights Museum Foundation
and spent the next several years
persuading the state, county and
city governments to build the $9
million museum. Title to the -property was turned over to the state.
The museum, to be called the
National Civil Rights Center, is
scheduled to open July 4, 1991.

Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
.J Our Rates...
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Hollywood freeway lanes
partially open to traffic
after subway fire Friday
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Repair
crews working round-the-clock
enabled authorities to reopen a
small segment of a key downtown
freeway for weekday commuters,
transportation officials said today.
One regular lane of the Hollywood Freeway and a temporary
lane on the shoulder opened for
northbound traffic at 6:10 a.m.,
said Stephanie Brady, a county
transportation cornission
spokesman.
/
2 -mile section of the
A 11
10-lane highway had been closed
since Friday, when an intense fire
burned out a subway tunnel being
built under the highway just east of
downtown.
By 6 a.m. today, workers had
used steel and wooden braces to
shore up about 152 feet inside a
17-foot-diameter tunnel, Ms. Brady
said.
"They were able to make more

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

Aberdeen
proving
ground

753-0489

ALMOST ALL
CALLOWAY COUNTIANS
ARE PAPER TRAINED.

progress overnight than anticipated
and will continue working around
the clock, with 25-man crews, until
the work under the freeway is completed," she said. "Their primary
objective at this time is to enable
Caltrans to open the freeway
lanes."
"This is a fix-as-you-go effort,"
said Edward McSpedon, president
of Rail Construction Corp., which
has supervised the tunnel repair
effort.
All five southbound lanes of the
Hollywood Freeway would remain
closed until further notice, Caltrans
officials said Sunday. And on the
lanes that were reopened, trucks
will be prohibited, the agency said.
State transportation officials
closed the freeway because they
feared it could collapse into the
tunnel.
More than 250,000 vehicles
travel the highway daily. CalTrans
officials advised motorists to leave
early, use car pools or take the bus
during the week. Buses run on a
separate elevated roadway that
parallels the freeway and was not
affected by the fire.
Damage to the $10 million tunnel was estimated at $2.5 million to
$5 million, said Southern California Rapid Transit District officials.

White House may ask
experts to review NASA
space program today
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President Dan Quayle, chairman of
the National Space Council, was
meeting today with the head of
NASA amid reports that the administration wants to restructure the
beleagured space agency.
Top administration officials are
seeking ways to reinvigorate the
space program because of problems
with the Hubble Space Telescope
and the grounding of the shuttle
fleet, an administration source
says.
Quayle discussed restructuring
the agency with NASA Administrator Richard Truly last Monday and
again in midweek.
Quayle, Truly and White House
chief of staff John Sununu talked
with several NASA critics in a
meeting aboard Air Force Two on
the flight home Wednesday from
the economic summit in Houston.
Participants included former
astronaut Eugene Cernan, former
NASA Administrator Thomas
Paine, Cal Tech scientist Bruce
Murray and Hans Nlark, chancellor
of the University of Texas system.
The White House may enlist a
team of space experts from outside
government to aid in reviewing
NASA, said the official, who spoke
Sunday on condition of anonymity.
The administration source said
Quayle and Truly are leading the
internal effort to find ways to get
the space program back on track.
Space News, a weekly industry
newspaper, said in today's edition
that the restructuring "stems from

Airlines cooperating
in investigation
NEW YORK (AP) - Eastern
Airlines is cooperating in an investigation of jetliner maintenance at
three airports, a prosecutor said.
U.S. Attorney Andrew J. Maloney said his office would meet with
Eastern officials this afternoon to
discuss the case.
The New York Times reported
Sunday that Eastern was expected
to agree to plead guilty to some
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concern that a lack of public support for space and federal budget
pressures make it difficult for
NASA to carry out its missions"
and that the White House is concerned the problems are institutional, rather than technical.
The decision has not yet been
made to convene a blue-ribbon
panel of experts, the source said,
but "if something is done, it will
be done with a combination of outside and inside advice."
CBS News reported Saturday
that the administration likely will
name a panel of outside experts
this week.
Until its recent problems, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration seemed to be recovering from criticisms following the
1986 Challenger explosion that
killed seven astronauts.
The shuttle fleet was grounded
after hydrogen leaks were discovered on space shuttles Columbia
and Atlantis, but engineers have
located the leaks and officials say
they are easy to fix.
Also, NASA revealed that the
$1.5 billion Hubble — launched
April 25 — has a focusing flaw
that has sharply reduced its usefulness. The agency blamed the problem on a defect in one of the telescope's two Mirrors.
In addition to Quayle and Truly,
the National Space Council
includes Sununu, budget Director
Richard Darman, Commerce Secretary Robert Nlosbacher and other
officials.

charges. The newspaper, citing
lawyers involved in the case, said
the charges are expected to name
more than seven current or former
Eastern employees and involve
work performed in early 1989.
Maloney would not confirm the
report of a plea bargain.
"We- hope to resolve the issues
in a couple of weeks," Maloney
said. "Eastern representatives are
in a cooperative mode."
A federal grand jury in New
York is reportedly considering
charges that the airline followed
faulty maintenance practices early
last year at Kennedy International
and La Guardia airports in New
York and Hartsfield International
in Atlanta.
Eastern spokeswoman Karen
Ceremsak refused to discuss the
possible charges, saying, "It's all
very premature."
The practices under scrutiny
occurred before Eastern, which is
operating under bankruptcy court
protection, came under the control
of a court-appointed trustee. A federal bankruptcy judge seized contrl
of the airline from Frank Lorenzo,
chairman of Eastern's parent, Continental Airlines Holdings Inc.
Eastern filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy court protection in
March 1989 after its Machinists
struck and pilots and flight attendants honored the strike. The strike
severely hampered the airline for
months and worsened its financial
status.
Maloney said if criminal charges
were filed, the case would be
unprecedented. The Federal Aviation Administration regularly fines
airlines for improper maintenance
practices but does not seek criminal
charges.
NBC News reported Friday that
the grand jury conducted a
10-month investigation into
charges that Eastern altered maintenance and safety records.
Eastern manager'g--,at Kennedy
and LaGuardia allegedly told
mechanics to disregard safety
guidelines and then falsified
records to show that proper inspections were carried out, the network
reported.
Eastern closed its maintenance
base at Kennedy Airport last year
after the FAA fined it $839,000 for
"faulty maintenance."
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Population growth Canning economical for food storage
may help farmers
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WASHINGTON — World population growth and the potential upgrading of Third World economies are cited by some economists when they
predict a rosy future for American farmers.
More people, particularly more people with money, means greater
demands on world food production, goes the argument. And the United
States, as the premier granary, stands to gain with rising exports.
It's an iffy forecast. Global politics and the possibility of massive crop
failures inhibit long-range predictions.
Population growth is a certainty, but don't bet the old home place just
yet that Third World countries will hoist themselves out of economic
swamps and suddenly buy everything U.S. farmers produce.
Nearly one-fourth of the world's people live in absolute poverty, says
Alan B. Duming of the Worldwatch Institute. And poverty is much more
than an economic condition.
"Poverty's horror extends to all aspects of a person's life: susceptibility to disease, limited access to most types of services and information,
lack of control over resources, subordination to higher social and economic classes, and utter insecurity in the face of changing circumstances,"
Duming said.
Poverty's psychological toll is the erosion of human dignity and self
respect, he said.
The figures describing the extent of world poverty are mind-warping.
Duming, writing in Worldwatch's annual State of the World report for
1990, estimated that nearly 1.23 billion people — more than 23 percent of
the global population — lived in poverty in 1989.
According to Worldwatch estimates, the global network of absolute
poverty included: Asia, 675 million people, 25 percent of the region's
population; sub-Saharan Africa, 325 million, 62 percent; Latin America,
150 million, 35 percent; North Africa and Middle East, 75 million, 28
percent.
The Agriculture Department recently issued a report on world population, including revisions since 1950 and projections to the year 2050.
Authors Francis Urban and Michael Trueblood of the department's
Economic Research Service noted that the world population passed 5 billion in 1987 and as of the writing in 1990 stood at 5.3 billion. It is likely
to pass the 10 billion mark in 2041.
But the report said there now appears to be a "slowing down of the
world population growth, even though the number of people added annually seems large."
Global population growth peaked in the mid-1960s at an all-time high
of 2.2 percent a year before declining gradually to the current rate of 1.7
percent.
"By the year 2050, the annual rate of population growth is estimated to
drop to about 0.6 percent, indicating that the world population may stabilize at about 10.5 billion people toward the year 2100," the report said.
However, while the growth rate has been declining in most countries
and regions, "it is just reaching its estimated peak in Africa and the
Middle East of 3.2 percent and 3.4 percent, respectively," the report said.
By the year 2050, the rate of population growth in these two regions
probably will still be twice as high as the other regions of the world.
Agricultural economists are more comfortable projecting a year or two
ahead. But when hard-put they sometimes take a longer view. Right now,
the year 2000 is a favorite target for speculation.
Dennis Avery and Glenn H. Sullivan, of the Hudson Institute Center for
Global Food Issues in Indianapolis, say world food demand will rise in
the 1990s as higher incomes enable many countries to upgrade diets.
But Avery and Sullivan said in a recent report that American farmers
may be left out of this growing overseas market unless there is reform of
international trading rules and U.S. farm policies.
Negotiations aimed at reforming world trade are being conducted under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and Congress is trying to
hammer out a new farm bill affecting domestic programs.
At last week's economic summit in Houston, leaders of the seven richest nations issued a final communique that finessed the thorny issue of
eliminating agricultural subsidies, as President Bush wants. The communique urges all nations to make "substantial, progressive reductions" in
subsidies with an eventual goal of eliminating them.
The Avery-Sullivan report said an 18 percent increase in world food
production will be required in the 1990s to take care of the expected
population growth.
"In addition, hundreds of millions of people in the world are getting
higher incomes and want to upgrade their diets," the report said.
"There are probably more than 200 million 'middle-class' food customers in India alone today, and India's economic growth has recently
been about three times as rapid (5 percent to 6 percent) as her projected
population growth (1.8 percent)."
Overall, the report said, low- and middle-income countries have been
expanding their economies by 4 percent a year, more than double the rate
of global population growth.
"We expect economic growth in the 1990s to be still more rapid than
in the debt- and inflation-ridden 1980s," the report said. "The GATT
continues to offer developing countries good opportunities for export-led
growth."

Tobacco predicted
largest state cash crop
Tobacco will continue to be Kentucky's largest cash crop throughout
the 1990s according to an Extension
agricultural economist.
"International sales will help keep
tobacco the number one cash crop in
the state," said Larry Jones, chairman
of the University of Kentucky Agricultural Economics Department.
There appears, however, to be a
continued push for the diversification
of our farm economy into things other
than tobacco.
Kentucky farmers should expand
on production of the commodities
they already know how to produce,
and concentrate their focus on greater
efficiency.
"Once we produce the best we can
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through effective management, tnen
we can take a look at the new
alternative -- even exotic crops,"
Jones said.
Fish farming, fruits and vegetables
and greenhouse products are OK for a
select group, but not for the majority
of Kentucky farmers.
"What we need to look at are crops
that utilize our natural resources,"
Jones said."We are particularly interested in crops and enterprises that
utilize forages."
There is potential for the added
sales of cash hay, particularly alfalfa.
In addition, the expansion of broiler
and sheep industries shows excellent
potential as alternatives for the Kentucky farmer.
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Home canning is an economical
and, if recommended procedures are
followed, safe way to preserve fruits,
vegetables and meats, according to a
University of Kentucky food and
nutrition specialist.
"Canning homegrown fruits and
vegetables can save up to half the cost
of buying commercially canned
foods,excluding the value of the time
you spend canning," said Sue Burner,
and Extension specialist at the UK
College of Agriculture. "The savings
are even greater for people on a
reduced-sugar or -sodium diet because commercial diet foods are even
more expensive."
Burner recommended the following practices to maintain the quality
and safety of home canned foods: start
with fresh, wholesome foods; choose
an appropriate canner for the type
food being canned; be sure jar lids are
sealed; and store canned goods
properly.
Microorganisms that can reduce
quality or cause food spoilage live and
multiply quickly on the surface of
fresh food and on the inside of
bruised, insect damaged and diseased
food, Burier said. Therefore, it is
important to can produce and meats at
the peak of freshness and quality. Cut
small diseased lesions or spots out of
food and discard diseased or moldy
food.

"For optimum quality, can most
vegetables within six to 12 hours after
harvest," she said. "Fruits like
peaches, pears and plums need to
ripen several days between harvest'
and canning. If you must delay canning other fresh produce, keep it in a
shady, cool place.
"Home-slaughtered red meats and
poultry should be chilled and canned
immediately. Put fish and seafood on
ice, eviscerate immediately, and can
within two days."
Selection of the correct canner for
the food being processed is necessary
to maintain quality, she said.
The acidity of foods being canned
dictates whether a boiling water or
pressure canner should be used to
prevent growth of botulism bacteria in
heat-processed, home-canned foods,
according to Burner.
"Low-acid foods (red meats, seafood, poultry, milk and fresh vegetables, except for most tomatoes) do not
contain enough acidity to prevent
growth of botulism bacteria," she
said. "Acid foods contain enough
acidity to block bacterial growth, or
destroy bacteria rapidly when heated.
Acid foods include fruits, pickles,
jams,jellies, marmalades,fruit butters
and sauerkroui
Pressure canning isthe only recommended canning method for meat,
poultry,seafood and most vegetables,
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RABIES
It seems redundant to keep mentioning the danger of rabies from
time to time, yet there is no other
way to keep up the barrier against
rabies between humans and wild
animals than to keep dogs and cats
vaccinated.
Rabies, though it is not often
apparent, is alwasy present in the
wild. It is frequently seen in skunks
and bats and less frequently in foxes, raccoons and other wild
animals.
When humans are exposed to the
disease, it is almost always through
a dog which has not been vaccinated but which has been bitten by
a rabid wild animal. Occasionally,
horses and cats spread the disease
to humans.
Because it is impossible to eliminate the disease in the wild, it is
imperative to keep up the barrier.
The disease is serious. Described
as an acute, viral disease of the
central nervous system, it affects
all warm blooded animals.
It is almost always spread by
bites. Though very rare instances
have been reported in which fresh,
already existing wounds have been
contaminated by the virus and also
in which virus in the air in batinfested caves has infected humans,
the normal means of transmission
is through bites.
The saliva is deposited in the
wound, and the virus makes its way
up the peripheral nerves to the spinal cord and then to the brain.
The virus may be present in the
saliva of the animal and may be
transmitted by the infected animal
several days before clinical signs
appear. Once clincial signs appear,
the disease cannot be reversed and
death is almost certain_
Rabies is seen in two forms in
animals "dumb" and "furious." In
the former, the animals seems listless and paralyzed, but will bite if
irritated. In the latter the animal is

agitated and hallucinating, behaves
irrationally and may bite without
provocation — such as a fox
attacking a porcupine, which occasionally happens.
Basically if an animal behaves
out-of-character, especially if it is a
wild animal, leave it alone and call
animal control personnel or law
enforcement personnel.
Vaccination will protect domestic animals but must be maintained
annually. However, it is unwise to
attempt to vaccinate your animal
yourself. For one thing, vaccines
vary as to what animals they are
designed to protect — and using
the wrong vaccine may give your
animal rabies.
Beyond that, sometimes vaccines
fail in the field. Your veterinarian
will be notified if a particular batch
is flawed, and will notify you and
re-vaccinate your animal. If you
have a bootleg vaccine, you will
likely. never know if the vaccine is
impotent
And beyond that, vaccinating
your dog yourself confers no legal
immunity, and you are not protected from legal actions or from
your dog being confiscated for
observation if it bites someone.
Should a rabid dog bite you,
wash the wound with soap and
water and get to a physician immediately. Prompt action can prevent
most infections. Capture and confine the animals, and if you must
kill it leave the head intact. Report
the incident to your health
department.
Your veterinarian can vaccinate
your animal, with the proper vaccine, any time of the year, and also
educate you about the disease. In
some communities you may also
find clinics for purposes of animal
vaccination.
It is an important preventive
measure, for you as well as your
animal.

Burner said. Using boiling water
canners for these foods poses a risk of
botulism poisoning. Although pressure canners can be used to process
acid foods, boiling water canners are
recommended because they are faster.
Low-acid foods, tomatoes and tomato products should be boiled for 13
minutes after the jars are opened to
destroy the toxin that causes food
poisoning, Burner said.
Jars ofcanned foods must be sealed
properly to maintain quality and prevent growth of bacteria that cause
food poisoning, she said.
"Cool and jars at room temperature
for 12 to 24 hours; then remove the
screw bands and test the lid to be sure
it is properly sealed," Burner said.
If the lid did not seal, the jar may be
resealed (reprocess within 24 hours
using the same processing time),
frozen (adjust headspace to 1 1/2 in-

Watch mosquito bites
Mosquito bites can be quite
annoying during the summertime as
people bitten by the pests are
annoyed by the itching that usually
follows. But some mosquitoes can
transmit diseases to-lfumans
through their bites, according to an
entomologist at the University of
Kentucky.
"The viral encephalitides are the
most important diseases transmitted
by mosquitoes to man," said Lee
Townsend, an Extension entomologist in the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. "St. Louis
Encephalitis is one of the most serious diseases that they can carry."
Female mosquitoes are the ones
who feed on man. Birds provide a
good reservoir for the virus. The
virus is transmitted to people when
a mosquito that has fed on an
infected bird feeds on a human.
Mosquitoes also can transmit
heartworm to dogs and cats, Townsend said.
Two groups of mosquitoes are
pests — the Culex group and the
Aedes group.
The Culex group is widely represented by the northern house mosquito, Culex pipiens, which are
container mosquitoes.
Females lay their eggs on water,
in rain barrels, bird baths, tin cans
or any other small collection of
water.
Mosquitoes' life cycles are short,
with development being completed
in about two weeks.
"These mosquitoes are vicious
biters and often invade homes to

Hardware

feed on humans," Townsend said.
"They also feed on birds, which
provides them the opportunity to
transmit SL Louis Encephalitis."
The Aedes group are represented
by Aedes vexans, a flood water
mosquito, and Aedes Sollicitans,
the saltmarsh mosquito.
The female mosquitoes lay their
eggs in mud along streams or
pools. Flooding triggers the eggs to
hatch and the larvae become adults
within about 10 days.
"Both of these species are fierce
day biters that can be a tremendous
nuisance," Townsend said. "Saltmarsh mosquitoes are especially a"
problem in Western Kentucky
where they breed in coal mine strip
pits."
In addition to reducing available
breeding grounds for mosquitoes
several steps can be taken to con
trol mosquito populations.
Mechanical barriers such as
screening on windows and doors or
air blast doors at the entrance to
dairy barns or stores will keep
adult mosquitoes away, Townsend
said.
An aerosol spate spray containing synergized pyrethrum can be
used to kill mosquitoes that gel
into buildings.
Persons near mosquito-infested
areas should use repellents that
have diethyl phthalate, diethy I
toluamide and ethyl hexanediol.
Cutting rank weeds or grasses
and regular lawn mowing helps to
reduce mosquito harborages,
Townsend said.
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ches before freezing),or eaten (refrig:-,rate unsealed jar and consume within
ieveral -days).
Proper storage helps maintain quality and prevent spoilage, according to
Burner.
"Label and date the jars; then store
them in a clean,cool,dark,dry place..
she said."Do not store jars at temper."
tunes above 95 degrees. Storing jars at
50 to 70 degrees will extend food
quality."
Although accidental freezing usually will not cause spoilage, freezing
and thawing may soften food. If jars
must be stored where they might,
wrap them in newspapers, put them in
heavy cartons and cover the cartons
with newspapers and blankets, Burner added.
For more information, contact yoL.
county Extension home economist
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Pipeline ruptures,
spews natural gas
in Ural mountains
MOSCOW (AP) - A pipeline
has ruptured in the Ural mountains,
spewing 735 million cubic feet of
natural gas into the air, the official
Tass new agency reported today.
In a separate incident this
weekend, a corroded oil pipeline
sprang a leak, the oil caught fire,
and 27 wells had to be shut down,
Tass said.
An official blamed the accidents
on poor construction and
maintenance.
In the first incident, the pipeline
rupture halted supplies of more
than 3,500 million cubic feet of
natural gas coming from the
Tyumen region, 900 miles east of
Moscow, the official news agency
reported.
"Over 21 million cubic meters
(735 million cubic feet) were
released into the air," Tass said.
"The site of the accident cannot be
accessed by road, further complicating the problem."
Rescue teams, helicopters and
equipment were sent to the scene,
and bridges were being built across
marshes to allow workers to reach
the ruptured pipeline, it said.
At the Belozerneft field in the
same region, a corroded oil pipeline sprang a leak, Tass said. "The
oil caught fire, 27 wells had to be
shut down and some 400,000 tons
of valuable raw materials were
lost," the agency said.
Tass quoted L. Roketsky, chairman of the Tyumen executive committee, as blaming the accidents on
slipshod construction and sloppy
maintenance.
"We saved by not building
standby lines, took no care to build
roads, and did not properly repair
pipelines," Roketsky was quoted
as saying. "And who will calculate
the cost of spills, pollution of rivers and land?"
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Before the Need Arises. .

Mrs. Louise Scarbrough
Mrs. Louise Scarbrough, 85, of
1305 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray, died
Saturday at 1:10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was married Dec. 3, 1921, to
Gobel Scarbrough who died Dec.
15, 1972. One sister, Mrs. Annie
Harmon, also preceded her in
death.
Born Nov. 14, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Lee Carraway and Lula
Miller Carraway.
Mrs. Scarbrough was a member
of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Hilda Hargrove and husband,
Darrell, Rt. 4, Murray; two sons,
C.M. (Buddy) Scarbrough and
wife, Doris, and Doris (Doc) Scar-

Pallbearers were James R. Lassiter, Jerry P. Grogan, J.D. Orr, Bill
MeCoart, Joe Pat Carraway and
Ted Atkins. Burial was in Green
Plain Cemetery.

Guy Aubra Shrader
Guy Aubra Shrader, 88, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tenn., formerly of Hazel,
died Saturday afternoon at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
He was married May 17, 1924,
to the former Cordie Irvin, who
died in October 1963. One daughter, Jenella Shrader, one son, Herman Wells Shrader, and two
brothers, George Shrader and Hopson Shrader, also preceded him in
death.
Born Feb. 17, 1902, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Lon Strader and Lela Thompson
Strader.
Mr. Strader formerly owned and
operator Hazel Barber Shop at

Hazel. He attended Henry Church
of Christ.
Survivors are one son, Guy Irvin
Shrader, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Rex (Ivah) Huie,
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Ed (Inez)
Johnson, Hazel; one brother, P.M.
Shrader, Goodlettsville, Tenn.;
three grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. B.B. James is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Norman Mathis,
Jimmie Morgan, John Harville,
Roger Routon, Horace Derrington
and James Huffman. Burial will
follow in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery in Calloway County.

Mrs. Etha M. Bailey
The funeral for Mrs. Etha M.
Bailey is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale is officiating. Jerry Bolls is directing the song
service.
Pallbearers are Terry Bogard,
Don Overbey, Morris Luther, Way-

ne Clark, Dale Barnett and Mickey
Overbey.
Burial was in New Concord
Cemetery.
Mrs. Bailey, 85, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Thursday at West View Nursing Home.

Czechs left Havana
when Cubans arrived
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (AP)
- The, family members of some
Czechoslovak diplomats have left
Havana after five Cubans seeking
asylum forced their way into the
apartment of the charge d'affaires,
officials reported today.
About 30 Czechoslovaks left
Sunday on a regular airliner, the
daily Lidova Demolcracie reported.
Among them were 12 or 13 wives
and children of Czechoslovak diplomats, Foreign Ministry official
Jindrich Opava said.
Ten more were dependants of
diplomats whose tours had ended,
Opava said. The rest were tourists.
"It was not an evacuation, they
left at their own request," Opava
said of the departure of the diplomats' relatives.
Twelve Cubans remain at the
Czechoslovak Embassy in Havana.
Two students, identified as Igor
Campana Dada and Alejandro
Rosendo Lugo, decided to leave
Friday. The first Cubans gained
access to the compound July 9.
Five Cubans, meanwhile, were
still holed up today at the abandoned apartment of the Czechoslovak charge d'affaires, Jan Doemock, officials said. Doemoek fled
his home July 12, after the five
forced their way in. Doemoek's
apartment is not in the embassy
compound.
Cuban President Fidel Castro, in
his first official statement on the
affair, called the Cubans "antisoWE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

cial elements encouraged by Czechoslovak diplomats," Lidova
Demokracie said.
He also was quoted as saying
that Cuba has no agreement on diplomatic asylum with European
countries, and the embassies of
these countries have no right to
grant the asylum.
"Czechoslovak diplomats in
Havana try to interpret the situation
in a way that indicates that Cuban
government should solve the situation ... the affair should be solved
by the Czechoslovak side," the
daily quoted Castro as saying.
The influx of asylum-seekers has
heightened tensions between Cuba
and Czechoslovakia, close allies
before last fall's democratic
upheaval toppled Prague's hardline Communist leaders.
Castro has resisted the reforms
sweeping Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union, sticking to his orthodox Marxist policies.
Three Cuban asylum-seekers
have also taken refuge in the Spanish Embassy in Havana. And on
Sunday, the Foreign Ministry in
Madrid said Cuban police violated
the embassy by chasing a fourth
asylum-seeker into the compound
and hauling him away.
The Spanish ambassador to
Havana, Antonio Serrano, lodged a
protest with Cuban Foreign Minister Isidoro Malmierca after Cuban
police jumped over the iron gate to
the embassy Friday while pursuing
a young Cuban. The police
detained the man.
In his reply, Malmierca said
there had been no intention of violating the embassy and offered
assurances that there would be no
repeat of such actions, said the
Spanish spokesman, Juan Lena.
Malmierca said the chase had
begun outside the embassy
grounds.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and

Jerry Lassiter
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Services for Edison Feltner
Moore Sr. were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Jim Fortner
and the Rev. Grandville Courtney
officiated. Music was by Emmanuel Baptist Church Choir with
Ernie Hendricks as director.
Pallbearers were Cecil Baker,
John Brittain, Bobby Brandon,
A.L. Doughty, Edward Doughty
and Tim Stone. Burial was in South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
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Mr. Moore Sr., 73, RL 5, Murray, died Friday at 4:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Marie McCreary, Paducah; one
brother, Lucian Moore, Central
City; three grandchildren, Mrs.
Bruce (Sheila) Pritchett, Mrs. Tim
(Julie) Stone and Shane Moore, all
of Murray; two greatgrandchildren, Billie Pritchett and
Allen Moore Jr.

Alasiq

Noah (Joe) Miller
Final rites for Noah (Joe) Miller
were Saturday at 10 a.m. in chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Calvin Clark officiated and
Mrs. Oneida White was organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers were Carlos Elkins,

Donald Stom, Junior Garland,
Ralph Harris, Tommy Morris and
Howard Morgan. Burial was in
Hooper Cemetery.
Mr. Miller, 82, Murray, died
Thursday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

SOURCE

Mrs. Allie Mae Davis
Mrs. Allie Mae Davis, 77,
Springville, Tenn., died Friday at
11 a.m. at Benton County Community Hospital, Camden, Term.
The widow of Barnie Davis, she
was a member of Springville
Church of Chrisi
Born Dec. 19, 1912, at Dexter,
she was the daughter of theJate
John Preston Mathis and Minnie
Ola Jones Mathis.
One sister, Mrs. Lucy Allen, and
four brothers, James, Charlie,

of

Hardie and Gus Matthis, also preceded her in death.
She is survivede by two sisters,
Mrs. Vera Myrick and Mrs. Vemell
French, both of Big Sandy, Tenn.

By The

The funeral was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of StockdaleMalin Funeral Home, Big Sandy.
Charles Cates officiated.
Burial was in Poplar Grove
Cemetery in Springville community
of Henry County, Term.

Mrs. Mabel Smith
Mrs. Mabel Smith, 82, Mayfield,
died Saturday at 7 a.m. at Des
Plaines, Ill.
The widow of Meakel Smith, she
was a member of Mount Olive
Church of Christ.
Also preceding her in death were
one son, Dalton Smith, two sisters,
Mrs. Estelle Chester and Mrs. Vergie Smith, one brother, Phillip
Haley, and one grandson, Matthew
Davis.
Born Feb. 21, 1908, in Kentucky, she was the daughter of the late
Henry Haley and Effie Mason
Haley.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Jean Smith Davis, Des Plaines;
three sisters, Mrs. Winnie Smith,

Calvert City, Mrs. Hilda Youngblood, Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
Robbie Gore, Kirksey; one brother,
Lannie Lyles, Benton; three grandchildren, Michael Davis, Arlington
Heights, Ill., and Arnold Smith and
Brien Smith, Dearborn Heights,
Mich.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Bill Johnson and Bill Hanson will
officiate.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

William Frank Jackson
The funeral for William Frank
Jackson was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah.
Burial was in Temple Hill
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Jackson, 90, of 103 Mosley
Dr., Malden, Mo., died Friday at 2
a.m. at Ridgeview Nursing Home,
Malden.
Born in Calloway County, he
was a retired self-employed carpenter. His wife, Mrs. Catherine

Jackson, one son, three brothers,
and one sister preceded him in
death.
He is survived by three daughters, Mrs. Bea Ellison, Malden,
Mrs. Mildred Asbridge, Marion,
and Mrs. 'Doris Landrum, Fort
Myers, Fla.; three sons, Ruben F.
Jackson, Belleville, Mich., Rudy T.
Jackson, Paris, Term., and David
Jackson, Fort Myers, Fla.; 33
grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Wayne McDaniel
Funeral rites for Wayne McDaniel are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Woodlawn Memorial
•
Gardens there.
Mr. McDaniel, 62, of 833 Oaks
Rd., Paducah, died Friday at 9:20
p.m. at Salem Nursing Home,
Salem.
Born in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Carman
McDaniel and Judy McDaniel.
He was a member of Southside

Baptist Church, American Legion
Post No. 31, a retired employee of
Western Kentucky Gas Company,
and a U.S. Air Force veteran of
World War II.
Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Treva Washer of Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Vickie Souders,
Metropolis, ill., and Mrs. Sharon
Hayden, Paducah; one son, Darrell
McDaniel, Lexington; one sister,
Mrs. Evelyn Powell, Benton; one
brother, Charles McDaniel, Paducah; two grandchildren; two
stepgrandchildren.

Japan repays last loan
to World Bank today
TOKYO (AP) - Japan, which
has moved from the second-largest
World Bank loan debtor to the
world's largest creditor nation,
repaid its last World Bank loan
today.
The last $7 million installment
on a 25-year, $75 million loan to
the Japan Highway Public Corp.
was paid, said World Bank spokeswoman Keiko Sato.
Between 1953 and 1966, Japan
borrowed $862.9 million from the
World Bank to finance 31 projects.

Only India borrowed more money
from the World Bank at that time.
The loans financed the construction of power plants, steel mills
and other development projects.
"The World Bank provided
money during Japan's roughest
times," said Seiichiro Yonekura,
professor of business history at
Hitotsubashi University.
"Without its help, Japan's postwar recovery would have been
inconceivable."

A Beautiful Home,
Reflects On You.

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans
from

treatn

Edison Feltner Moore Sr.

brough, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Laurine Waldrop and Mrs. Frances
Dunn and husband, J.C., Murray,
and Mrs. Mayme Orr, Rt. 4, Murray; two brothers, Leo Carraway,
RL 4, Murray, and Pat Carraway
and wife, Dortha, Murray; six
grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.
Services were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale officiated.
Kyle Wadley directed singers from
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
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Custom and standard mirrors and glass work
designed to accent your decor.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 S. 9th

753-5719
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States that allow 'living will'

Lottery proceeds
exceed 10 million

Supreme Court recently ruled states may bar removal of life-sustaining
treatment from patients in irreversible coma-like conditions.
Living will law in effect
0 Allows individuals to appoint someone to make medical decision
A Allows family member to order tube feeding stopped when
patient is In vegetattve state:

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(July 13, 1990)
Kentucky
Lottery officials today
N.H
announced that its regular quarterly
VL 0
payment to the state this week totalled
Wen.
S19,220,0
00. "Kentucky coffers have
41101i* W.Va.0 IrM3ss,
been enriched by more than S109
million because of the lottery," said
RL
loAe
ll
t
b
Russ Davidson, senior vice-president
Conn. A
of finance. "Since our beginning, we
N.J. 04, have generated S109,220,000 to the
state or approximately 35 percent of
Del.
Mane co
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A large contingency of Kentuckians will help celebrate the official
christening of the U.S. Navy's newest
trident submarine,the USS Kentucky,
on August 11, 1990 in Groton, Connecticut at the Electric Boat Shipyard.
The christening will be conducted by
Carolyn Hopkins, the submarine's
sponsor and wife of Kentucky Congressman Larry Hopkins.
The Kentucky &legation will include U.S. Senator Wendell Ford,
Congressman Larry Hopkins. and Dr.
Otis Singletary, Chairman of the USS
Kentucky Commissioning Committee. A number of events will surround
the official ceremony including; a
cocktail party at the sub-base, a
luncheon at the Coast Guard
Academy, a submarine tour, and the
Ship's Party at the Officers Club.
Events: USS Kentucky Christening
Date: Saturday, August 11, 1990
Time: 11:30 a.m. EDT
Place: Electric Boat Shipyard Groton, Connecticut.
Interview Opportunities: U.S. Senator Wendell Ford, Congressman
Larry Hopkins, USS Kentucky Commander Mike Riegel, Chairman Otis
A. Singletary.
Photo Opportunities: Christening

SOURCE: Society for the Right to Die Inc_ AP

Man serves one week
of 10-year sentence
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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COVINGTON, Ky — Nine years
ago Gregory Sprecker served one
week of a 10-year manslaughter
sentence at the Kentucky State
Reformatory before he was freed
on bond pending an appeal.
Sprecker hasn't seen the inside
of a prison cell since then, despite
a 1982 state Court of Appeals decision to uphold his conviction in the
shooting death of his girlfriend,
Patricia Parker.
And while prosecutors and other
officials apparently were unaware
that the Kenton County man never
returned to prison, most of his
$100,000 appeal bond was returned
to Sprecker's family, The Kentucky
Post reported.
Judges and prosecutors say the
case points out a flaw in Kentucky's court rules.
State law does not place responsibility on anyone to ensure that a
person freed on an appeal bond is
returned to prison after an appeal is
rejected, several lawrrs and
judges told the newspaper.
John Gillig, head of the criminal
appellate division of the state attorney general's office, said he
believes that if a convict (lett not
report to prison after a rejected
appeal, anyone can bring the matter
before a judge.
"But the rules don't say that X
is responsible for bringing the guy
in," Gillig said. "There's nothing
that I'm aware of that singles out a
specific individual and says he's
responsible for getting this done."
The Sprecker case began April 5,
1981, when he and Ms. Parker
were drinking and watching television at a Covington apartment they
shared. According to court records,
Sprecker went toothe kitchen for a
beer, picked up a gun and shot Ms.
Parker once in the head.
Sprecker said he thought the gun
was unloaded.
The anneals court unheld his
manslaughter conviction on July 1,
1982. But it wasn't until May 1988
that Sprecker's absence from prison prompted official action.
That was when Michael Westling, an assistant commonwealth's
attorney in Kenton County, sought
a warrant for Sprecker's arrest.
Westling filed an affidavit from the
state Corrections Cabinet showing
Sprecker never served his time, but
court documents show no record of
-a warrant being issued.
Circuit Judge Daniel Goodenough, who presided at Sprecker's
vial, said he believes he issued the
warrant. He declined to discuss the
case further.
However, the Post reported the
only outstanding warrant against
Sprecker in Kenton County is one
that a district judge issued in January 1989 when he failed to appear
to pay a fine for an unrelated
drunken-driving charge.
Sprecker also has been in district
court at least four times since the
manslaughter conviction — once
for failing to pay child support,
once for public intoxication and
twice for drunken driving.
The child support complaint was
dismissed in 1986, but Sprecker
pleaded guilty to public intoxication in 1986 and to drunken driving
in 1988 and 1989.
While Sprecker was avoiding
prison, at least 90 percent of his
bond was returned. A bond of
$10,000 in cash was posted for
Sprecker and his brother, James,
agreed to a $90,000 lien on a
duplex home he owns. Inside one
of those apartments was where Ms.
Parker died.
Circuit Court Clerk Ed Schroeder removed a lien from James
Sprecker's house in 1083. Court
records are unclear about what happened to the cash portion of the
bond.
Schroeder said he removes prop-

erty liens when a judge orders him
to do so or wilco the case is completed. No such judicial order is
among documents pertaining to
Sprecker's cases in court records.
Sprecker could not be reached
for comment. The apartment where
the shooting occurred is his last
known address. A person identifying himself as Sprecker's nepttew
answered the door at the apartment
and said Sprecker had not lived
there for two years.
Lawyers and court officials said
relatively few convicted felons are
out on bond when their appeals are
rejected.
But beyond no one being legally
responsible for the convicts reporting to prison, the problem is further
complicated because certain officials don't see orders from the
appeals court.
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And Found

our total sales."
Davidson added that approximately $163 million has been won by
players in prizes including the 24
people who have won more than SI
million since the lottery began on
April 4, 1989.
Retailers too have benefited from
the success of the lottery and have
received approximately S16 million
in commissions for selling the tickets.

8 Years Experience
Non- Smoker

Will Sit with
or Live in with
Elderly or 111.

753-2048
Leave Message on
machine if can't be
reached. I will return
your call.

USS Kentucky Submarine
to be christened in August

Mil 0

MONDAY,

FOUND - Husky type dog
'A grown, 7 miles out 94E of
Murray Call after 6pm
753-9217

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

i.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

LOST PUPPY
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Answers to "Maggie"
Black w/white face &
white paws Lost in
Coldwater area
759-4186, 489-28?0
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Ceremony,(Remarks and traditional
breaking of the "bourbon" bottle on
the boat by Mrs. Hopkins.)
Note: Media credentials must he
reserved in advance for the ceremony
with Electric Boat. For information
contact Graham Gavert at(203)4331000.

GLASS Replacement for
home, auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
screens. Repair corners
and latches, replace glass
in patio doors, repair toilers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size. Mirror
frames and picture frames.
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

Pauley had
hives as child

REWARD offered for information leading to the arrest, conviction, and recovery of boat prop and nut
stolen from Crappie Hollow
Unit 5 on Monday, July 3
Bobby Baker 436-5505

NEW YORK (AP) — Jane Pauley has had it all — even hives.
The former "Today" co-host,
now a fill-in anchor on the "NBC
Nightly News," told New York
magazine that at age 7, she broke
into hives after being punished for
another child's prank.
"My eyes swelled up or something glamorous like that and my
mother had to take me home from
school," she said. "Later she took
me to a specialist who said that I
was a nervous child who would
have to be careful my whole life."
Pauley added: 'This is good
information for a kid who is anxious about life. Instead I grew up to
do live television. I think it's kind
of funny.
Pauley got over her problems
with hives and headaches years
ago, the magazine reported in its
July 23 issue.

VIDEO DATING. Paducah,
Murray, Benton, Mayfield..
Confidential... For complete details send S.A.S.E.
to P V S. PO Box 1911,
Murray, Ky 42071.

For Sale
1977 Ford
Granada
4 dr., 6 cyl., 4 spd.
All or Part

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 0 Dr.
Loaded $273 22mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

$2500 CREDIT CARDI
Guaranteed same day ap
provali Quality for NO de
sosit VISA/MC and cash
advances 1 800 827 1051
ext G1323

Hay For
Sale
Clover & Fes-

cue

ADDRESSING & MAILING
WORK $29000 (and up)
weekly pi .icessing mail for
national company Simple,
easy work Complete de
tails sent Write to T C &
S. INC Rt 4, Box 4-A
Prescott, AR 71857

Combination
Also older bales
sold as straw

436-5360

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade. we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Call (404)426-0672
Ext DB520

025
Personals
GOLD CREDIT CARD
visa/mastercard guaranteed $2,500 00 unsecured
credit line for complete information
call
1-900-9901500 tel co bills
995 fee
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502-554-7904

19

CHEAP!

436-5360
MM.
lb

I APPRECIATE YOUR COMING
ALONG TO CAMP WITH
ME, SNOOPY

VISA/MASTERCARD
Easy, fast' No deposit No
credit check Also $5000
Gold Card Guaranteed!
Cash advances! Free info'
1(800)234-6741, anytime

IT'LL BE AN ADVENTURE
NEW I-AILLS TO CLIMB..NELAJ
VALLEYS TO EXPLORE...

1

ATTENTIONIII Male/
Female/Housewife'
Students - We need 10
enthusiastic persons to
earn up to $10 00/per hour
taking ORDERS in our office GUARANTEED salary, commissions, AND
CASH BONUSESII! Day
and evening shifts available NO experience necessary will train. We also
NEED local delivery drivers
to earn up to $70 00,.a day
Apply in person to Global
Marketing at Eagle Inn
Room 20 Mon -Fri
9am-7pm
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"Uh oh, Bob, the dog's on fire. ... I think it's your
turn to put him out."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1

2

4

11

12

15

16
19

29

45

7

47
51

55

56

9

27

18

57

7 Meadow
8 Spanish pot
9 Sodium
symbol
10 Generator
12 Greek letter
14 Kind of heat
17 River duck
20 Above
--,23 Sun god
24 Astaire ID
25 God of love
27 GO by water
Frog
3
302 Lt fall
35 "Cry —"
37 Without end
38 Item of
property
39 Lowest point
41 Choir voice
43 Christian

37

48

52

ST-OP 111AT!

43

44

49
ill

54
58

THERE'S NO DOUBT
ABOUT IT! I HAVE
To GET MY OWN
WATCH
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IS A NEW MEXIC.A.N

ITS CALLEO E8LRRiTOS
RANCHEROS CALIENT

A ,Cor OF SCREAM**
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II
33

42

UI
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28

36

ill

23

32

35

62

10
14

31

40
46

8

22

30

III

50

61

1 Simian
2 Writing
implement
3 Preposition
4 Arm bone
5 Rule
6 Beau or Jeff

13

26

IT'S TIME YOU SHAPE('
UP AND GAVE THE
ARMY AN HONEST

PAY'S WORK!!

21
25

39

WHAT TIME
IS IT,
SAR&E

17111

34

38

6

UU

20

24

5

HAP A
BRAIN

iG

DOWN

3

s IF I ONLY
•

Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Father
38 Hebrew
month
40 Gilbert of
"Roseanne"
42 Showed
affection
45 The sun
47 Erase:
printing
49 Anjou
50 Pierce
52 Sicilian
volcano
54 Stack ID
55 Latin
conjunction
56 Fortified
place
59 Agave plant
61 Part of BLT
63 Schoolbook
65 Title of
respect
66 Spanish
article
67 Native metal

1 Dwelling:
abbr.
4 Chaldean
city
6 Pale,
yellowishbrown color
11 Entertainment
magazine
13 Foot races
15 Printer's
measure
16 First
18 Negative
19 With: prefix
21 Matured
22 Sea in Asia
24 "— Easy
Pieces"
26 Scolds
28 Wine cup
29 Wideawake
31 Conduct
33 Alternative
word
34 Top of house

G/JE.S WHAT,GARFIELD? WE'RE
GOING TO THE FARM TODAY'

59

63
66
6UI

41 fP
*hsys
trv al
46 Note of
scale
48 Habituate
51 Wire nail
53 Son of Adam
57 in
Airline
58 Tantalum
symbol
60 Anger •
62 Mother
64 Fulfill

WHAT ARM YOUR MEN HERE.
CAN
THEY MUST &ARP THE
0VO? HOSPI TA L..„ 7Are AND

GuARO„ ARMS„WE
ARE DC)C727RS. WE HAVE
NO GUNS.
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DRIVE For More Get More
Miles Get Home Every Two
Weeks Get More Benefits If
you're good enough to
drive tractor/trailer over the
road for M S Carriers,
you're good enough to
drive the best equipment
out there and bring home
more money, more often
You're good enough to
earn up to $45,000 a year
and get more respect from
the company that puts drivers first Driver requiter
Paula Page will be at the
Drury Inn in Paducah, Ky.
on July 20, 1990 from
11 00am to 5 00pm Call
Paula at 502-443-3313 for
more information and interview or call toll free
1-800-231-5209 MS Carriers Delivering Your Future 3150 Starnes Cove
Memphis, Tenn 38116

DENTAL assistant needed
for full time position lmme
diate opening Experience
preferred Send resume to
PO Box 1040C Murray, Ky.
42071

Drivers
Mlat's brown and gold
and makes more money/
The J.B. Hunt driver.

PPIIVERS wanted must be
18 years old, have own
vehicle and proof of insurance Apply in person at
Domino's Pizza al0 Chest
nut St

BIG Apple Cafe now hiring
Must be 21 Dishwashers,
waitresses, and cooks Call
901-247-5798 or apply in
person

Its no secre tie J B Hunt When
gel few stare or teashg Inew TuOt

Home For Salo

WATER heaters, round
electric, 5 year glass lined
tank, 20gal , $11999,30 co
40gal , $12999, tabletop
50gal , $219 99 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Parts
Open all day Saturdays

28R mobile home corn
1
4 acre lo
pletely set-up on /
with storage building and
shade trees. 34 miles from
town. Reduced price
$7250. Call after 5pm,
753-9227.

But

155

who .is Me lasl laugh,They

READ books for pay! $100
a title Call 1-900-847-7878
($0 99/min) or write
PASE-187E, 161 S Lincolnway, N Aurora, II
60542

RECEPTIONIST/
Secretary for well established local business Must
have good typing skills and
an outgoing personality
Send resume to PO Box
INDIVIDUAL wanted to 10408, Murray, Ky 42071
(Axe for 15'month toddler 2 SECURITY OFFICER
clays per week, and light Full-time position available
ousekeeping References in Murray No experience
-eferred Call 436-2848 necessary. Will train.
'x interview
Group medical insurance
LPN tor part-time position available. Apply 58 Murray
in physician's office Send Guard Drive. Jackson,
resume and references to Tenn.(901)668-3122 EOE
DO Box 10400 Murray, Ky fief.
42071
SEEKING full-time op- MEDIA
SPECIAL- tometric assistant_ Experi1ST,Faculty Resource Cen- ence a priority. Send reter. Twelve-month, staff sume to PO Box 1809
position to begin Septem- Murray, KY. 42071
ber 1, 1990 Qualifications, THREE immediate openA bachelor's degree in me- ings Waitress - dishwasher
dia production is required, - and odd-jobs man Stupreference will be given to dents or senior citizens welcandidates with a master's come . Please call
degree or equivalent exper- 436-5496 for appointment.
ience. Successful candidates must be able to de- TRUCK and trailer suspenmonstrate strong commu- sion mechanic Some exnication and interpersonal perience preferred Salary
skills as well as the capacity based on experience
and willingness to work as 753-8533 7-5pm
part of a professional team
WENDY'S is now acceptproviding support services
ing applications for manato the University communger and assistant manager
ity Position involves the
in this area Send resume
provisison of varied media
with references to, Andrew
production and duplication Jordan Area Supervisor
services for faculty mem- 303 Shelia Dr Hopkinsville,
bers. Primary responsibili- Ky. 42240
ties include video production (filming, editing, and WENDY'S of Murray is now
dubbing), photographic hiring for part-time day
services (shooting, pro- shift Previous restaurant
cessing, and mounting experience required. Must
color slides) and computer be available to work begraphics production (ex- tween 7arn-5pm, Sundayperience with computers is Saturday Apply in person
required.) Additional re- any day from 2-4pm
sponsibilities include'
maintenance and minor reaair of audiovisual equiplent, audio production,
aquipment delivery, and
troubleshooting related to
Apply in person
media services and use
between 2-4 p.m.
.cross the campus.
Mon.-Fri.
Screening of applications
will begin August , 3 and
continue until position is
filled A letter of application,
resume, and the names of
three references should be
submitted to Ms Marian
Posey, Acting Director, Faculty Resource Center,
641 North
Murray State University,
12th St.
Lowry Center, 2nd Floor,
Murray
Murray, KY 42071. (502)
762-4415 EOE/MFVH.

Now Hiring
All Shifts.

Arbgs

Appliances

J 8 Hunt pays Sr. Pest salaries m
S.. busress are provides a lull
range ol company pad Dane%
Trinerl &relabel

II you iryt 0 see
money call

ne coioci

1-800-643-3331

J.B. Hunt
Where the driver matters

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly checks guaranteed Free detail, write,
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia,
Suite 239-TKY Ontario, CA
91762

do ironing in my home,
non-smoker 753-1839 afternoons or early evenings
MINI HOME for the elderly
room for' 2 elderly ladies,
complete 24 hour care, excellent conditions, like being at home. 435-4167.
WILL do babysitting in my
home, located in city limits.
Have references Call
753-0456.
WILL do house cleaning,
babysitting and care for
older people Have own
Call
transportation
753-9932

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicart: Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$56.04 per month.
For . more triformatIm rail!

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building

"free local claim service"

3 MOBILE homes full o
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap' Cal
527-0403 and ask for Neal.
103 B St. Benton. Look for
the sign!
5 PIECE wooden LR suite,
$80 489-2298

RARELY used 1 year old
couch and chair, $400, coffee table, $75,2 end tables,
$60 ea Call 435-4571

Antiques
2 ANTIQUE pie safes;large
antique oak buffet; old
dresser with mirror; like
new, 4-poster kingsize
waterbed Call 753-5455.

SPENCER flute Good
shape, $100 489-2298

FULA OR PART Tare TRAMino

240
kfiscellaneous

DOT Crenesc•riow

ALLIANCE
LMISSMON, TN

CDS'
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;
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14100434.1203
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Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections, Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper .and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-2061

A-1 handicap ramp, meets
all specifications and regulations. Built new March
1990. Treated wood Call
436-2399 or 753-2157.
May be seen at 207 N. 16th
Street. Will adjust to your
entry heigth
APPLE 11+ computer, with
monitor, keyboard, oludata
printer, 2 floppy drives, and
software Offers being accepted, 753-6227 Only
serious inquiries, please
CRAFTSMAN 10hp riding
lawn mower, $225
759-1293
FORD lawn tractor, 10hp
Kohler engine, 42 inch
deck 753-1953 days,
354-8879 after 6pm
GOLF cart Gas New
Yamaha's best With
weatherproof storage
cover and new tilt trailer
Cost $4400 Sell for $3200
or trade for? Paris Landing
(901)2328398
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock Snapper
30in blade, $6 99, Snapper
68in belt. $5 99, Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Pans
Open all day Saturday
OREGON saw chains V. in
pitch for 16in bar,$8 99,20
or 21 inch, $1099 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris.
Open aM day Saturday.

Mobil.
Homes For Rent
2BR trailer, no pets
753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
COME see the Fleetwoods,
North Rivers, and Franklin
Homes at Keith Baker
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris,
Tenn. 1-800-533-3568.
RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Development near Aurora, Ky.
Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners. For info. call 753-2613,
after 5,30pm 753-0840.
TRAILER for rent near East
Elementary, $200/mo
759-9980

HOTPOINT 23,000btu air
conditioner, high efficiency
model, $500. Can be
reached weekdays
753-5661, ask for Terry or
after 4,30pm 437-4641.

POOL SUPPLIES: From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories.
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available. 11b. shock $1.99, algaecide $7.95, Pace 3in.
tablets 9.61bs. $35.95. CJ's
Pool & Patio, 106 N. 4th St
Murray, 759-1911.
USED Nintendo games,
Blades of Steel, Pro Wresting, Karnov, Ice Hockey,
Bases Loaded, Rygar
753-8060

4 CAR shop with office and
paved parking 753-9386 or
753-4509.

PRIME office space at 12th
and Olive, 1600sf Call
George at 442-7810

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x60 MOBILE home 1977
Park Villa Central heat,
recently re-modeled, extra
clean 345-2784
14x60 2BR, front kitchen,
nice used, window A/C,
$9995 Free delivery
1-800-533-3568, Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79
Pans, Tenn

Pots
Suppllos
ARC Boxer puppies, sho
and wormed, L.1150
1-554-5535

2br apartment for rent,
near downtown 753-4109

RAT Terrier puppies, 6
weeks old, females $25,
males $30. 753-2293. *

3BR,2 bath duplex. Central
heat/air, double carport.
753-7947.
FURNISHED 2br basement apartment on lake. No
pets $200/mo, $100 deposit. Available immediately.
Call 436-2402.
LUXURY 2br apartment in
Westwood. Energy efficient Lease,' deposit. No
pets. 753-7185.
1BR apartment ideal for
college student, affordable.
Coleman R.E. 753-9898.
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, deck, satellite. No
pets. References. Lease,
$360/mo. 753-7457.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111,
after 4:30pm, 753-0606.
PROFESSIONAL person
desires to sub lease beautifully decorated 2BR apartment, $500/mo. Furnished,
references required.
753-2208, 753-2695.

753-0375

1901 N. 12th

MINIATURE African Pet
Pigs. Resemble farm pigs,
air shipment Posh Pigs
217-593-6398.

YELLOW Lab 7 months
old, female, good natured,
excellent background
Shots/papers, $150
759-4884, 753-3682

mem
..
U-PICK BLACKBERRIES 3 acres of large domestic
$1 per quart Hours:
7am-7pm Mon-Sat Located on Johnny Robertson
Rd. next to Westside Vet
Clinic

St.

HomeSellers
Realty
is moving to
Seven Seas
Restaurant
Come see us for
all your real
estate needs. We
are members of
the MLS and can
show you all
properties in
Murray &
Calloway County.
At HomeSellers
Realty you have a
choice of the level of
service you want.
You can show your
oval home and save
money or we can
provide complete
real estate service.
Thanks for the great
response to our first
year in business.
W. Paul Dailey
Ron Tallent
Brokers
FREE list
of PROPERTIES

Call for
410
Public
Salo
MOVING Sale - LR suite,
arge over-stuffed country
style, tan with 'brown trim
$200; white French Provincial BR suite $1135; DR
table and 4 chairs, dark
pine $175. 474-2796, after
5:30pm.

OWNER
room, 2
from MSt
heat, $55.
480

3 bedroom, 3 year, 2 acres
6 miles West of Murray
Country wood work, firplace. porches, $47,500
OBO Consider trade with
small farm 489-2303

4 3E'

HOME INSPECTION
CONSULTANTS - Professional pre-purchase home
inspections for the in
buyer
formed
502-898-8661

Wor
Prc

NEW double -wide
$16,995 Keith Baker
Homes, Hwy 79, Paris,
Tenn 1-800-533-3568
NICE family home, Plainview Dr. 4br, 2'h bath. FR,
LR, OR, eat-in kitchen, fireplace, deck, double garage, fenced yard, mature
trees $99,400 759-4697

CH
SPI

WE have over 30 homes
that are unlocked everyday
for you're shopping convenience. 14-16-24-28'
wides Fleetwood, North
River, Franklin Keith Baker
Homes Hwy 79, Paris,
Tenn. 1-800-533-3568
"WE will not be undersold'
see Bill, Jim, J.R.
14'-15-24' & 28' wide mobile homes New and used,
Fleetwood #1, North Riyer
Franklin.
1-800-533-3568 Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79
Paris, Tenn

r,

HOUSE FOR SALE

It

pr
200 N

7S34001

490

GARAGE SALE
Houses
For Rent

3 BEDROOM klouse, appliances furnished, gas
heat. $320/mo. plus deposit. 753-9981.
3BR house available August 1 Call 753-8668
CUTEST little old 2 bedroom house around. Tons
of storage in full basement
and attic. Gas. Discounted
rent. $350. 753-8734.
NICE 2BR, stove and refrigerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray. No pets. References and deposit_
492-8594.
VACANT large brick house
with basement, gas heat,
504 N. 5th, $325/mo. Also
apartment for rent. Vacant,
nice and clean, $165/mo.
No pets. 753-5292.

Wed. & Thurs.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
2016 Carol Dr.
(bctund GatosboTough

Molding
Supervisor
Needed for newly established custom
injection molding plant. Experience required. Send resume to:

Purchase Plastic Inc.
P.O. Box 5310
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

Quality Family Home
4 bedroom home located just SW of Gatesborough
Subdivision. Office or optional 5th bedroom.
Home only 11/2 years old. Solid oak kitchen
cabinet& Tastefully decorated throughout.

Kopperud Realty

Tables, chairs,
glassware, dishes,
clothing, drum,
lamp, & misc.

Engineers and/or
Mold Makers
Experience required, excellent pay and benefits.
Apply at

Real
Estate

Professional
Office
For Sale or Lease
High traffic comer location on 12th St. (Hwy
641). Good terms.

Call

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.
KY Lake property for sale.
Mobile home with large den
over basement, including
24x20 garage, AC, furnished, on 4 lots near Murray, Ky. and LBL. Price,
$11,000. Also, 5 lots for
$800. Call 618-797-0721.
RETIREES - 1st time buyers - owner financing, Panorama Shores, well kept
2br, 2 bath, den with fireplace, central gas heat,
double carport, washer/
dryer, and air conditioners
included, mid twenties.
436-2755.
/1,10

Lots
For Salo
3 LOTS together, located in
East Y subdivision on
Westside Drive. Call or see
Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.
460
Homes
For Sale

Pioneer Mold &
Engineering Inc.

2BR, bath, eat-in kitchen
arge LR, utility room, big
storage room, 2 car attached garage, gas heat.
Vinyl siding, central H/A,
auto. attic exhaust fan,
storms, on 1 acre lot. Good
well, young fruit trees, good
roof Hwy 121N 4 miles out
of city Call 753-3139 after
3 30pm

320 West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-2440

1966 model 12x55 2br mobile home, $2000
437 4917
1981 MOBILE home
14x65 good condition,
party furnished 435-4298

2BR brick home, attached
garage, 1.5 acres. 94West
'4 mile from city limits,
$47,000 Shown by appointment 753-7743 or
753-3992

1986 PEACH State 14x70
3br, 2 baths, al appliances,
3 ton central h/a. meter
pole, front deck, gutters
247-6103

Just reduced to $22,500, this I br home in Hazel is truly a
bargain. Owner would take mobile home on trade-in.

?BR mobile home for sale
Buy on contract Call for
info, Dave 527-1987 or
evenings 354-6335

711 Main St.

•••411111111t- --Friendly Bungalow

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1968 PL
many no'.
cellent,
753-7966

Price Reduced!!
Owner will trade. Beautiful 3 bedroom 2 bath brick in wonderful
neighborhood,3 years old. Features family room with fireplace
and eat-in' kitchen, as welt as formal dining and living room.
Interior decorator drapes and blinds throughout, 2 car garage
with opener, professional landscaping, deck, and storage
building True quality prevails inside and out Ready to move
info and

i-nnleidiate -190sSession

1977 CAh

1979 CU
AM/FM ri
new tires,
Call after

Call before you buyi

Coleman Real Estate

1980 MA
sunroof, A
1 5 00
753-9710

753-9898

430

753-1222

711 Main

S/D1

Kopperud Realty
753-1222
1

250

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal •Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.

3BR brick home in Dukedom, Ky side 3 acres with
24x24 shop, concrete floor,
wired for 220, all appliances stay, community
water $28,500 for quick
sale Call 1-502-468-5469

1BR furnished apartment.
Small but clean and nice.
Close to campus,$160/mo.
753-7276

WE buy junk batteries
$1.75 per automotive unit.
87 No. Main Benton, Ky.
527-7122

Business
Sonless

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

AKC Registered Dalmation
puppies, ARC Registered
Schnauzer puppies
901-352-2416 nights',
901-986-3693 days

200

'KA'/VASAKI 400' motorcy
de, contractors utility pole OFFICE or store space in
60amp. Mazda 626, 1980, Southside Shopping CenAnniversary Edition, large ter 753-9386 or 753-6612
microwave $40 759-9457. OFFICE space, 300 sq ft.,
UtilLARGE,large, large, selec- North 12th St. location.
ities
included.
Call
tion of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for 753-5842.
immediate delivery. For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
247-7831.

WESTERN saddle asking
$100, English saddle asking $75 753-4545,
753-6763

1BR duplex, unfurnished,
new carpet, no pets_ References. Lease and deposit
$250/mo. 753-3913.

2130.

Business
Rentals

INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

IF you're looking for a mobile home and coming to
Pans be sure to shop at
Keith Baker Homes Hwy
79, Paris, Tenn.
1-800-533-3568. Free
Delivery!!!

1BR apartment low utilities
$155 References required
No pets 753-3949

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Homo,
For Salo

320
Apartments
For Rent

460

Homes
For Salo

380

340

Musical
Instruction

CLEAN used mobile home
14x52 All American 2br,
A/C, tree delivery $8995
no tax. Keith Baker Homes,
Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn,
1-800-533-3568.

1850sq tt with a loading
dock and a double door
Prime location Call
753-8809

210

110

3 PAGEANT dresses, lift
chair, antique Jenny Lind
bed 753-9866

753-1651

Home
Furnishings

220

Articles

414 S. 12th St.

160

URGENTLY NEED DEPENDABLE PERSON to ITALIAN Style sofa flame
sell full line of high quality stitch pattern, $85
lubricants to manufactur- 753-3140
ing, trucking, construction
and farm customers in Mur- KROEHLER wingback
ray area Thorough training sofa, $100 759-4524 after
program. For personal in- 5pm
terview, write J G. Worth,
.QUEEN waterbed, Beauty
Southwestern Petroleum,
Rest adjustable cylinders
Worth,
Tx
Ft.
961005,
Box
by Simmons. Also Atari
phone
76161
or
with 28 cartridges. Excel(817)332-2336.
lent condition. 753-9940.

For Salo

ROBERTS REALTY

USED refrigerator $125
436-5207 after 7pm

&OW b 5I9 sow
ecNai opportune* employer

150

Country living with city convenience! Large living
area with rental in walk-out basement. Central
gas heat, appliances; 2 fireplaces; lot 230' x 375.
Excellent buy at $76,000.00.

18 2cu ft UPRIGHT
freezer 753-4728 after
5Pm

3BR, 2 full baths, double
wide with one acre lot, in
nice community Must sell,
$18,000 or best offer
753-6191

STORAGE Building

460

460
Livestock
& Supplies

Busbies
Rontals

NOPE

They wear unions in a fee where
T stet and worn oot'sensate Itie
usu.' able

370

300

270
Articles
For Salo

Po

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E 0.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A
Call JTP A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m -11 30a m

EARN up to $400 weekly
assembling products at
home, no experience, easy
work. For more info call
1-5048636194 Ext 1372
7 days.

•

150

060

Help
Wanted

3BR, 2 bath, brick ranch.
Formal Irving and dining,
den with fireplace, privacy
fence, deck, double gmage, low utilities $80's
753-5703

(ESTATE AUCTICO

A

1981 GPL
Honda 9
Both loai
small rep.
OBO M
437-4875

THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1990
4:00 P.M. — RAIN OR SHINE

BILL HORTON: Deceased
113 FAIRLANE DRIVE
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

1982 SA/
5-speed,
$4,500. 7:
Greg.

QUALITY 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME
WOOD WORKING TOOLS
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

1983 OLE
lass Supre
tic, air,
days, 354-

LOCATED IN A DISTINGUISHED NEIGHBORHOOD
A FORMAL LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM
A CARPET COVERED HARDWOOD FLOORS
A TWO LARGE BATHS
A BARBEOUE PATIO, SUMMER HOUSE W/BATH
A PECAN TREES GALORE
MARK YOUR
...I SITUATED ON A BEAUTIFUL LOT
CALENDAR
i)
LI SHOWN BY APPOINTMENT
•

1983 REM,
pb, air, ea:
tual miles
condition.

1984 CIM
lac, loader
$ 36 50
753-6763

TERMS ON REAL ESTATE: 15% DOWN DAY OF SALE
BALANCE WITHIN 30 DAYS
DONT LET THIS QUALITY HOME PASS YOU BY!
Although All Materml In This Adyertmernent Is Wooled From Sources Damned
Rehabte. The Auctioneer Real Estate Broker And Owners Make No Warranty
Or Guarantee. Expresped Of Invited, As To The Accuracy 01 The Intormalton
Harem Conlatned iii, For This Fteason Thal The Buyem Shoed Arad Them.
*Nees The Ooportuntly To Make Inspection Prior To The Auchon All Announcements Day 01 Salt Tee* Pmcoclence Over AR Other AO, Imements

1984 CUT
2 door coi
$3200 751
1984 GP
good sh
489-2298

----____
REAL ESTATE GOES ON THE AUCTION BLOCK
THURSDAY EVENING AT 600 P.M.
, —
—___
---LOWREY BERKSHIRE DELUXE THEATER STYLE
ORGAN "EXCELLENT CONDITION"

1984 OLO
lass Cerra
and air, exc
$3900 OK
474-2266

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
3 Piece Cherry Poster Bedroom Suite 'Excellent Condition'. • Ammana Side-By-Side Refrigerator w Front Ice &
Water Dispenser • Frigidaire Refrigerator • Frigidaire
30- Electric Range w Self Cleaning Oven • GE Washer •
Sears Dryer • Magnavox Color Console Television •
Kennemore Upright Freezor • Odd Chairs • Odd Mirrors
• Coffee Tables, End Tables, Odd Tables • Washstand,
Old Pitcher & Bowl • Valet • Samson Massage A Belt •
Monocle Exercise Bike • Barbells • Several Antique
Frames • Antique Crank Phone• Miscellaneous Household Items • Yard Swing.

AIM
IR=
-A

1971 VW BUG -RUNS GOOD'.
1969 VW BUS VAN WITH CAMPER PACKAGED

WOODWORKING TOOLS HIGHLIGHTS
Jet Tilting 10" Arbor Saw Model CTAS-10-1 • DeltaRockwell Contractors 10" Table Saw • Delta-Rockwell
14" Band Saw • Boice Crane 5" Joiner w 5 Bed •
Powermatic 12- Planer Model 100 • Toolkraft 10" Radial
Arm Saw w Cabinet • Grisley Shop Belt Sander w Stand
6"x443" • Delta Rockwell 10- Wood Lathe. 36- Bed, Motor
& Controls • Craftsman Jig Saw, Throat Size 24- • AMT
14" Scroll Saw • Two-Router Tables, One Stanley, One
Sears Craftsman • Numerous Carbide Router Bits •
Numerous Carbide Blades • Joiner Knives • Wrenches
Hand Tools Of Every Description • Pipe Clamps, I-Beam
Clamps • Craftsman Electric Chain Saw • Black & Decker
Work Bench • Wood Working Manuals • Magazines •
Everything Imaginable For A Wood Working Shop •
Wood, Wood, Wood And More, Mostly Oak • Shop
Blower Fan • Attic Fan • Yard Tools.
Mr. Bill Horton, A Retired Math Teacher Was Well
Known For His Expertise In The Craft Of
Woodworking,
„ All The Fine Tools
Dow;
Mr. Horton Owned Ara Too Numerous
To Mention, Only The Highlights Are
KU THE
TIME ,
Mentioned

BETH E. HORTON, EXECUTRIX
Come Eat With Usl Menty Of Good Food?

JAMES R. CASH
74, AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(5021 623-8466 or (502)623-6388
The Selling Machine

1980 13(
Turbo, rr
247-9429

L

.tr

•

JULY 16, 1990

MONDAY,

CLASSIFIEDS
49n

kefitti
•E•

xck
69

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

OWNER Financing 4 bedroom, 2 bath home 1 blk
from MSU Double lot, gas
heat, $59,900 753-5703

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1986 FORD Escort, 4
speed, $2800 0E30
753-4339

CARS
89 Cressida
17,917
19 Toyota Corolla
1,487
19 Toyota Tercel
'7,987
19 Ford Escort
'6,987
'19 Toyota Camry
'10,987
'88 Toyota Camry
1,917
'17 Honda Accord LX 1,987
'17 Ford Mustang
'6,437
17 ford TIM
'6,917
17 Toyota Cry
1,437
'87 Toyota Tercel
'4,917
'17 Mazda 6 DI
'6,987
85 Pont. Fiebird ..... '6,917
'86 Bud Somerset LTD 5.917
16 Bud Century LTD '017
'16 Toyota Supra
'16,917
'16 Mazda R17
1,917
'85 Os Delta 81
'7,417
85 Bud Elet, Park Ave '6,917
15 Toyota Caclla
'84 Nissan Stanza
4,917
14 Chevy Monte CA... 5,437
84 Dodge Charger '3,487
83 Toyota Corolla
1,917
13 Pont Grrd Prtt '3,417
12 Toyota Capita
1,987
79 Toyota Caolla
1,07

1987 SUf3ARU DL wagon
auto, A/C, FW drive, one
owner, 22,xxx miles showroom condition, very reasonable 753-8686

1990 BRONCO, Eddie
Bauer edition, loaded,
12xxx miles, $17,800 Call
759-9963 after 6pm
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Used
Cars
1968 PLYMOUTH Fury,
many new parts, runs excellent, $625 OBO
753-7966

1979 CUTLASS Calais:
AM/FM radio, air, ps/pb,
new tires, good condition.
Call after 6pm, 759-4734.
1980 MAZDA RX7, red,
sunroof, AC stereo,$2495
1500 Canterbury,
753-9710
1980 PORSCHE 924
Turbo, red, after 5pm,
247-9429 $7500
1981 GRAND Prix, 1981
Honda 900 motorcycle
Both loaded and need
small repairs $650 each
OBO Must sell' Call
437-4875
1982 SAAB 900 Turbo.
5-speed, air, sunroof,
$4,500 753-6149, ask for
Greg.
1983 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme, V6, automatic, air, nice. 753-1953
days, 354-8879, after 6pm.
1983 RENAULT Fuego ps/
pb, air, cassette, 62xxx actual miles, $1800, good
condition 436-5590

ra

ie

1984 CIMMARON Cadillac, loaded, 64xxx, asking
$3650. 753-4545,
753-6763.

1984 GRAND Marquis
good shape, $3850
489-2298

Repa

'84 Olds Delta 88
'84 Dodge Aries

$3987
$3987

'84 Renault Alliance
'82 Ford LTD

$1487
$1987
$1487
$1987

TRUCKS
$4987
'86 Chevy S-10
$4987
'87 Dodge Ram Van $4987
'86 Chevy Astro Van _34987
'82 Ford Van
$3987
'77 Chevy Stepside Van$2487

'TRUCKS
'19 Toyota SR5 4X4 13,417
19 Toyota 4X4 EL C 13,987
88 Ford Bronco II )(LT 11,987
11 Toyota R1J
'6,917
18 Chevy Step Side ..... 11,987
V ford Rept XLT '6,987
'11 Dodge Caravan SE 11487
'88 Chevy Silyerado 11,917
'17 Toyota linner 12,987
'87 Chevy RION
1,987
'87 Ford Bronco II 1LT 1,917
'16 Nissan P
5,917
'86 Ford Bronco II
'6,917
78 Toyota PIIJ
1,387

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their crodi:.
Low Monthly Paymani
0,her Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
We accs• Visa & WC_
See Sammy Braoshaw
Sales Manager

1113

Sycamore
Murray

759-4999

Open til 7 p.m.
Aubrey Hatcher
Mike Robertson
Mark Elkins
Bill Calved
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-4961

.WINIM

Family Business Help
Your Environment"
WE'RE COMING TO
MURRAY

KGA RECYCLING
OPENING AMY 17th
At The Old Democrat
Building on Maple Street
Hours: Tues and Thurs
10-6

otaillecs

Cardboard

500
Used
Trucks
1979 CHEVY black pickup
LWB, stereo, power, air
raised white letter tires, extra sharp, 79xxx, $3950
489-2440.
1979 F150 FORD 4x4,
straight shift, $1750 1984
Ford Ranger 4 cylinder,
straight shift $2000 Phone
474-2789
1985 DODGE 1 ton pickup,
360 4-speed, no dents, no
rust, runs good. $2800 firm
753-7161.
1987 NISSAN Hardbody,
new tires, fiberglas camper,
$5300, negotiable
435-4314
1988 CHEVY Tahoe S10
Blazer, red, 4-wheel drive,
$10,700 759-4100
1988 CHEVY Suburban
'4 ton Silverado, towing
package, fully loaded with
bucket
seats
502 354-6568 or 354 8833
evenings
1988 GMC Sierra, extra
sharp, 48xxx, asking
$11,100. 753-4545,
753-6763

oass Co

COpper

‘-aos

spoil

* Grand Opening *
Tuesday, July 17

•

Pros Drinks and
Cookies
498-8785
gif
753-4741
As of.July 17 Mir

R B MITCHELL PAVING STEWART'S Upholstery
Driveways, parking lots a over 4000 different types of
specialty Over 30 years material Custom boat coy
experience 753-1537, ers Free pickup and deliv753-1221
ery Estimates 436-5236
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely
Saclike. Service
753-6156
492-8529

•

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169

WILL landscape Bushhogging Free estimate
436-5430

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon Fri , 753-0530

Garrison Motor Sales
SPECIAL
Duivold Dr Murray 753 6000

1988 Mercury (;rand Marquis
4 door, loaded with equipment

$7950
1988 Pontiac Bonneville SE
CL1GTOW KITCHEN CADMUS

4 door, with all the extras.

CUSTOM WOODWORKING

$8950

All Types Of
Custom Woodworking

1989 Olds Cutlass Ciera
4 door, lots of extras.

•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

Key MiniWarehouses

$7950

1988 Toyota Corolla SX
2 door, power steering, auto. trans.. and air.

409 SUNBURY MuRRAY Senna Bur,
r Br*,•

$5950

1
1115
5 40
'
9*a 1
011.11----.4.'

Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to ,0x30
753-5562 If no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996
CAMP Septic Tank Cleaning 753-9224

BASS boat astro glas 200 KITCHEN CABINET REYamaha extra nice Must MODELING with wood
sell, 1-522-0121
gram formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's RePONTOON boat slips for covery, Murray 436-5560
rent. Also, pontoon boats
for rent. For more informa- A LICENSED electrical
tion call, Cypress Bay Re- contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Comsort, 901-232-8221.
mercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser530
vice. 759-1835.
Ssrvloes
Offered
WE do yard work, mowing
A-1 TREE Service and and sealing driveways
Stump Removal Spraying 753-8908
and feeding Also free estiPAINTING, interior and ex•
mates 35 years experi- tenor
Free estimates Reence Glen Joiner owner ferences
Tremon Farris,
753-0906
759-1987.
ABLE Construction Co
PLUMBING repairman with
Building Contractors. Resi- same
day service Call
dential and commercial re436-5255
novation, trim/framing carpentry, also basements. PLUMBING - 24hr
436-5598.
emergency service Water
and sewer lines free estiAC repair, window units our
mates, reasonable rates
specialty Free estimate
Money back guarantee
436-2904
753-4200
ANY remodeling, building,
QUALITY Construction:
painting & roofing. Free esAlteration & remodeling
timates. B & B Construc- Porch
& deck specialist.
tion. 436-5263.
436-2617 or 753-1126
APPLIANCE SERVICE
ROGER Hudson rock haulKenmore, Westinghouse, ing, gravel, sand, dirt driveWhirlpool 30 years experi- way rock 753-4545,
ence Used Appliances 7sa-6763
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
ROOFING, carpentry, and
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
home improvements
Factory trained by 3 maior 345-2784
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck AN ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap- driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036
pliance Works, 753-2455

urn

Plastic Containers

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. ComMOTOR Home -73 Dodge, plete service on all central
24ft., damaged body and cooling, all makes and
roof. 413 Dodge motor with models. Call Gary at
54,000 miles, new rebuilt, 759-4754.
727 Trans, and roof air,
$500 Also a 4000 watt DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
generator with 25 gallon Lawn Service - Does your
gas tank, $500 753-0869 lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
Stella
need? Call 759-9706 for
free
estimate
520
Boats
LICENSED for electric,
& Motors
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free esti14ft JON boat and trailer, mates 753-7203
18hp Evinrude, $850
FENCE sales at Sears
753-4545, 753-6763
now. Call Sears 753-2310
1976 HYDRASPORT bass for free estimate for your
boat, 18f1. with 1983 140hp needs
Suzuki, 2 L.C.R. graph,
12-24 411b. thrust, 599m, GENERAL Repair plumbMinkota trolling motor. Ex- ing, roofing, tree work.
cellent condition, $3750 436-2642
474-2796.
GUTTERING By Sears:
1987 90hp T.N.T. Mariner Sears residential and comon 1980 15t1. Bomber and mercial continuous gutters
Classic drive on trailer, installed for your specifica$5200. 753-1951 or tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
753-4937.
1988 CREST III pontoon HANDYMAN • Painting,
boat 2911 with 100hp John- plumbing, electrical, carson and trailer Call pentry, etc. 24 hour
emergency service. All
474-2744
work fully guaranteed Very
321t. PONTOON boat cus- reasonable rates
tom made seats, newly re- 436-2749
done. Burgundy, gray and
white, Chrysler engine.
HAULING, yard work, tree
$ 6 5 00
OBO. removal,
mowing Free es812-853-9193.
timates 759-1683
39tt. HOUSE boat: LR, INSULATION
Blown In By
galley/kitchen, BR and
Sears: TVA approved
bath, air conditioner, 1401'ip
Save on those high heating
IN/Outboard, sleeps 6. Exand cooling bills Call Sears
cellent condition. A great
753-2310 for free estimate
boat at a good price
$14,500. Moored at Cy- KENNEY Travis Trucking:
press Springs Resort slip gravel, dirt, fill sand and
8C-8. 753-6487 or white rock Call 759-1039
753-2183
after 4pm

Newspapers

SalIC

•

$4487
$3987

'87 Chevy S.10

so•Oor 13,ECO lb Nov

"Help Our

It

'86 Ford Mustang
'86 Ply. Horizon

'82 Datsun 310
'81 Olds Cutlass

Or
We'll Rotund
Your Money'

TOYOTA

LEER aluminum topper, fits
long wheel base truck
$300 Can be reached
weekdays at 753-5661, ask
for Terry or after 4.30pm
437-4641.

Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

r it

1984 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Ciera 4 door, all power 1985 FORD Escort
and air, excellent condition, 4-speed, 2 door hatchback
$3900 0E30 Must sell Call Sharp Call 753-7492,
759-1518
474-2266

Buying:

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

as Simple as that!

1984 CUTLASS Supreme
2 door coupe with t-tops,
$3200 759-1927

MEI

YES

1:as
It you are,
tit
happy With the operation of
your used car or truck you
bought from us. return it to
us with.n 3 days or 200
Miles (whichever comes
first) and we'll repair it or
we'll refund your money I

1977 CAMARO 247-2160

AIRSTREAM travel trailers.
3411. side bath, 3111. rear
bath, will sell either Also
used bicycle rack, car top
carriers, mopad carrier,
front bumper type, awning
center rafter, trailer hitches,
sway controls, and other
used RV stuff. Charles Co-chran, 753-0114.

Fmonc;ng On The Spot

87 Chevy Celebrity Wgn.$4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
$4987
'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987

Services
Offsred

BOGARD Paving - parking
lots, driveways sealing,
1970 MOTOR home good striping. 20 years expericondition. After 5pm, ence For free estimate call
753-0410.
759-9213 or 753-9552

sm
CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

'88 Mitsubis'ni....- $4987
'88 Ford Tempo.,.. --$4987
'88 Chevy Celebrity Wgn.$4987
'88 Dodge Aries
$4987
'87 Ford Taurus
$4987

530
Services
Offered

Campers

1976 30ft. COBRA travel
trailer, self-contained, like
new, $6100 753-1951 or
753-4937.

CARS

530
Services
Offered

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drwe-ways,
BLUE 1987 Toyota truck, hauling, foundations, etc
auto., a/c, AM/FM digital 759-4664
radio, good condition. For BLOCK & brick & concrete
more information call finishing Driveways, por437-4890,
ches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work
510
753-5476.

EAST Main Auto Sales now
open with special mark
down prices Financing
available Just across the
tracks at the east end of
Main St. 753-4461

WE Guarantee!

AUTO CENTERi
41h St , Murray
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SHANE'S Quality Painting
and Wallpapering Service
Free estimates, reasonable
prices 753-8455
SHEETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 436 2811
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower cOrn
pebtrve cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

a

e
Now that we are enterini! our "garage sale season.
'
we want you to he informed (Hi our pnlicii‘.
We do work 2 days in advance to hettct
you. Deadlines are 313.M. Mon.- 1 2I-1. .ind
on Sat. Yard sales do have to he paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.

For assistance call, 753-1)16 or conic 1)\
Wierra y
classified department.
Ledger & Times

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Murray Home & Auto

‘4e44
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

44•14113*&11.11 S1001111

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOS TOO SMALL

437-4455

M.

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
Q
iatip, No Job Too Small'
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions 436-5272
489-2739

Poison Control

753-7588

(S02)753-0698

vv"AVHI:
-NEG,
INC.

We Clean Anything, Anywhere, Anytime
405 S. 4th Murray, Kentucky 42071

Gentry Painting Co.

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Rt 4 BO

Wm Gentry
1775, lAurray, Ky

42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
call:
Monda%-Frida%

McClure's
Tropical Fish
759-9513

753-1916

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

Site Pri*,
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Retirement health care benefits
scAw U.S. companies are attempting to modify existing health care benefits
for retirees and limit their own liability
as they confront new accounting
rules, growing medical costs and
an aging workforce.

Unfunded liabilities
for retiree health
benefits
American corporations faced an
unfunded liability of $402 billion
for retiree health care benefits as
of 1988, according to the General
Accounting Office, accumulated
benefit obligations in billions of
dollars

Workers with
company-sponsored
health plans
Percent of all U.S. workers. 1988
No
company
health
plans

Company health plans
with retiree coverage .

Earned benefits of active workers

Employer-paid health
benefits for retirees

Aging population
presents a growing
problem

Percentage of employees with retiree
medical coverage

•Fully financed _Partially financed
Before age 65:
63%
1.23,

54%
,2C

TAYLOR
Neighbor CHEVROLET ,..itraliai"chevy
Ge 5 Inc.
Stars
Good —DWAIN

$4814

South 12th Street

Murray, Ky. (502)753-2617

Current
retifees

Future benefits
of active workers

Company health plans without
ret,ree coverage

JULY 16, 1990

Americans, 55 years and
older, as a percent of total
U.S. population

988 Chevy Cargo Van
Blue - #42535

211
13.09% A.P.R.

_
1987 Chry. Lebaron
4 Dr., Gray - #55281

196.

After age 65:

dgla
08)
'191
gd
000

00 0
000
COO

1986

1990 Geo Tracker LSI
Blue - #11410
1988

1986

1988

SOURCES Chicago Tribune Association of Retired Persons, General Accounting Office. Employee
Benefit Research Institute. u S Bureau of the Census

Am.0 13.99% A.P.R.

1987 Olds Reg. 98
4 Dr., Silver - #16101

1918 Ns
Red, 4 Dr. - #40606

V.W. Duantum
4 Dr., Silver - #06621

260.

107.
4 ROI. # 15.99% APR.

$10,900 80 mos # 13.99% A.P.R

Large waste-handling company in U.S.
spreads money around to candidates
WASHINGTON (AP) — Waste
Management Inc., the nation's
largest waste-handling company,
has spread its money among
numerous political candidates,
including several incumbents and
one challenger in Kentucky.
The company's political-action
committee contributed a total of
$418,116 to congressional and
presidential candidates for the 1988
election. That was the seventh
highest among some 1,800
corporate-sponsored PACs.
For this year's election, the company's Employees Better Government Fund had contributed
$318,330 to House and Senate candidates by the end of May, the latest total available.
Several Kentucky candidates
have been beneficiaries of the company's donations this year, including both candidates in the U.S.
Senate race.
The company's PAC has given
$8,000 to Democratic challenger
Harvey Sloane and $5,000 to Republican incumbent Mitch McConnell, according to Federal Election

Commission records.
Also in the current two-year
election cycle, the PAC has given
to the campaign committees of
U.S. Reps. Carroll Hubbard, D-1st
District, $2,000; Jim Bunning,
R-4th District, $300; and Chris
Perkins, D-7th District, $1,000.
Waste Management has one site
in Kentucky — the Outer Loop
Landfill in Jefferson County. That
landfill and the company's five in
!ndiana don't take long-haul interstate garbage, the company says.
The company has no interest in
moving household garbage over
long distances, its spokesmen say.
But the company wants to protect
its right to run regional landfills
that may draw waste from nearby
states.
Browning-Ferris Industries Inc.,
the waste industry's second-largest
company, also has a PAC, but it is
not as big. In the 1988 election it
contributed $136,277 to candidates
for federal office. So far for this
election it has given $98,089,
including $1,000 to McConnell.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
..J is circumstance and proper timing that give an action its character
and make it either good or bad."
— Agesilaus.

1986 Toy. Cellca
2 Dr., Blue - #01297

s233.

'196.

1984 Dodge Arls Wagon
Gold - #10297

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH

67.900 60 mos @ 139"

•8 2
•A 7 5 4 2

If you're going to retire within the
next 5 years you can maximize yotir
retirement benefits. For more information, the call is FREE - 753-8355.

The Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore

,
1987 Chev. 5-I0 Blazer 4x4
Blue - #85059

'196.

7-16-A

Retiring Soon?

1987 Dodge Da
,
2 Dr., Red - 495983

"- 19818 Olds
Red - #40369

+9752
V63

Under normal circumstances evEAST
eryone would lead the club king WEST
*A 4
against this heart contract played •K 10 8 3
V2
•K J lu 9 8
by South. However, given today's
•K J 10 9
•Q 6 5
bidding. what would you choose
•K Q J 10
+983
against one heart after East has
converted your takeout double for
SOUTH
penalties?
•Q J 6
Against the lead of the club king,
V A Q754
dummy wins and South ruffs a club.
•
A 743
He plays the ace and a diamond, and
+6
the defenders shift belatedly to a
trump. South finesses, ruffs a diamond in dummy and scores another Vulnerable: North-South
low trump by ruffing a club. That Dealer: South
totals six tricks for South, and his The bidding:
remaining high trump gives him a South
West
North
East
seventh - making one heart 1 V
Dbl.
All pass
doubled
When partner converts your lowOpening lead
level takeout double and opts for
penalties. the first order of business
LEAD WITH THE ACES
is to keep declarer from scoring his
small trumps Partner's leave-in South holds
marks him with good trumps. so a
•A Q J 9
trump lead promises to be most efV9 8 7 2
fective. In today's case, It makes a
•10 8 6 3
difference of two tricks.
+7
South wins the first trump and
plays ace and a low diamond. East
East
South
West
North
overtakes alertly to lead a second
1 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
trump, and South is finished. He can
cash dummy's club ace and ruff a
ANSWER: Heart nine. Avoid the
club, but he never enjoys a diamond
spade lead, which may give East a
ruff in dummy or a second club ruff
trick to which he is not entitled.
in hand. East draws trumps as soon
as he can. and South scores only Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box
three trump tricks and two aces for 12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
a penalty of 500 points.
op‘right 1990 I cited Feature Syndicate

Tim Herndon

1989 Dodge Dynasty
4 Dr., White - #02139

107.

A P.R.

1989 Pont. Lemans
4 Dr., Blue - #53734

1969 Ford
Gray - #59522

I

1986 BuiCk-S;merset
Gray - #58156

$8.900 60 mos. fp 131" kP R

Olds
4 Dr, Brown •:r

18.900 60 oce

13.99% A.P.R.

Buick LeSabre Wagon
Brown - #03869

$4,900 48 ITS 6) 15.99% APP

Pont. Grand AM
Blue - #92980

$233m.
$300 Down 4- Tax & License With Approved Credit

CARS — TRUCKS — VANS
ALL ON SALE -)tcyogkinsoeA\

FINANCING AVAILABLE

